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We are embarking on a new phase with Cromwe/Jiana w~ere w.e will
endeavour to find an interesting image for the front cover illustratmg an
article or theme featured in the edition.
The image on the front cover of this edition .is of the gold 'Puritan' ver~
tch made by Robert Grinkin junior some tune between 1630-1640. This
:~rb -watch is in the collection of the British Musewn _who have ~~ry
· · to ~se the ---c,-,
im'.'.IOP © .Copynght The Bnttsh
generously given us pet.mts_s1on
Museum. I would like to give special thanks to David Thompson, .Curator
of Horology and an expert on 17th century watches, who has provided the
image, his knowledge and enthusiasm.
The Cromwell Day Address given on 3 September 2003 by John Sutton,
which appears in this edition has been greatly expanded by the author, to
give us a deeper and better understanding of Sir Charles Wolseley.
This edition also contains a new section entitled Overseas Despatches la~ched
with a piece commissioned from Professor Bremer (Editor of the Wmthrop
Papers), which acts as a complement to the four papers from the
Birmingham Day school.

CROMWELL DAY, 2003
THE IMPROBABLE CROMWELLIAN:
SIR CHARLES WOLSELEY
By John Sutton
1

Let us praise great men. Everyone in this audience will automatically
assume that I am talking about Oliver Cromwell's greatness: that is a
bedrock thing that cannot be gainsaid. No, I am referring to the lesser
greatness of one of Cromwell's most dedicated supporters under the
Protectorate: Sir Charles Wolseley, a man whom I would like to make the
subject of this oration. On first inspection my choice of Wolseley might
seem rather perverse and quixotic, for he has gone down in history as a
renegade Cavalier who only joined the Cromwellian cause in July 1653 out
of an avid thirst for power and who promptly deserted it again when he
was denied the· fruits of office in May 1659. In the harsh words of a
contemporary critic, Wolseley was 'a gentleman who came something late
into the Play on this side, being converted from a Cavalier in a good Hour...
a Man of Constancy and Certainty in his Principles, much like the Wind'.
But this port:fayal of Wolseley does him a grave injustice, for while he
undoubtedly trirruned his sails to avoid shipwreck at the· Restoration he
remained one of Cromwell's most ardent disciples. As I shall seek to
demonstrate, his personal devotion to Cromwell was both sincere and
genuine. But more than that, Wolseley never forsook the Cromwellian altar
of faith in what was for him the long aftermath of defeat. Indeed, in the
post-Restoration era he courted considerable unpopularity by robustly
championing some of the ideals which Cromwell had held most dear. In
spirit he was the most loyal of Cromwellians: ·a true believer. It is an
inspiring story; and one worthy of a eulogy.
It must be admitted that Wolseley was a highly improbable Cromwellian.
Baptised on 1September1630 in the Staffordshire parish of Colwich where
his ancestors has been owners of the lordship of Wolseley since at least the
twelfth century, he was the eldest son of Sir Robert Wolseley - created a
baronet 0n 24 November 1628 - by his wife Mary, daughter of Sir George
Wroughton, Knight, of Wilcot in Wiltshire. His father hailed from a cadet
branch of the Wolseley family; but thanks to a prosperous career as Oerk
of the Patents in the Court of Chancery from 1625 onwards he acquired a
strimgl.ehold over the estate of the head of the senior line, Sir Thomas
Wolseley, who was in such a parlous financial situation that in 1630 he
forfeited it completely for the not inconsiderable sum of £6,800. Both sides
of the Wolseley clan were deeply conservative in matters of church. and
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That he w~s dete~ed to strike out on his own was demonstrated by the
~conventional mamage he contracted a few months before his eighteenth
birthday. On 12 May 1648, at Hanworth in Middlesex, he wed Anne the
yo~ngest daughter of William Fiennes, first Viscount Saye and Sele, ~ho
paid a d~wry of £3000, ~ sum that more than offset the penal taxation
rece~tly u_ifltcted . upon hun. by Parliament. This was an extraordinary
marital alh~ce, smce as Chnstopher Morris observes Wolseley was tying
~e .knot w~th a ~oman_ who belonged . to a fanatically Puritan and
I arltamentartan _family. His father-in-law, nicknamed 'Old Subtlety', was
renowned for his aloof, austere religiosity. According to a contemporary
newssheet he 'sparlded' among the godly, pricking 'the consciences of all
that were near him'. ~e ~ertainly made a deep and lasting impression upon
Wolseley who· was still m thrall to him over half century later when 'he
spoke m~ch of his great piety'. Beyond question it was now that Wolseley
be~ame the sober young man and the godly Cavalier' to use Cromwell's
e~1thet for a royalist sympathiser of a similar ilk (Sir William Compton).
Viscount Saye~s political loyalties were also poles apart from those of Sir
Charles and his father. Ever since the 1630s he had been 'averse to the
Court' and his prominence ?n the Parliamentary side during the Civil War
was e_ven_ better known. This, too, seems to have rubbed off on Wolseley
wh~ unb1be~ Saye's preference for a King who ruled through, and not
a~s~ Parliament, though like him 'he had not the least thought of
diss~lvmg the monarchy, and less of levelling the ranks and distinctions of
men· In sho~ W~lseley had acquired a father-in-law who in the eyes of
sta~ch royalists. like Clarendon .was notorious for his 'great malignity
against the Church and State'. His break with family tradition could not
have been more complete.

state. The bankrupt older branch clung tenaciously to the time-hallowed
Catholic faith; and though outwardly conforming to the Anglican rubric
there is a strong hint that the usurping sprig, Sir Robert Wolseley, was 'a
closet Papist'. Politically, too, the Wolseleys were diehard traditionalists.
During the Civil W'iir. representatives from each section of the family
espoused the royalist cause. One of the sons of the now deceased Sir
Thomas Wolseley-Devereux raised a regiment of dragoons for the King;
while his supplanter and distant cousin, Sir Robert Wolseley, was an active
commissioner of array, winning Charles I's 'special trust and confidence'
because of his 'approved fidelity'. He also bore arms for his royal master in
Lichfield Close where he surrendered in July 1646. Significantly, for our
purposes, when Sir Robert capitulated he was accompanied by his sixteen
year old son Charles, who, by all accounts, had barely escaped from 'the
tutelage of a schoolmaster' during his military service in the garrison. This,
then, was the unpropitious background of the man who later became one
of Oliver Cromwell's leading counsellors during the Protectorate!
But though 'at first a Cavalier' the young Charles did not remain one for
long. On 21 September 1646 his father fell victim to fever and died,
enabling him to cut loose from his royalist upbringing. The new baronet
must have really felt the sins of the father were visited upon the son, since
he inherited an estate that lay under sequestration on account of paternal
'delinquency'. This unenviable situation was made worse by the fact that Sir
Charles was still a minor; but he shouldered the responsibility with great
maturity, raising a £2,500 composition fine to free the family lands from
the burden of confiscation. Interestingly, during his negotiations with the
parliamentary authorities over this matter, he adamantly maintained that
any misdemeanours on his part arose because he 'was under age' with the
clear implication that he had been misled by his royalist father . .Already Sir
Charles was ploughing his own furrow. However this is not to say that he
rejected his father's memory altogether, for there had always been a strong
bond of affection between them. In the words of the inscription on Sir
Robert's monument in Colwich church:

a

Nothing this world affords will ere renew
Those comforts I enjoyed and lost in you.

('
..'

and

What is true to say, however, is that, while his father's 'dear
beloved
son' - a term of fond endearment to be found in Sir Robert's will - this did
not prevent him from eschewing his family's political wd religious
affiliations. He was ever his own man.

•''

II,

'

On a personal level? too, Viscount Saye was just the sort of man to
encourage Wolseley's growing sense. of independence. He shared his love
of books and learning and encouraged him to become a scholar himself. He
was also something of a loner, of a proud nature and with a .known
preference for going 'contrary to the wind', qualities which his new son-inl~w :was to share with him in ~pade:>I Thus one cannot stress enough the
si~cance of ~olseley's ~age: it was the defming moment of his life
shapmg bo_th his ~harac~~r and his ideas. But more than that, it also
launch~ him_ on his political career, for there seems little doubt that his
connecoon with Viscount Saye was chiefly responsible for his selection as
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the representative of Oxfordshire - where the Fiennes' interest was
strongest -in the Nominated Assembly which met in early July 1653.

dissolution. Significantly, in this act of self-destruction, it was Wolseley who
took the lead, delivering the first of the resignation speeches. He
disburdened himself in ~ heart-felt manner but made his deadly intentions
clear by first of all announcing that his discourse concerned "the Esse' or
(very) being, rather than the ben esse, or well-being of the Commonwealth'.
He then bluntly declared that the delegates had signally failed to fulfil the
ends for which they had been summoned; indeed, he accused them of
pursuing their own selfish ends and possessing a spirit of injustice. But his
prime concern was with those of his colleagues 'whose designs and ends
were destructive to the Commonwealth'. In particular he accused the rival
faction of a sinister intention to alienate the army, to abolish property, to
subvert the law and to overthrow the ministry, all charges which were
vehemently denied by his outraged opponents. After this bitter tirade,
followed by further well-orchestrated broadsides, Wolseley and his
companions announced that they would sit no longer and then flounced off
to Whitehall where they resigned authority to Cromwell who was now
installed as Lord Protector. Wolseley thus earned a certain notoriety as the
chief man 'who helped to break' the Bar~bones Parliament; but he had no
qualms on that score, for as he declared to his intimate associate, Bulstrode
Whitelocke, shortly afterwards, Cromwell's 'personal worth' made him preeminently qualified to rule as a single person.

''j '
I

I,

:I

This was to be Wolseley's first entrance upon the public stage; and he
exploited it to the full. He was present right at the be~g o~ the
Barebone's Parliament - as it is more popularly known - and unmed1ately
d11:ust himself forward by getting himself elected to the select committee
authorised to draw up a declaration 'to invite all the People of God, within
this Commonwealth, to seek the Lord, for a Blessing upon (its) Counsels
um! P.rc>ccedings'. Wolseley also ensured that he reported the committee'_s
wm'k on the pt'oposed declaration back to the House on 12 July 1653: 1t
l'XPfCllHcd u fmu:some trepidation at the 'mighty' task ahea~ but a ~owmg
111lll111mrian coufidoncc that God would 'complete His work. The
lf11d111111io11 111 godly foi:vour and pio.us exhortati~ns deli~te~ Cromwel~ '.111d
lw 11111111 lmvu lle1:11 unp1x:11scd with Wolseley s role ~ 1ts comp?s1tion.
,\'l111u11i l!lll 111l11ly, It w1111 thiB 1mirling contribution wh_1ch lay behind the
rtJ1J1111111111111hllh111 111111 Wol11doy he added to the Council of State only two
duy11 l11tu1. 1l'l111M w!tlilu 11 week of the calling the Little Parliament Wols~ey
lh1111d l1hrn111U hi tho h1tHH' (:il'clc of Cromwell's government, an amazmg
um1\1. 111' 1!11111 1111 hill now rc11110118ibilitics with great aplomb; and so?n
111111 11 lll1111wl I' ludi11pt111mhlo to the Lord Protector, espec_ially in army affairs.
11111 1ltm to 1m1111incnco was such that he sometimes acted as _an
inlt!1'tllt:dlury hulw<:cn tho Council of ~t:ate and the godl~ MP~, smooth.mg
1tun11uc.:ti01111 bmwcm1 tl1cm with considerable tact and discretion. Perhaps
1110Bt L'Ctlla1'kablc of all was Wolseley's high profile inside the Nominated
Atiscmbly itself of which his membership of the crucial select committee
deteanining the order of its business furnishes the best example. Wolseley
must have been cock-a-hoop that his political career had got off to such
flying start.

'

But there was 'trouble in paradise'. The gathering of saints proved far from
harmonious; indeed, their proceedings grew more and more fracti_ous. as
they became ominously polarised between a vociferous radical 1Tl111o_nty,
centred on the Fifth Monarchy extremist, Major-General Thomas Harnson
- who also came from Staffordshire - and an increasingly fearful
conservative majority, of whom Wolseley was in the forefront. In the_ end
there was a complete breakdown, prompting the 'sober' party to termmate
the assembly by a mass walkout. This sabotage tactic was carefully planned:
early in the morning of 12 December 1653 about eighty dissidents gathered
in the Parliament house and, after some angry exchanges, duly voted for a

Wolseley now entered upon the most exciting part of his political life. He
was appointed a member of the new Protector's Council of State on 16
December 1653; and his first act was to issue, with his fellow councillors,
the proclamation announcing the establishment of the Protectorate and
urging 'every person of what quality and condition soever' to render strict
obedience to it. Wolseley turned out to be an extremely vigorous councillor,
immersing himself in a whole range of domestic and foreign business. With
high office came w~th and status: Wolseley's official remuneration as a
co'Uncillor of state amounted to a £1000 per annum; and . he · was also
provided· with lodgings in Whitehall and a stable and coach-house at the
Mews. Though his energies were chiefly devoted to national affairs,
Wolseley also became a highly influential figure in Staffordshire politics
during. tfle Protectorate. He had the honour, for example, of representing
the county in. Cromwell's two Parliamepts. Typically, he was~ very dynamic
MP. During the first Protectorate Par;liament h~ sat on sixteen select
committees and on no less than thirty-five during the first session of its
successor. Wolseley similarly played ·a key role in parliamentary divisions,
acting as a teller on ten occasions in the case of the former assembly, and

6
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on eight in that of the latter. Wolseley's immense standing in his native
shire was further demonstrated by the fact that he was delegated to present
the Staffordshire petition opposed to the disafforestation of Needwood
Chase to the first Protectorate Parliament; and when this proved impossible
due to its premature dissolution in January 1655 Wolseley was the political
broker who then ensured that the petition was presented to Cromwell in
person early the following February. Well might the petition's chief
advocate and publicist, Zachary Babbington, describe Wolseley as a 'faithful
patriote to his county'. Thus from every point of view Wolseley had
become a power in the· land. It was a remarkable achievement for a young
man who was still only in his mid-twenties.

into a crowned head of state in the spring of 1657. From its very inception
Wolseley had always regarded the Protectorate as a proto-monarchy. This
was how he depicted it, for example, to his . friend Whitelocke in early
January 1654: 'The government now established is by a Lord Protector who
hath much ye same power w(hi)ch the Kinge formerly had'. Indeed, in his
opinion, Cromwell was 'the greatest monarck of ye world' even if he was an
elective ruler and his power was tempered by a permanent Council of State
and periodic Parliaments. But, along with the rest of Cromwell's more
conservative advisers, Wolseley was thoroughly dissatisfied that his master
held kingly power de facto and not de Jure, and he wanted to clarify this
anomalous situation. Accordingly, he threw his full weight behind Sir
Christopher Packe's remonstrance, introduced· into the Commons on 23
February 1657, to reconstitute the· Protect9rate on overtly monarchical
lines. For example, Wolseley was the chief teller for the 'yes' vote in
support of Packe's ·successful motion - given this direct involvement he
may even have had a hand in drafting it in the first place. From then on
Wolseley was in the vanguard of every move to draft a new written
constitution (known as the Humble Petition and Advice) paving the way
for Cromwell's installation as a fully-fledged king. The crucial division on
the formal offer of the crown occurred on 25 March 1657; and among the
hl,Uldred and twenty MPs successfully voting in its favour, dubbed 'the
Kinglings', pride of place belonged to Wolseley. But would Cromwell
accept the Kingly title?

But not only did Wolseley play .a prominent part in the Protector's
government, he also became one of his boon companions. In his diary
Bulstrode Whitelocke paints an engaging picture of the way Wolseley
formed part of Cromwell's 'kitchen cabinet'. Apparently he, Whitelocke,
Lord Broghill, John Thurloe and William Pierrepont were in the habit of
retiring with the Protector to 'a private room' in Whitehall Palace where
they would often be closeted together for anything from two to four hours.
Open and frank discussions would then take place on the 'great businesses'
of state; but these were occasionally interrupted, Whitelocke informs us, by
'some frollickes of diversion'. Apparently· at such moments it was
Cromwell's practice to call for tobacco pipes and 'now and then' he would
light up himself. In a playful mood he took particular delight in compiling
verses with his colleagues, the golden rule being that 'everyone must trye
his fancy'. As we shall later see, Wolseley was particularly adept at this
literary pastime. Once he had unwound in this manner, Whitelocke further
observes, the Protector became not only positively 'cheerful' but 'exceeding
familiar with us'; indeed, discoursing with them so 'freely' that he laid 'aside
his greatness' altogether. But then the Protector would grow more 'serious'
again and return to the discussion of public matters. By all ~ccounts, he
greatly valued these intimate conferences with his closest advisers, for no
one else was 'admitted to come into him' while they took place. As a
member of Cromwell's inner circle Wolseley had clearly acquired a
privileged position and one which must have given him great personal
satisfaction, since his friend , Whitelocke assures us 'their councell was
accepted and followed by him in most of his greatest affayres'.

l!

i
!

to play such a major role in the parliamentary campaign to transform him

Cromwell certainly thought it was 'a feather in his cap'; but he,
nevertheless, procrastinated, pleading for time to 'ask counsel of God and
of ~y o~rn heart'. Aware that assuming a regal designation was the sticking
point with Cromwell, the House of Commons appointed a deputation of
MPs to wait upon him in the hope they might overcome 'his doubts and
scruples'. A meeting ~as duly arranged; and took place at Whitehall on 11
April 1657. Needless to say, Wolseley was one of those in attendance; and
his 'learned' speech to ·Cromwell on this occasion was subsequently
published in·a tract, entitled Monarcfty Asserted·(London, 1660). Nine other
harangues were also included in this text; but it is Wolseley's disquisition
with which we are here concerned. His contribution came fourth in order
of priority, an indication of the importance assigned to him in this delicate
task of winning Cromwell over to the cause of 'the Kinglings'. At the
beginning of the proceedings the · Protector had bluntly asked: 'the
Government be well, why do you change it'? And it was with this question
in mind that the youngest of Cromwell's c;ouncillors essayed a reply that

8
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furnishes a fascinating insight into his mind-set. Its contents reveal a man
who was still a monarchist at heart and for whom the Protectorate had
always been a poor substitute.

accorded not only with 'the custom of the nation' but had been tried,
tested, and 'approved good by many ages'. No 'new' innovation, which laid
aside that time-hallowed arrangement, could .have any 'validity' in
Wolseley's view. 'I may humbly tell your Highness', he triumphantly
concluded, 'this nation hath ever been a lover of monarchy, and of
monarchy under the title of a King'. He could not have been more explicit.

Wolseley began his speech on a positive note. 'Not only we that are here',
he enthused, 'but many honest hearts in England rejoice to see this day', an
optimism that he attributed to the apparent return to consensual politics at
Westminster with the Protector and his parliament 'debating the settlement
of the nation' in a constructive manner. Indeed, the very fact that they were
now showing 'so much nearness and affection' convinced Wolseley that a
permanent resolution of their political di~ferences lay a~ hand. For ~im the
chief stumbling block to the Protector s declared aim of 'healing and
Kuttli.ni( was his dubious legal status 'in relation to the old government~. As
\:hiuf 1na~\ist:ratc' Cromwell ought to have been the symbol of national
unity; hut hu was incapable of being so because, in Wolseley's trenchant
wonl11 1 'Tito law lumw11 not a protector: and requires no obedience from the
1uu.1plo 10 him'. 'J'o cmphasizu this point still further Wolseley went so far as
HJ ntliih11h1 <:n1111wcll'H foilm•u to achieve a viable new constitution since
lmh1u u11ul11 1.rntl Protector in December 1653 to the alien nature of his
1~1rtiuo. 1'l '111ly, ~fr\ IHI mumlly doclarcd, 'the reason why things of late have
liuu11 MU 111111111tlud tlaroup,lumt the nations (of Great Britain), hath been
lrnm111"11 llmt to llw holly of thu people there hath not been a legal head'.
J11MI 11" 11 'ti11;111 hrn1d' Wat! . absolutely 'necessary to the whol~some
1:u11Hllt11tl1111 of the body natu!'al'. so was it just as vital to the <well-being' of
'thu lmuy pnlitick'. ln effect, Wolseley was saying that only "'.'hen ?e
hccm1w u J'lt'opor Icing would Cromwell truly know the extant of his duties
to tho poople or they to him. His authority would never command respect
until it rested 011 regal foundations.

Yet while it was Wolseley's fervent belief that the Oliverian Protectorate
must be recast in a monarchical mould, he also maintained that this still had
to be underpinned by parliament and the rule of law. Despite his Cavalier
upbringing Wolseley had never been a supporter of absolute monarchy: he
was a constitutional royalist. Even so, this ardent young 'Kingling' was only
too painfully aware of Cromwell's profound reluctance to ascending the
throne even in the guise of a King-in-Parliament. Wolseley thus tried to win
him round by advancing an extremely skilful argument. Simply put, he
asserted that the Protector had a· bounden duty to accept the offer of the
crown because it wa.S the collective desire of the political nation. Wolseley
clearly saw the second Protectorate Parliament as the representative body
of the British people fully attuned to ·their wishes and aspirations.
According to him, MPs believed they had a mandate to press Cromwell to
~ecome King from their conviction that 'the minds .of the people of these
nations (were) much set upori this office and title'. Employing a very
'democratic' rhetoric, Wolseley argued that the people's spokesmen felt
they 'ought to harken, and to be much inclined by the desires of them that
sent them' to Westminster. Such things as were for the people's good were
surely not to be denied? And that summum bonum consisted in the
transformation of the Protectorate into an unalloyed parliamentary
··'
monarchy.

Wolseley did not flinch from exposing the central weakness of Cromwell's
regime: it did not accord with the 'ancient constitution' and the known laws
of the land. Cromwell had neither the traditional authority of the crown nor
the backing of 'the great common law', which since time immemorial had
always found its most authoritative expression through a monarchical
framework. Besides, Wolseley continued, the institution of monarchy was
at least a thousand years old, ·and though the occupants of .the throne had
'often changed' the office itself had remained unimpaired down until recent
times. (Wolseley clearly regarded Charles I's trial and e~ecution as illegal
and the abolition of the monarchy in its wake as a violent usutpation; but
was too polite and diplomatic to say so.) In short, he conten<ied, kingly rule

Here Wolseley was _making a calculated appeal to Cromwell's genuine
reverence for the institution of Parliament for which he had ventured both
life ai:1d fortune .in the first Civil War. As a former MP himself with a longstanding attachment to parliament as the champion of the people's liberties,
how could he not pay heed to its call to make him ·King? 'I beseech your
Highness', Wolseley exp<>stulated, 'consider if you should. refuse this title
the parliament presents you with, you do not only deny yourself the honour
they put upon you, but you deny the nation, you deny the people their
ho~our, which by right they ought to have. 'Tis their honour and their
b~ght to have a supreme magistrate with the title of a King'. But from
bitter experience Wolseley knew that Cromwell could speak a non-
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parliamentary language that on occasion turned him _into a destroye~ as well
as an upholder of parliament. So to lend weight to his argument he invoked
a divine sanction for the parliamentary expression of the peopte•s deepseated desire for a return to a monarchical form of government. 'God hath
by his providence put a general desire of it in ~e . nation',, Wolseley
enthused, clearly implying that it would be provocative m the extreme for
Cromwell to thwart th; Almighty's purposes. Manifestly, he wa.s putting
forward an argument for the divine right of the people to be ruled by a
King! It was. a curious twist to a line of thought who~e main thrust was
secular rather than religious. In view of the immense piety of the man he
was addressing, Wolseley would probably have been wiser t<? de~elop this
biblical argument rather more; but he chose not to, prefemng instead to
impross Cromwell with his political message.

him to the throne. For Wolseley the public interest could only be properly
served when the Lord Protector became King Oliver the First; and he was
convinced that in the end due consideration of this would tip the scales in
his favour. 'I know this alone', he confidently told Cromwell in a final
flourish, 'would sway you above anything, that what is before you is the
advice of your great council, the parliament'. It was a forceful plea, and an
extremely convincing one. To utter Wolseley's powerful words under
Cromwell's imposing statue here in the precincts of Westminster on this
special day gives me an extra buzz when describing his lobbying activities
back in April 1657. He had mustered the most effective arguments in his
political arsenal to persuade and to cajole Cromwell into accepting the
designation of King. Surely, Wolseley reasoned,· Cromwell's individual
feelings had to take·second place when parliament, supported by 'hundreds,
nay thousands' of 'the good people of England', was clamouring to put a
·
crown upon his head?

Wt 1I11cluy now played what he thought was his trump card. He reminded the
Loni Protcctol' that during his speeches to parliament he had often referred
lo hl111Hul I' UK ih1 11c1·vmll', a humble designation that Wolseley skilfully sought
h:i m1plt11llHO 11pu11. 'You urc HO indeed', he ci:owed, 'and 'tis y~ur greatest
l101u::i111 MU 111 Im'. C';mnH:d Cromwell's accept:ance of his role as
Pt11lli1111u111'14 111wt:111lvo 1~•,t:1ll1 it followed that he must obey its express
i.liaho hJ uiuw11 hh11, All tlio mm·c l!O as Parfounent was in turn the servitor
of' tluJ piwplo wlu I 'WlllllCU hitn lO be thcfr King. 'I hope then, sir', ~olseley
u~ho11ttd C:u1111wull, 1yoo will give the people leave to name their own
Mlll'\111111: tlmt h1 11 duu you ca111mt ... deny them. Their representatives desire
ym.1 wlll 1w1 vo tltu 1~uuplu un.dcr this title; and were there no other reason....
II IM rim huHt'. 'l'hHI populist appeal became even more pronounced as
W!1lt1lllcy Ut'CW his oration to a conclusio~. Over ~d over again he

lmprct1t1cd upon Cromwell that he must submit to the will of the people as
cxpl'Cllt!Cd

through their delegates in Parliament ~d to swallo"'.' whatever

pet'Bonal reservations he might personally entertain about donnmg a regal
inant:lc. '1 know, sir', he continued, 'though you can deny yourself, yet you
will not deny the nation their due, when· their representatives challenge it
from you' ..
Yet despite all his special pleading Wolseley could still sense Cromwell~s
deep-seated aversion for the ,monarchical estate; and to overcome this
repugnance he insisted 'the people's go~d' ~ust. be hi.s p~amo~t
consideration. 'And certainly, sir, whatever dissatisfaction be ll1 this case, 1t
ought not to weigh', Wolseley implored, since 'the whole people,
represented together' in Parliament were unanimously resolved to elevate

I

But Wolseley was a voice crying in the wilderness. Cromwell's powerful but
wayward spirit blew where it listeth; and, for several weeks, he kept
Wolseley and the rest of 'the Kinglings' in suspense as he agonised whether
to embrace royal status. At a further conference convened at Whitehall on
13 April a doubt-ridden Protector declared 'I cannot undertake this name'·
while in another session thirteen days later his angst was even more eviden;
as he spoke of 'my griefe and the trouble I am under'. Finally, after much
heart-searching, Cromwell announced his decision to a packed meeting of
MPs - including Wolseley - in the Banqueting House on 8 May. It was a
sombre, deeply 'unhappy' Lord Protector who confronted them with the
disappointing news that despite all the intense lobbying to tum him into an
outright monarch he had still not been 'convinced of the necessity of the
thing'. So, although it was 'the product worthy of a Parliament', his
conscience impelled !Um to return a negative answer to the offer of the
crown. 'I cannot undertake this government with that title of King' was his
impassioned crie de Coeur. Wolseley had failed.
Like all of 'the Kinglings', he must have felt badly let down by Cromwell,
though this acute disappointment may. have been tempered by an
understanding·of the Protector's genuine conviction that monarchy was an
accursed institution. Why else had God permitted Charles I to be defeated
in two Civil Wars and to be executed but to express his disapprobation of
Kingly rule? At least Wolseley could console himself that there was still a
strong monarchical element in the reconstituted Protectorate even if the
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head of state was bereft of a crown. He also had the comforting assurance
that it was not by the sword but by act of Parliament that his Higilness now
ruled. So ever the Pragmatist he reluctantly settled for half a loaf rather than
no loaf at all. Thus he fully entered into the spirit of Cromwell's second
installation as Lord Protector in Westminster Hall on 26 June 1657. For
example, it fell to him, with a select ~ai;td. of ~s. to compl~~ the l~t
minute preparations for 'the solemnity mcluding the prov1s1on of _its
regalia. Thanks in part to Wolseley the sword present~~ to Cromwell d~~g
the ceremony itllelf was not a military one. It was a ctvil sword, the pohttcal
symbolism here being that this was a weapon 'rather of defence than
offence' designed not just for the Protector's personal safety bu~ also fo,r
his people as a whole. 'If I should presume to fix a motto upon this sword •
Sfr Thomas Widdrington, the Speaker of the House of Commons declared
whun confon:int~ it upon Cromwell, 'it s~ould be th';ls• I am the urd Protector,
/r1pmtcct ''tl J>c(JjJ/l. Wolseley would certamly have said amen to, that.

foe the membership of such a body, boasting a baronetcy with the added
cache of belonging to that privileged group of 'ancient families and guod
estates' who had traditionally ruled England. In the upshot Wolseley proved
a conscientious peer to judge from the register of his attendance of this
short-lived institution, for he put in an appearance at sixty-two of its eightyfour meetings between 20 January 1658 and 2~ April 1659. Wolseley had
now reached the pinnacle of fame; but he did not have long to enjoy his
success, for the Protectoral regime. that had raised him up was about to
collapse. On 3 September 1658 Cromwell died. Wolseley must have been
devastated; but he dutifully paid his last respects to Oliver when he
accompanied his funeral cortege from Somerset House to Westminster
Abbey on the following 23 November. It marked the end of an era, for
little did Wolseley realise it at the time but his own glittering career in
politics was effectively buried with Cromwell.

Yet any lingering sense of betrayal harboured by Wolseley at Cron:_iwell's
refusal of the crown must have been allayed by the political promot10n he
received at his hands on 9 December 1657. He now became 'Lord
Wolseley' in the upper chamber, which Cromwell had_be~ designated to
appoint under the terms of the new co~s.titution enshrined 111 the Humb~e
Petition and Advice. Contemporary optruon branded the members of this
'Other House' as Cromwell's political cronies, including Wolseley who was
said to have 'done nothing' to merit such a distinction. But in Wolseley's
case this charge was wide of the mark,. for w~ile on~. ~f the Protector's
proreges he was manifestly a talented, high-fly1?g poh~cian. As ~ulstrode
Whitelocke also points out, he possessed the nght social credentials, too,

2
But that is to anticipate. For the time being Wolseley continued to be a
devoted henchman of the Protectorate. Apart from signing the Council of
State's order proclaiming Richard Cromwell the new Protector on his
father's death, he also presented him - at the end of September 1658 - with
a petition from the gentry and freeholders of Staffordshire full of
'expressions of duty and love'. He remained one of the 'strict adherents of
the protectoral party' until April 1659 when his attendance in the
Cromwellian House of Lords fell off markedly, clearly indicating his loss of
faith in the regime. During the stormy confrontation between Richard
Cromwell's Parliament and the New Model army grandees in late April, his
advice was sought by the second Protector; but he could do nothing to
prevent the latter's abdication a few weeks later. The former Rump
Parliament now retumed to power: and since rule by a single person and an
upper chamber wer~ now brushed aside Wolseley must have felt .his
political world was falling apart. Now thoroughly disillusioned, he
temporarily withdrew from public life and retired· to his Staffordshire estate.
It was at this critical juncture that he decided to throw in his lot with the
exiled Charles II, a volte-face which owed much to his royalist friend Sir
Robert Howard who visited him at Wolseley in June 1659. Howard
persuaded Wolseley that he could ·depend on the King's mercy despite his
Cromwellian past, and so he now agreed to take part in a plot to seize
Stafford on the royal behalf the· following August. But Wolseley proceeded
with great caution, leaving it to his younger brother Robert to engage
actively in the conspiracy. Subsequent ev~ts showed his prudence was
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of tJIC installation programme wh~re we can. detect

'Wol~uloy'll i11llucncc was the. cm:obing ?f Croi:nwell 1? the _trappmgs .of
fJJO!IHHJhy: tho (jOWll of LJU~}>lc vclvct, lmed ~ith e~e, with that vital
fWGOlllJ{Jllllllll, thu HCCJm'C ot mussy gold, to remmd htm that h~ really ~as a
1~1111\ Iii ull hut 11111110. Wolsclcy's guiding hand is also evide~t in the gift to
thu 'i'rolm:tor of u richly gilt Dible, 'the Book of Books', which he w,as tol_d
1fluth coutttiu both precepts and examples for guod guvemment. This
clumly conveyed the 1ncssage that Cromwell abov~ all i:nust be a gu~y ruler.

Wolseley doubtless also approved of the coronation-like acclamations that
ltCco111pru1icd Cromwell's investiture, th~ugh h~ wo~d h~ve bee~ less than
human for not wishing the chants of Long live his Highness had been
'God save the King!' instead.
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amply justified, since Robert's activities came to light and he was promptly
arrested, though Wolseley himself escaped detection. Wolselefs flirtation
with royalism cost him dear, since he now had to furnish a £1<l00 bail to
secure his sibling's release from imprisonment; even S(), his switch of
allegiance proved an extremely shrewd move in the long run.

C.ro~wellian._ That Wolseley kept faith with the Protector and his legacy is
highlighted tn two pamphlets he published anonymously in 1668
advo~ating reli~ous toleration. The first of these was called Liberry ef
Conscience upon its True and Proper Grounds, asserted and vindicated. The second
bore the title Liberry of Consdence, the Magistrate's Interest. Both tracts were
combined when he reissued them in a second edition in 1669. A careful
reading of these twin works shows that for Wolseley Cromwell was the
?1odel rule~. Two particular aspects of the Protector's governance
impressed him; the first related to his conduct of foreign affairs.

Despite the setback, Wolseley still had cause for optimism. Early in
February 1660 General George Monck occupied London and successfully
engineered the downfall of the Rump. The fqllowing April elections were
held for 'a free Parliament' and Wolseley managed to get himself returned
as member for Stafford. But, apart from being elected to three select
committees, he did not play an active part in the proceedings of what
subsequently became known as the Convention Parliament. He seems to
have decided to adopt a low profile, since in the eyes of Charles II's
supporters - Clarendon in particular - he was still remembered as 'a
genl:leman of great eminency in Cromwell's council, and one of those who
had been sent by the House of Commons to persuade him to accept the
crown, with the title of King', an unforgivable sin on the eve of the
monarchy's . restoration. In this recriminatory atmosphere, Wolseley
concentrated his efforts in procuring a royal pardon, enlisting the aid of Sir
Robert Howard and John Mordaunt, the two intermediaries of Charles II
witl1 whom he had conspired only the year before. He also hoped that he
might become a servant of the King on his return. A little over a fortnight
after Charles II's triumphal entry into London on 29 May 1660 a warcint
was issued granting Wolseley leg-al indemnity for former misdeeds; but it
was made abundantly clear to him that all hopes of his entering the royal
government were out of the question. The King, however, did permit
Wolsley to serve as a justice of the peace and an assessment commissioner
in his native Staffordshire; but this was a poor recompense for a blighted
career in national politics. And he was still only thirty years old.

Her~ it_ is essential to remember the backdrop to Wolseley's 1668
publ~~a~ons. They were written in the immediate wake of the deeply

But though in semi-disgrace Wolseley remained loyal to his Cromwellian
heritage. It is all too easy - given his political tergiversations - to dismiss
him, as a timeserving opportunist with his eye forever on the main chance.
This is a travesty of the man. The fact is Wolseley had been pwfoundly
influenced by his period in office under Cromwell. He was touched by
Cromwell's greatness; and that experience stayed with him for the rest of
his life. So, far from renouncing his great politic:µ patron after the
Restoration, he cherished his memory and everything he sto()d for. Indeed,
in the face of defeat and partial banishment, he became a born-again

humiliattng Medway debacle in the second Anglo-Dutch war Gune 1667).
Charles II's subjects could be forgiven for making invidious comparisons
betw~en this nadir in England's naval fortunes and the glory-days of
A?mi~ Blake under the Protectorate. Pepys captures the mood perfectly
with his famous remark, 'It is strange how everybody do nowadays reflect
upon Oliver and commend him, what brave things he did, and made all the
neighbour princes fear him'. Understandably, after such a fiasco - especially
at the hands of a former ally with religious affiliations similar to our own Wolsel~y yearned for a return to the robustly 'Protestant' foreign policy
champ10ned by Cromwell back in the 1650s. As a member· of the
Pro~ectoral ~uncil of State - especially through his work on it:S foreign
affairs commtttee - he had been privy and parcel to Cromwell's ceaseless
efforts. to f~rge a general Protestant league in Europe beginning with a
defensive all~ce betwe~ England and Holland in April 1654, followed by
an ei:itente with Sweden m the same month and concluding with an Anglo...:
Damsh. accord the following September. Wolseley himself had taken a
pai:ttcuiarly ·keen interest in Cromwell's overseas diplomacy. He took an
active part, for ex~ple, in the negotiations with the United Provinces
alluded to above, holding a series of meetings with their deputies in
Lor.idon. He. also kept a close eye on dealings with Sweden, being the· first
to tn~orm his fellow counsellor Bulstrode Whitelocke that he was being
appointed the Protector's envoy 'to conduct the negotiations for a
rapprochement with that country in August 1653. He also dined with
Whi~elocke before he set off on his mission later that year; and during his
stay tn Sweden was almost cerciinly the 'English gentleman' who sent him a
Latin . ~e to recite to Queen Christiana during the ensuing peace
negottatlons. Apparently the Swedish monarch showed great delight with
Wolseley's verses - even if they were rather florid - and 'read them over
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several times'. Wolseley must have been cock-a-hoop on being told he had
been 'highly recommended' for his literary endeavours; IDd even more by
the news that they had contributed, in their modest way, to such a
successful diplomatic outcome.

in the World'. Only by becoming the acknowledged leader of a union of
European states of the reformed faith, he continued in the same vein,
would the current sovereign make Engl.and invincible and himself· 'the
greatest and most powerful of all Protestant Princes'. Indeed, the national
interest dictated that the King should be 'the Head of such a Union'. In
Wolseley's considered opinion England could 'never be truly safe, nor
secure' until it was 'invironed with all Protestant states adhering to it, and
depending upon it'. Wolseley's bullish assertions were a splendid
reaffirmation of the central Cromwellian goal operating in the field of
overseas relations during the 1650s: the achievement of a Protestant worldorder with England firmly at its centre. The Protector would have been
proud of him.

But concluding a series of alliances with Europe's princi~al Protestmt
powers was only one aspect of Cromwell's foreign policy. J:'Its next ste~ towards the end of 1654 - was to embark on an aggressive war against
Catholic Spain, Engl~d's traditional enemy. This was a move of_which
Wolseley fully approved. In October 1656, for instance, he was appomted a
member of the select committee set up by the second Protectorate
Parliament to prepare a declaration showing the justice of ~gland~s
hostilities towards Spain. His admiration for Cromwell's anti-Catholic
stance was clearly unbounded. Even though the Anglo-Sp~ish c~nfl~ct
proved largely disappointing in its outcome - ~e ~nly tangibl.e temtonal
gains for England were the capture of Jamaica m. the ~anbbean and
Dunkirk on the Continent - the broad thrust of that unpenal venture was
everything that Wolseley could hope for~ He wanted an expansionist Britain
with colonies in the New and Old Worlds.

But it was not just Cromwell's identification of England's interests with
those of European Protestantism that Wolseley so admired after the
Restoration. He also looked back with dewy eyes upon what he regarded as
an even more significant legacy of the Cromwellian era: the establislunent
of a broad Protestant church at home. Wolseley particularly cherished the
Protector's ecumenical vision during the 1650s when he had striven to
establish an ecclesiastical dispensation that combined the twin principles of
toleration and comprehension. All stripes of Protestant opinion were
embraced within the Protectoral national church: Presbyterian,
Independent, Baptist, Millenarian and even conforming Anglican. It was
only those hotter sort of Protestants - like the more extreme Fifth
Monarchy Men and the Quakers - who refused to keep the religious peace
that incurred Cromwell's wrath arid were policed. 'Our practice hath been',
he averred in 1656, 'to let all this nation see that whatever pretensions to
religion would continue quiet and peaceable, they should enjoy conscience
and liberty to themselves'. Cromwell was as good as his word, though he
did draw the line at ~ting toleration to Anninians and Roman Catholics
whom he regarded as beyond the pale of his inclusive ecclesiastical policy.
Within these limits, however, Cromwell's vision that 'no man in England'
would 'suffer for the testimony of Jesus' was certainly one that struck a
chord with Sir Charles Wolseley as can be seen by his post-Restoration
assertion that all those adhering to the Protestant religion, despite their
'differing apprehensions', should be granted 'liberty of conscience'.

All this helps to explain his deep disillusionment wit? Charles H's weak and
ineffective foreign policy in the 1660s. War against Holl'.111d, ~ fella~
Protestant state - even if it was a trade rival - and a growmg fnendsh1p
with the Catholic super-power, France, aroused profound misgivings in
Wolseley as they did his great contemporary, Samuel Pepys, who confided
in his diary that England's international standing ha~ been permanently
damaged 'though the negligence of our P~ce ...notw1thstandmg so much
reputation got and preserved by a Rebell - 1.e. Cromwell - that went before
him'. Wolseley, too, must have looked back nostalgically to the days whe?
the Lord Protector bestrode the foreign stage like a Colussus; but he felt 1t
too impolitic to give voice to th~s~ ~entiments in pu~lic. But w~e not
mentioning Cromwell by name thts dtd not prevent h~m from urging the
Merry Monarch to return to the diplomatic ways. of hts predecessor. ~d
that meant pursuing a foreign policy that was overtly Protestant. Thus m
his 1668 joint-treatise Wolseley declared quite bluntly: 'Ho~ sadly England
has miscarried when it has espoused any other collateral mterest but the
Protestant'. In view of the English ships recently burned by the Dutch fle~t
at Chatham, this must have had a cruel reson~cel The lessons, o~ thts
defeat for Charles II were plait;i enough, accordmg .to Wolseley: Tis the
King of England's true interest to become Head of all the Protestant party

That Wolsley had shared the same tolerant instincts as Cromwell was
demonstrated by the principled stand he took during the parliamentary hue
and cry over the Quaker enthusiast, James Nayler, in early December 1656.
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Nayler, of course, had deeply scandalised orthodox religious opinion by
staging a triumphal entry into Bristol as a latter-day Jesus Christ the
previous October, an action that not only led to him being labelled a
blasphemer but also to his close confinement. Indeed the second
Protectorate Parliament was so outraged that it voted that Nayler should be
savagely punished - he was to have his forehead branded and his tongue
bored through not once but twice over - bodily sufferings which the more
moderate MPs thought excessive in the extreme. Among them was
Wolseley who, whilst acknowledging Nayler's 'crime', pleaded for a lesser
chastisement than that advocated by the majority of his colleagues. 'I would
have .us do justice in a just way', he expostulated, warning 'we have a Master
in heaven, to whom we must give an account'. He also challenged whether
under the terms of the Protectorate;s written constitution, The Instrument ef
Government, the House of Commons had the judicial powers to pass such a
draconian sentence (it didn't). His plea fell on deaf ears and the first
instalment of Nayler's grisly punishment was carried out; but then
Cromwell himself intervened in the case, saving Nayler from any further
physical mutilation. On this issue he and Wolseley were at o?e, both
'merciful men' who thought it 'an ill precedent' to torture Nayler in such a
barbarous way even if he was a deluded fanatic.

itself to become the prisoner of a single religious party: to favour Anglicans
an~ to oppress Puritan nonconformists would only narrow the base of its
national support. On the contrary Charles H's best interests were served
when he showed an equal religious aspect to all his subjects.
But Wolseley was even .more concerned to challenge the persecutory
c~aract~r of the newly restored Anglican Church. The mass ejections of

dissenting clergymen on 24 August 1662 and the harassment of their flocks
by the Conventicl~ Act of May 1664 greatly angereq Wolseley who clearly
regarded thes.e actions as a flagrant violation of the King's own promise in
~~ Declaration ?~ B~eda on the eve of the ·Restoration to permit
d1fferen~es of opm1.on in matt~rs of religion'. Such a recourse to religious
persecution, he passionately believed, was 'totally destructive', since it could
provoke civil unrest.. 'Where there are many (religious) differences, and a
Sta~e. denies any, Liberty', he warned, 'but strictly imposeth the StateRebgion upon all there wa!) a great danger that it would. generate 'endless
~oub~es and pe~etual ~euds'. Indeed, far from uniting men in one opinion,
his grim prognosis continued, force and violence would only result in 'mass
discontent' which 'upon any strait or emergency ... either by Forreign Warr
or Domestick Division' could erupt in 'such an Earthqu~e as may
.~ndan~r th.e whole' State. Wolseley's dire warning to Charles H's
mtransi~ntly. Anglican regime had an added edge following as it did the
successive cnses of the Great Plague, the Fire of London and .the Dutch
incursion int? the Thames estuary: at such a time 'a hot persecution' of
;r~testant Diss~nters was manifestly a high-risk strategy for it could have
dnven (them) into a corner' and led to 'a united opposition'. Besides, as
Wqlseley argued at some length, 'an undistinguished severity' was simply
counter-prod~ctive, for men only became more 'fixed and confirmed by
such pe~secution_, than any way removed from their Principles by it'. Thus
'the chain of Persecution' was to be avoided at all costs.

This tolerant spirit, however, was conspicuous by its absence in Restoration
England. Although Charles II was even more enlightened than Cromwell
from a religious point of view - he was willing to grant liberty of
conscience to Catholics as well as Protestant Dissenters - his hands were
tied by the intolerant Anglican majority. in the Cavalier Parliament which
from April 1661 onwards proceeded to enact a series of measures - known
collectively as the Clarendon Code - that re-established the Church of
England on strictly Laudian lines. Henceforth there would be ~ rigid
insistence on Episcopal ordination and a uniform liturgy, accompanied by
an implacable persecution of all those - ministers .and laity alike - who
refused to conform. Wolseley found this hard-line approach utterly
deplorable; and in his book, Iiberry ef Conscience, said so in no uncertain
terms. He berated the High-Church Anglicans for 'imposing conformity'
and utterly rejected their 'yoke of uniformity'. Somewhat unfairly, he
blamed the King for succuinbing to this narrow and ex:dusive Anglican
ascendancy. 'Tis no way prudent', he protested vehemently, 'for a Prince,
when his subjects consist of many differing judgements, to :resolve to have
them all of one mind ... or else to be their declared Enemy- and Persecutor'.
He particularly warned of the dangers posed to the monarchJ by permitting

And in . comba?ng the 'odious superintendancy' wielded by the· postRestoration re~e ove~ men's religious beliefs .Wolseley. was inspired
thr~ughout by ~1s expenence of Cromwell's more enlightened approach
during the pr~v~ous d~cade. Never more so than over the vexed question
whether the civil magistrate possessed the right to police the kingdom of
God on earth. Remembering Cromwell's famqus dictum that the nation's
rulers shoul? :ook to th~ ou.tward man, not ·to the inward', Wolseley
adopted a similar stance in his treatise on L"berry ef Conscience. Like his
master, he believed there should be limits to the coercive powers of the
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State over religious expression. Hadn't the Protector laid down that
unorthodox opinions in spiritual matters were to be tolerated so long as
they didn't lead to violent disturbances of the public peace? <Notions will
hurt none but those that have them' was Cromwell's sage advice. Wolseley
enunciated exactly the same sentiments: 'Religions are not alwa}'S infallibly
true', he proclaimed, 'and in that case a Negative Restraint upon the
Magistrate's compulsion, is the only shelter of Truth'. In particular,
Wolseley was haunted by the lessons of the James Nayler affair. Then one
man's heretical views and conduct had led to such a draconian punishment
by the House of Commons that the bell that tolled for him tolled for all
men. Wolseley did not flinch from condemning such displays of religious
intolerance. 'Where shall the definition of Heresie terminate, and who shall
set the Magistrate bounds in such a .case?' Wolseley asked with a pertinacity
that was as relevant in 1656 as it was in 1668-9. 'As long as such errors lye
in the understanding, and are only conversant about supernatural things',
he pointed out with a gentle persuasiveness, 'they have no reference at all to
the ... well-being of Mankind as such'. Here Wolseley truly spoke with his
master's voice.

distil~ation of eve~ing Cromwell had striven for in his governance of the
English church dunng the 1650s it would be difficult to find.

In some ways, however, Wolseley's advocacy of religious toleration was
more sweeping than Cromwell's. He had an almost Miltonic sense that
God's truth could only gain by a free interplay of religious opinion. 'Liberty
of Conscience is the great means to diffuse Gospel-Knowledge in Divine
things', he confidently predicted. 'A wise and a knowing People' would
never emerge whilst a tyrannical State opened windows into men's souls.
'Tis Liberty in Religion that breeds ... noble and generous minds'. Like
Milton, Wolseley was convinced that as theological knowledge increased it
would diffuse itself into a 'variety of thoughts and principles': indeed
religious pluralism was a sine qua non of divine illumination. In the same
Miltonic vein Wolseley utterly rejected the conventional argument that the
introduction of liberty of conscience would only lead to a Tower of Babel
of sectarian discord and 'damnable heresies': that, as he trenchantly
observed, was 'to put a Bear-skin upon it, and then to bait it'. But while it is
possible to detect Milton's radical influence on Wolseley's intellectual case
for religious emancipation, the prime inspiration for the notion itself
undoubtedly came from Cromwell. This is evident from the Cromwellian
phraseology he frequently used throughout his discourse. To quote but one
example: 'T'will be impossible to find out a way for rnen of differing
judgements in religion to live together...unless they exercise an In.dulgence
to each other in that variety as they stand in as Christians'. A finer
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~ut or:ice · again Wolseley was a voice crying in the wilderness. His
unpassio~ed plea for religious toleration fell on deaf ears. The legal
p~oscnpt:ton of Protestant Dissent continued as before. As for Wolseley

htmSelf, he was already under a cloud of suspicion with Charles II's
government when it discovered that he had attended a nonconformist
conventicle in Greenwich in. May 1667 at which three other men formerly
close to Cromwell were present, namely Bulstrode Whit<:focke, .Dr John
Owen and. John ~h~rloe. The same year he blotted his copybook even
more by his associat:ton with the disgraced Duke of Buckingham who had
fallen foul of the king for making himself the leader of 'the discontented
p~' in ti:ie. political nation. Charles was not amused on being told by his
leading minister (Oarendon) that Wolseley was rumoured to have given
shelter to Buckingham at his ancestral home when the latter sought refuge
from the royal wrath. It was noted the errant Duke 'mixed with persons the
most suspected for seditious inclinations' - Wolseley was clearly a marked
man.
But ~hat finally made Wolseley persona non grata in the eyes of the Anglican
establishment was his open championship of the nonconformist
community in his tw~ pamphlets on Uberry ef Conscience in 1668-9. It really
grated when he denied there was any connection between dissent and
seditio~. 'Wolseley openly averred that, far from being 'a Factious, Fanatick'
generat:ton 'of sick-brain'd men', separatists from the Church of England
were in fact 'good subjects'. Significantly, he was removed from the
S~ford~hire bench ~ 1~70, a dismissal almost certainly linked to the
radical views he had aired in the same polemical literature on the role of the
civil magistracy in religious matters. While conceding that JPs should show
'zeal and concern for the Truth of Religion', Wolseley was adamant that
~ey should 'not lay violent hands upon men's persons' if their minds
differed from their own. Under no circumstances whatsoever must they
ever ~violat~ the due Liberty of any man's conscience' by resorting to
coercion. Given t?~t the Restoration regime relied on stand pat Anglican
JPs to enforce religious conformity in the localities it is little wonder that
Wolseley should be excluded from their ranks at the end of the 1660s. His
political isolation was complete.
Wolseley, however, found solace in writing even more religious works.
Over a period of eight years he produced no less than four major books,
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the first on The Unreasonableness of Atheism (1669), the second on The
'Reasonableness of Scnpture Belief (1672), the third on The Case of Divorce and
&marriage (1673) and the fourth on Justification Evangelical (1677). :Volseley
approached all these theological issues 'with gre_at ca~aon, with great
humility, and with great sincerity'. And 'with great integrity', too. In _terms
of his literary style Wolseley eschewed a 'multitude of words', preferring to
express himself in a 'short' manner. His argumentation was ~so cp~ain', for
he deplored 'Polemick Intricacies'. Likewise, the tone of his_ wn~gs ~as
rational, non-dogmatic and judicious. As he felicitously put 1t, 'D1scre~on
will instruct a man not to rush in violently, or suddenly to declare against
any one side: or yet easily to suppose the truth wholly appropriated to any
one party'. Wolseley was firmly resolved 'not to b~ e~ga~d ... upon _any
terms' by those contemporary polemicists who took delight in Contention,
and love to tum all. .. Discourse into impertinent squabbles'. Such
'moderation and circumspection' was worthy of a Cromwellian disciple
who shared his teacher's deep aversion to sectarian controversy and
discord. The Lord Protector would have particularly warmed to Wolseley's
declaration that 'the most essential part of Divinity' was 'to unite any good
men who have differently conceived hereof'. However it was the religious
content of Wolseley's works that would have specially commended itself to
Cromwell and won his approbation. For Wolseley Christianity was a living
as well as a justifying faith with the prime emphasis _upon 'the <?i:and
principle of Action'. And that meant leading 'a sober, righteous, r~ltgious
life'. Simply and effectively put, one could almost hear Cromwell saying.

and so 'active'? His political talents were languishing: and he felt unfulfilled.
~omethin~ of th_e bi~e~ess of these long years in political exile is apparent
in a waspish aside in his pamphlet, Uberry of Conscience, where he bluntly
declared no man's religious opinions 'ought to put a Negative' on a career
in the royal service. All that mattered was his personal 'Ability and Fitness'
f~r employment 'in that kind'. Here Wolseley was surely thinking of
htmselt? To act otherwise, ~e commented acerbically, 'is below the
greatness of a Prince'.
Wol~eley tried to_ stage a political comeback at the end of Charles II's reign.
Dunng the elections to the first Exclusion Parliament in September 1679,
for ~xample, he expressed 'a great desire to be a Member', declaring his
candidacy as a 'worthy patriot' first for Stafford and -later for Bramber in
Sussex. But he was rebuffed in both places. At Stafford his election
prospects should have been bright, since he lived only a short distance
from that parliamentary borough; but the seat was pre-empted by the Duke
of Monmouth's nominee, Sir Thomas Armstrong, whose Whig credentials
were even. more impeccable than Wolseley's. He stood less chance at
Bramber because he was 'a stranger', though he had the backing ·of the
radical republican, Algernon Sidney, who strove hard to get him elected
there. To no avail, for 'his interest' in this constituency was simply too
weak: and he had no choice but to desist. Interestingly, it seems he still
suf~ered from the stigma of his former association with Cromwell, it being
bruited around Bramber that he was 'one of Oliver's friends'. It was a
similar story when he tried to get himself elected to the Oxford Parliament
in early March 1682: this time he concentrated his efforts on the voters of
Lic_hfield;
thout?11 he was reported 'to offer very bountifully' they
resisted his blandishments, once again forcing him to withdraw
ignominiously. This failure to become an MP undoubtedly rankled with
Wo!sel_ey who was said to 'be mightily disgusted' that his parliamentary
aspirations had come to nought. He remained 'a political untouchable'.
·

Wolseley was justifiably proud of his literary output during_these wild_emess
years. 'What I have written, I have written', he_decl~ed with_ a flounsh: In
between wielding the pen he much preoccupied himself ~th garden~g;
and even after he had come in from the cold after the Glonous Revolution
of 1688 this was still one of his favourite pastimes. Indeed, his niece, Mrs
Celia Fiennes tells us he was still 'takeing delight in his gardens' when she
vi~ited him at' Wolseley in 1697-8. We also learn from Celia Fiennes that Sir
Charles had been busy channelling his formidable energies into an
ambitious remodelling of his country seat This was btiil t 'in the oldfashion' being described as a 'low' half-timbered edifice, huddled around a
courtyard and moated, before its transfo~ti?n by W~lseley aft~r th~
Restoration. He redesigned the 'large parlour, inserted a noble staircase
and altered some of the upper rooms turning them into 'handsome
chambers' ..But for all these diversions Wolseley still yearned for a return to
the public stage: how could it be otherwise when he was 'a very able man'

With the accession of James II in February 1685 Wolseley's exclusion from
office seemed set to continue. Predictably, he came under suspicion during
Monmouth's rebellion later that year, so much so that he was arrested and
confined· in Chester Castle. His future looked bleak indeed. Mercifully, his
imprisonment did not last long and he was released on 4 July 1685. There
then occurred a-remarkable tum-around in Wolseley's political fortunes. In
1687-~8 he unexpectedly found himself drawn to James II's policy of
repealing the penal laws against Protestant Dissenters and Roman
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Catholics. Wolseley must have blanched at the Catholic King's proselytising
efforts to promote the old religion - he put it on record that he had 'the
greatest aversion to Papery' - but he swallowed, his reservatior:s on that
score, for he was genuinely attracted by James II s concerted d~ve to end
the Anglican ascendancy in church and state and to grant toleraoon to the
nonconformists. The King's promise to abolish religious tests for office
under the Crown must also have been music to his ears!

death in October 1714. Thus for the first time in nearly thirty years
Wolseley experienced the trappings of power again; but only on a county
level, for a seat in Parliament - which now met on a regular basis - still
eluded him. But then some recognition for his political talents was better
than none at all.

Wolseley thus became one of James II's ~g ~ollaborators, 3:1:1
extraordinary development but one fully explicable 111 terms of hls
passionate and long-standing attachment to the ideal of religious freedom.
So in February 1688, with that laudable aim in view, he therefore 'declared
himself right and ready to serve his Majesty in any capacity', an undertaking
the King willingly accepted. For he now put Wolseley's name forward as
one of the government candidates in the impen~g. el~ctio?s. for a new
Parliament which, it was hoped, would remove the civil disabilities suffered
by Protestant and Catholic recusants alike. Wo~seley hope~ to. sec~re
election as one of the country MPs for Staffordshire but, bearing 10 mind
previous snubs, was understandably pessimistic abo~t his prospects. The
King's electoral agents therefore recommended him to stand f~r the
Oxfordshire constituency of Woodstock where they assumed the Fiennes
influence would carry the day. The wheel had apparently come full circle!
Wolseley's political career had begun in Oxfordshire back in the s~er of
1653; and now it seemed that it would be re-launched there. But it was not
to be for the Glorious Revolution now intervened to blast Wolseley's
'
parliamentary
ambitions once and for all.

Ideologically, too, the new political landscape was more to Wolsel~y's taste.
The world of the 1690s bore many resemblances to the Interregnum era.
For a start the new Dutch King was a predestinarian Calvinist very much in
the mould of Cromwell. He certainly had 'the root of the matter' in him.
Likewise William III ruled as a constitutional monarch in a style the Lord
Protector aspired to. His ecclesiastical settlement was not as generous as
Cromwell's and could not have been entirely to Wolseley's liking, since the
Anglican confessional state remained intact; but at least a limited toleration
had now been granted to the Protestant Dissenters and, for good measure,
Roman Catholicism was still politically prescribed. Yet again William of
Orange was a robust asserter of 'the Protestant interest' abroad
revolutionising English foreign policy and placing his adopted country a;
the very heart of a series of defensive military alliances with Protestant
European powers. In short, William III was Oliver Cromwell with a crown
upon his head. Wolseley had come into his own.
Ahead of him lay a further quarter century, for he lived to see the
H~overian succession. Throughout his twilight years Wolseley remained

Ironically, Wolseley's younger brother, William, who had pursued~ army
career after the Restoration, played a prominent role in the ousting of
James II. Early in December 1688 he helped to seize the garrison of Hull
for William of Orange and was the leader of the Enniskillen Protestants·
against the Jacobites in Ireland the following year. His decisive victory over
the Irish forces of the deposed King James at Newtown Butler on 31 July
1689 made him a national hero. His elder brother must have basked in his
glory: and this doubtless spared him from any undue embarrassment for his
former cooperation with James H's discredited regime. But Wolseley not
only rode out the revolutionary storm with sang-froid,. he. also showed a
cat-like facility for landing on his feet, for the new Wtl.fuirnite government
bestowed two local offices on him: a Staffordshire deputy- lieutenancy and
justiceship, posts he seems to have held from December 1688 until his

hail and hearty - even when compiling his will on 27 October 1706 at the
grand old age of seventy-six he was still said to be 'in perfect health' and of
sound memory. Even now he never lost his interest in biblical studies and
devoted his time to preparing a manuscript for publication on Christian
prayer. As he soldiered on into his eighties he befriended the
nonconformist minister, Matthew Henry, who frequently visited him at·
Wolseler 'f!1e .two men enjoyed many intimate confidences and Henry
records 10 his diary that Wolseley now spoke 'with much savour of another
world'. But as he looked back over his past life Wolseley apparently
expressed a major regret, informing Henry 'he wished he had been a
minister'. It was Wolseley's fervent piety which had first attracted him to
Cromwell and made them such perfect soul mates. Had his old political
boss been privy to this conversation we can rest assured that he would have
f'.ullY sym~athised with Wolseley's yearning for this alternative calling. But I
like to thmk that, on reflection, he might have pointed out that the career
Wolseley had actually led did him much credit, for he had fulfilled his
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1 al to the Cromwellian vision of the 1650s. Above
geallnehratlo~~~~~~!f~~ in the fact that he had once been 'one of Oliver's
, eoo
.
friends'.

qy Peter Gaunt
My Lord; The state and complexion of affairs are much altered here
since you left us and I think very much for the better. The parliament
you left sitting, the main part of them delivered up their power to my
Lord General from whence they received it. The government now
established is by a Lord Protector (who hath much the same power
which the king formerly) assisted with a council not exceeding 21 and
parliaments to be chosen triennially who have the legislature wholly
in them, save for some time till the first parliament be ·elected when it
rests in the Protector and his council. The nation is much generally
satisfied with it and providence seems to promise ·us a great deal of
settlement and peace under this government. The present Protector
is my Lord General, whose personal worth I think I may say without
vanity qualify him for the greatest monarch of the world. 1
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On 7 January 1654 one of the new Protectoral councillors wrote thus to the
politician and diplomat Bulstrode Whitelock, then on a mission to Sweden
and newly arrived at Gothenberg, to inform him of the recent constitutional
developments back home. The letter was from young Sir Charles Wolseley,
not yet 24 - he would live to see a Hanoverian on the British throne - the
son of an active supporter of the king in the civil war who had
compounded for his late father's royalism in 1647 in order to recover the
family's Staffordshire estates. Wolseley had played a leading role in ending
the former regime as one of the ringleaders of the Nominated Assembly's
resignation on 12 December 1653, and he had been duly rewarded with
appointment to the new Protectoral council. Thus he was an insider, with a
case to make and a position to defend. Never the less, his letter to
Whitelock, written within three weeks of the advent of the new
government, captures the sense of enthusiasm with which many greeted the
incoming regime, the widespread relief that the change had been effected so
smoothly and peacefully - 'the nation is much generally satisfied' - and an
optimism that the new regime would bring something better - 'providence
seems to promise us a great deal of settlement and peace under this
government' - shared by many both at the centre and in the provinces.
Protector and councillors, administrators and publicists, felt a sense of a
new beginning, a fresh start, a chance for order and stability after so much
uncertainty. The day before Wolseley wrote his letter, the journalist and
author Marchamont Nedham had also written to Whitelock, announcing
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the change of government, noting in exultant tones that ewe ~ave a new
world formed ~ike the old) out of chaos, by the prudence and m.dustty ~f
that excellent person' the new Lord Protector,2 while a few weeks later in
his published pamphlet A T me State of the Case of the Commonwealth. of early
February, he wrote of 'the beginning of a new Government, necessitated to
create a little world out of chaos, and bring form out of confusion'.5
This paper will look again at the first phase of Oliver Cromwell's
Protectorate from its establishment in mid December 1653 th.rough to the
first Protect~rate Parliament of September 1654 to January 1655, analysing
the first year or so of the regime in order to address a numJ:>er of relat~d
questions. How was the new regime structured and who exerci~e~ ~ower in
government, both in theory and in practice? What were the pnonttes, goals
and objectives of the regime during this opening phase? Can we detect '.1°Y
clear and consistent government programme or philosophy, whether radical
or conservative, in pursuit of reform or settlement, o.r did the Protectoral
government - like so many other early modem regimes - merely respond. to
external pressures and emergencies, overwhelmed by a. ~s of ~outtne
business, unfolding events and unexpected crises over which it ~ad little ?r
no control? And, in the light of all the optimism and enthusiasm of 1~
opening weeks, and - as we shall see - of the considerable energy and solid
achievements of the regime in the months down to September 1654, why
did things go so sour so quickly thereafter, with a failed p~iament, the
turning to dust of so much hope and optimism, and the striking sen~e of
gloom which pervaded government by the opening weeks and months of
1655?
So, firstly, how was the new regime structured and who exercised power? .In
some ways these questions are very easy to answer, for the new Protectoral
regime rested on a written constitution, the Instrument of Govemment. Its
authorship remains uncertain, and although a .range of contempo~
evidence points to Major-General John Lambert as the key player in
drawing up the document, probably during autumn 1653, several sources
also suggest that he did not act alpne. Several conte~orary S~l_llCes
indicate that the authorship of the Instrument. was prmctpally military,
suggest:ifig that a small nwilber of senior army officers drew up _the
constitution; as well as Lambert, James Berry, Thomas Kelsey and William
Goff ~e named in sources as having had some hand in die preparatiqn of
the Instrument.• However, at least one source suggests that a clutch of
civilian politicians and administrators also .took part in the process and
names Henry Lawrence, John Thurloe and Oliver St John,5 all of whom
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played a role within the Protectoral government and were personally close
to Cromwell both before and after the advent of the new regime.

..

The draft constitution was in a sufficiently advanced state by 15 December
and enough key players - chiefly the new Protector and Protectoral
~ouncillors ~were ?n board to enable the new government to be _formaiiy
inaugurated. A ~astily arranged installation ceremony duly took place on the
afternoon of Fnday 16 December in Westminster Hall. It centred on the
reading of the new constitution - 'the Rules for this New Government were
then read, which consist of many particulars, expressed in an Instrument;
the Instrument i~ large, ~hich took up above half an hours reading'6 _
thou~ ~e P.recise wording of the document was probably still being
finalised .in mtd December, a process which apparently continued through
the remainder of the month. Not until 2 January 1654 was the Instrument
of Government officially published, and both the full text and detailed
su~es quickly appeared in print and were widely cii:culated. This is the
defimttve text, which has come down to us.1
Whoever they were, the authors of the Instrument had clear aims and
intentions. The constitution drew on earlier draft settlements, including the.
H~ads of the Proposals of 1647, the officers' version of the Agreement of
the People of 1648-49 and the Rump's abortive Government Bill of 165253, but it did r:i~t slavishly follow any of these documents or adopt their
texts and provmons wholesale and there was much that was new in the
Pr~tectoral consti~tion. The I~strument ended more than a decade during
whic~ representa~ve. assemblies, almost permanently in session, had
exercised both legisla.tlve and exec~tive functions, the latter through a string
of dependant councils or commtttees of very limited power. Instead, it
separated the ~o arms of gove~ent once more, creating a permanent,
strong, largely independent executive - the Protectoral council - and an
assured succession of elected parliaments. The council possessed wide but
not. ~oundle~s ~xecutive powers, parliaments wide but certainly not
unltmtted legislative powers. A series of checks and balances were written
into the constitution to reduce the danger of direct clashes between the two
arms of gov~mmen~ to prevent one attacking or undermining the other
and to stop either going too far or doing too much without the consent of
the other. There was also to be a single head of state a Lord Protector or
'c~ief magistrate' as many contemporaries put it, who was t~ cooperate
with, but also to coordinate the activities of, the executive and legislative
arms.
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The Instrument was a British constitution and it repeatedly stressed that it
not only embraced England, Scotland and Ireland - Wales was deemed
subswned into England - but also viewed the three nations as comprising a
single commonwealth. This union was particularly apparent in the
provisions for the legislative arm, for there were to be single chamber,
elected parliaments, meeting every three years, representing the whole of
Britain. As well as 400 English and Welsh MPs, to be elected on a revised
franchise for newly drawn constituencies which gave far more seats to the
counties and far fewer to towns, the constitution laid down that Ireland and
Scotland were to return 30 MPs apiece, though ·the Irisil and Scottish
constituencies were still unclear and were not finalised until summer 1654.
The constitution contained various regulations and qualifications setting out
who could stand or vote in parliamentary elections and who could sit in the
Protectoral parliaments. Parliament was given extensive legislative powers
and could pass Bills which would become law even if the Protector did not
give his assent. However, the Protector had the right to veto any Bills which
in his sole opinion, against which there was no appeal, ran counter to the
written constitution. The regular triennial parliaments were guaranteed a
minimwn lifespan, during which they could be dissolved only with their
own consent, though thereafter they could apparently be dissolved at will
by the Protector. Further provisions allowed Protector and council to call
extra parliaments if the need arose in the intervals between the regular
triennial parliaments. The constitution set out very long and detailed
provisions to ensure that parliameqt would be called, elections held and the
resulting legislature assemble even if the Protector or local officials failed to
act.

new head of state on the death of the old - and. instead most conciliar
powers could only be exercised in partnership with the Protector.

The Instrument established a permanent executive council of up to 21
members and named the 15 founder members who began meeting in mid
December. Unlike the Privy Councillors who served the monarch,
Protectoral councillors could not be appointed or dismissed at will by the
head of state, for long and complex procedures were laid down which had
to be followed both to remove any Councillors found guilty of corruption
and to fill future vacancies caused by death or dismissal, procedures in
which the council and parliament took the lead and in which the Protector
had only a very limited role. Thus the constitution soagbt to give the
Protectoral council an assured and at least semi-in.dependent role in
government. The council had very few powers of its own - to vet newly
returned MPs, to play a part in appointing new councillors and to elect a

Nearly five years after the reigr:iing monarch had been executed and
monarchy abolished, the Instrument of Government restored a single head
of state, a Lord Protector, and named Oliver Cromwell as the first
Protector. The Protector was to hold office for life and was remov~ble only
by death, but the office was not hereditary and an incwnbent had no direct
say over wh? was to succeed him; the council alone, meeting upon the
death of an l,!lcwnbent, would elect his successor. The Protector was the
font of honour and justice, with power to pardon, was invested with state
prope~ and was gi_ven an assured annual income to nm civil government.
But, like th~ council, the Protector possessed very few powers, which he
could exercise alone. Instead clause after clause of the Instrument laid down
that government and administration, including all the key governmental
resp?nsibilities and powers - the deployment of the armed forces, the
making of war and peace, the appointment of senior officers of state and
the raising and spending of state revenues - were to be shared between
Protector and parliament or between Protector and council. In many cases
tho_se po~ers were vested jo~tly in the Pr?tector and the council, though
¢.eir dec151ons were to be reviewed and raafied by parliament when next it
assembled.
The constituti~n ma~e provision for a regular army of 30,000 men and a
navy o~ u_nspecified s12e_, though it also authorised the continued funding of
the exisang army, which numbered well over 30,000. In religion, the
Instrum~nt respected the compromise position which had been reached by
1653, with the ~ostly remnants of the Church of England continuing
through the appomtment of parochial clergy funded at least for the time
being, by tithe~, but with a guarantee that no-one w~s to be compelled to
con~orm to this systei:i and to worship under the regular parish ministers,
and ~stead an unambiguous assurance that there was to be broad liberty of
co~science · for .most Protestants. Roman Catholics, 'prelatists' - those
acavely pro~oang the restoration of bishops and an episcopal church _
and anyone mdulging in licentious practices were excluded from such broad
toleration. .
·
.
Overall, most historians see the Instrµment as an honest and sensible
~ttempt_ to blend selected traditional forms with new post-war ideas and

111llovaaons and so lay foundations for new a regime which stood some
chance of providing stable government in the political context of 1653 and
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the 1650s in general. There were a few ragged edges, indicative of hasty
drafting or revision - thus in several places the constitution sta~ed that
Guernsey and Jersey were to be represented in the Prote_ctoral parliaments,
but in fact they were absent from the clauses whicb alloc~t~d 3:°~
distributed seats. The Instrument provided for regular tnennial
parliaments, but the meaning of that word was left uncertain, so w~e some
clauses seemed to imply that a parliament would assemble every third year 1654, 1657, 1660 and so on - and many contemporary commentators
interpreted the arrangements in that way, other clauses s~ted that the next
regular parliament would fall due three years after the ?issolution (not the
first meeting) of the preceding triennial parliament, which wa:' of course a
very different system. Some issues were dearly unresolved 1:11 J?ec~mber
1653 and the Instrument left them to be finalised later - the distribution of
the seats in Scotland and Ireland, the size of a navy 'convenient' for
guarding the seas and the size and funding of the army o~er and abov~ ~e
30,000 men explicitly provided for. The Instrument contained no provlSlon
allowing and authorising its own subsequent amendment by Protecto~,
council or parliament and, as it turned out, it also left Protector ~d council
rather short of power and in a difficult position if ~ere was~ fairly len&thy
interval between parliaments - Cromwell and his councillors certainly
stretched .and perhaps exceeded their constitutional powers in some of the
policies they introduced and pursued in 1655-56, .in the twenty mon~s
between the dissolution of the first Protectorate parli~ent and the meeting
of the second.
The. futal version of the Instrument of Goverrunent laid down that the first
triennial parliament would be elected in summer 1~54 3:°d would assemble
on 3 September - the anniversary of the great victones of Dunbar and
Worcester, even though in 1654 that fell on a Sunday and so probabl~ ~~
not envisaged as a working day for the MPs. Thus there would be 3:° lllitlal
period of almost nine months during which ~rotec~o~ and council ~ould
work to establish the new regime, to set out its policies and to provide a
stable and positive context for the holding of elections and tile ~eetin~ of a
parliament. As normal during periods when parliament was not 111 session, a
range of powers were held and to bC exercised jointly by Protector and
council. But, recognising that this opening period of the Protectorate wo~d
be particularly difficult and that the executive ai:m needed fu:mly to establish
the regime over these months, the final vers10n of the ~strument gave
Protector and council certain speeial, additional powers, which they were to
hold only during this crucial period and which would automatically lapse,
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~lever to return, _when parliament assembled on 3 September 1654. These

mclud~d authonty to name and appoint a small number of additional
~ouncillors and power to ~se money to pay for 'the present extraordinary
forces, both at sea and land , for unless they were provided for 'diso d
and dan
·gh th
·
'
1! ers
, .
gers ...mi t o e1:"'."ise fall out'. Tacked on rather clumsily. to this
article was .ano~er pr?vis:on, granting Protector and council temporary
powers dunng this _penod to ~e laws and ordinances for the peace and
welfare of these nations where it shall be necessary'.
-:rmed with thes_e permanent and temporary powers, Protector and council
set about launch~g the new regime. On 19 or 20 December, attending one
~f the_ first mee~gs of the council, Cromwell made 'a sweet speech' to his
councillors~ see~g to lay down the regime's priorities and to point his
~o_lleagues m the n?11t direction. We do not possess the full text of what he
said, ~erely a _bnef summary which appeared in several newspapers.
Accordmg to this account, Cromwell 'pressed the Council to act for God
and the peac~ and good of the Nation, and particularly recommended to
them to consider and relieve the distress of the poor and oppressed'. a Thus
Cromwell stressed a religious strand, 'to act for God', an agenda which for
Cr~mwell meant both cementing liberty of conscience and pursuing a
ro~m~ programme o_f m~ral or godly reformation embracing the promotion
of punty and_ the extirpation of sin as well as the moderation of the harshest
and m~st w_i1ust eleme~ts of the social and judicial systems _ Cromwell's
~all to co~sider and relieve the distress of the poor and oppressed' chimes
m with this agen~a. ~ut he also ur~d his council to act for 'the peace and
?"°od of the__Nation , perhaps loo~g to policies which might promote
mternal stabil1~ and haon?nY,, a nation at peace with itself, prefiguring the
theme of '4ealmg and s~ttlmg which he made a major plank of several later
state speeches. Accordmgly, we can interpret this very early speech of
Protector Cromv:ell as containing both radical and more conservative
ele1?~nts, as callmg for both reform and consolidation. Certainly, the
policies ~d programme of Protector and council as they unfolded during
the openmg months of the Protectorate contained elements of both.
During ~e op~ning months of the Protectorate Cromwell, his councillors
van?us ~~lomats were active in moving forward the foreign and
diplomatic policie~ of the regune.9 In spring 1654 peace was concluded with
the Dutch republic, so formally ending the rather moribuiid first Dutch
war. The P~otectorate appeared keen to end a war which had by 1654
fizzled out ~to a s~emate and to make peace with a fellow Protestant,
non-monarchical regune, though Cromwell and his advisors were careful to
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stand by the original English principles which lay behind the war: and which
had been cemented by earlier naval victories. Thus under the treaty signed
on 5 April it was made clear that the Navigation Act remained in force and
that Dutch vessels would continue to have to salute English ships and the
Dutch pledged both to give no aid to any enemies of the Protectorate and
never to restore the House of Orange - natural allies of the Stuarts - to
power in their homeland. In the following months commercial and
diplomatic treaties were also concluded with Sweden, Denmark and
Portugal. During 1654 Protector and council reviewed the regime's relations
with the two major powers of western Europe, France and Spain,
negotiating with representatives of both states and encouraging a bidding
war for the Protectorate's support. The regime was clearly divided about
what course to follow and, as well as exploring ways in which the French
Protestant minority might be helped, there were clearly substantial debates
about the desirability of following a course which might or would provoke
war with Spain. In what purports to be an account of a speech made by the
Protector in the course of one such council debate, Cromwell is shown
supporting war against Spain on a number of grounds, including the need
to deploy the navy and so secure its reputation in Europe, the hope that
rich Spanish pickings would make war not merely self-financing but actually
profitable and, often Cromwell's clinching argument., the apparent lead
given by providence.to It is likely that an ingrained hatred of Spain and
aggressive Spanish Catholicism also had some part to play in leading
Cromwell and a majority of the council to support an active anti-Spanish
policy, culminating in the formal decision of 18 August to prepare an
expedition to attack Spanish possessions in 'America'.
Cromwell and his council also took steps not only to cement England's
control over Scotland and Ireland but also, in keeping with the British tone
of the new constitution, to bring the three nations closer together. In spring
1654 a new, more dynaniic commander, George Monck, was appointed in
Scotland, and given new powers, additional troops and ships and quite
generous funds to promote order and stability north of the border. At the
same time, a series of ordinances was passed formally to unite Scotland with
England as a single political and economic unit., to extend a very broad
pardon to the Scottish people, 'from which only continuing rebels in arms
and less than 100 named individuals were excluded, though in fact many of
the fines and forfeitures were later moderated or lifted, to give some help to
those Scottish landowners who had fallen heavily into debt and who were
being pursued by creditors and to introduce to the Scottish chUt"Ch an
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English-style system in which bodies of central or provinci~ commi~sioners
would examine and either approve or reject candidates seeking appomtment
and a parish stipend. The more brutal English reorganisatio~ of Irel~d was
in many ways more advanced by 1654, for the policy of di~possessmg ~d
transplanting many native Irish Catholics and of reallocattng l~d. was tn
place before the advent of the Protectorate and a comprehensive Act o_f
Settlement had been passed in 1652. During 1654 Protector and coun~il
instituted some new measures, encouraging further Protestant settlement tn
Ireland and also moderating the terms of the Act of Settlement as they
affected Irish Protestants. In August the ·existing parliamentary
commissioners for Ireland were replaced by a new Irish council, a sort of
devolved administration in Dublin, which was to work with Charles
Fleetwood, who remained in Ireland as -Lord Deputy but who now had to
operate in tandem with a more powerful council. Moreover, the Protectoral
council requested that Henry Cromwell be sent to Ireland to serve under
Fleetwood as commander-in-chief of the English forces in Ireland, though
Cromwell did not authorise this development until the following year.
Protector and council also ensured continuing tight security at home, within
England and Wales. The council's secretary, John !hurloe, inherited _and
further refmed an efficient intelligence system establtshed by the republican
regimes and a close watch was maintained over potential religious and
political opponents of ·the regime. In the opening weeks of the Protectorate
the inflammatory preachers Christopher Feake and John Simpson were
arrested and sent to Windsor castle and Thomas Harrison was placed under
virtual house arrest at his father's home in Staffordshire. Only two, rather
minor royalist plots surfaced during the first nine months o~ the
Protectorate and both were nipped in the bud. The government got wmd of
a conspiracy in mid February and the ringleaders were swif?y roun~ed up,
interrogated and imprisoned. Word of another, more extensive royaltSt plot
leaked out during May and on the 21 51 its ringleaders were ~est~d.
Protector and council used their legislative powers to set up a special High
Court of Justice and during the summer a trio of royalist conspirators were
tried for treason, convicted and sentenced to death; two of them, John
Gerard and Peter Vowell, were executed, as was the brother of the
Portuguese ambassador, who had been tried and conde~ed separately fi_>r
involvement in the conspiracy.· Although a French diplomat based tn
London, Baron de Baas, was also suspected of complicity, he was merely
ordered out of the country. During spring and summer 1654 Protector and
council also clamped down on a number of activities, which might provide
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~J>portunity fo_r cl_andestine pl~tting, lead to disorder and encourage sin.
Ihus a combinat:ton of secunty and reformation probably lay behind
ordinances to prohibit cock matches, duelling and horse races.

that new judges were appointed to fill any vacancies on the bench and via
ordinances they appointed a new chief justice for north Wales and revived
the assizes of the city and county of Durham and the jurisdiction of the
County Palatine of Lancaster; the separate Court of Lancaster at
Westminster was also revived. The jurcldiction of the Court of Admiralty
was periodically renewed and extended and although in early September,
just before parliame~t assembled, Protector and council repealed many of
the judges' powers, the Admiralty Court itself apparently continued. In line
with Cromwell's speech to the council of the third week of December,
much council time was given over to reviewing and seeking to revise the
laws and judicial processes relating to creditors, debtors and poor prisoners,
with a whole string of ordinances attempting to modify existing procedures
and set out something better. The existing legislation was repeatedly
suspended and eventually in the summer Protector and council established
a new system, appointing a new set of judges and laying down more fair and
equitable procedures for clearing debts.

In 1653-54 Protector and council made some changes to state fmance.
~th~ugh they largely worked within the framework which they had
inhented, they sought ways to collect the established revenues more
efficiently as well as to trim costs. The old Excise Act was renewed but the
system was slightly amended, with a new scale of duties, a commission to
examine and recover arrears and a new appeals procedure. The expiring
Customs Act was similarly extended for a further term, with minor
modifications. The established monthly assessments, the main direct tax,
were also continued, though in summer 1654 Protector and council ordered
that the monthly rate would fall from £120,000 to £90,000 from the
autumn. At the end of December 1653 new Treasury commissioners were
appointed with instructions to seek a reduction in the number of financial
bodies and officials and to bring all revenues into a single channel. This
r~sult~d in two overlapping ordinances, passed in June and September,
directing that all public revenues should henceforth pass through the single,
central T~easury. In reali~, complete centralisation in a single body was
never achieved and a vanety of other financial officials and commissions
including the sequestration commission and treasurers at war, continued t;
handle some financial affairs and revenues. Plans to restore a single Lord
Treasurer were also shelved during the summer and instead a new body of
Tre~ury or Exchequer commissioners was appointed during August.

Via ordinances and other orders, Protector and council dealt with a variety
of social, economic and commercial matters in 1653-54, but they did so in a
rather ad hoc and limited manner, and sweeping changes are again
conspicuo~s by their absence. For example during 1654 the council
arbitrated in disputes between the Muscovy Company and others over the
right to hunt whales in certain waters and permitted the importation of
cotton-wool from Continental merchants to overcome the shortage of
Turkish wool which was harming the Lancashire fustian industry. An
additional excise ordinance of early May refunded duties levied on imported
goods which were subsequently re-exported, attempting thereby to boost
certain home-based manufacturing industries. Other worthy measures
included ordinances for the better repair .and maintenance of highways,
allowing old soldiers to enter any trade of their choice, free from
apprenticeship and guild regulations, and reforming and laying down
regulations for the running of the post office and the handling ·of internal
and foreign posts.

During the spring Protector and council appointed a group of legal experts
~d others who were charged with considering and reporting on law reform
in general and an ?verhaul of the Court of Chancery in particular. Although
one or more bodies of lawyers and others sat intermittently during April
and May and repo~ed back to council in June, perhaps presenting a draft
measure for reforming the Chancery, other accounts suggest that in the end
the council itself took the initiative. By June a council committee was
~eet:ing and drafting an ordinance to reform Chancery. The final ordinance,
issued on 21 August, sought to make access to the court swifter, easier and
cheaper, t? ens_ure that the court sat for longer hours and kept to a
pn:cie~r:mined bmetable for hearing and determining cases, to restrict the
Junsdiction of the court and to establish a system whereby appeals could be
heard against its decisions. Elsewhere, few major legal or judicial changes
were effected during 1653-54 and the existing legal system .inherited in
December 1653 largely survived. Protector and council took
to ensure

The Protectoral constitution had established the basic framework of
religion and the church and during 1653-54 Protector and council focused
on important but secondary issues concerning the appointment, removal
and maintenance of parish ministers. Following a conference with leading
divines, in the spring an ordinance was issued appointing a central
commission of 'triers', drawn from a wide variety of faiths and
backgrounds, to determine the suitability of those proposed for vacancies
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within the church and to approve or reject candidates for vacant livings.
Although the question of judging the suitability of existing incumbents was
being considered in council by that time, not until August 1654 was an
ordinance passed to appoint local committees of 'ejectors' with powers to
examine incumbent ministers and schoolmasters and to dismiss those
found to be unsuitable. An ordinance of 2 September set out various
provisions for the better maintenance and encouragement of ministers,
including the uniting of parishes. While the Instrument had retained the
tithe system of financing parish clergy, Cromwell and several of his
councillors clearly had reservations about tithes. In April a council
committee was appointed to explore alternative ways of maintaining
ministers, but little more was heard from it and the old tithe system
staggered on throughout the Protectorate.

appointing a preacher at West Cowes on the.Jsle of Wight and clarifying the
fmancing of St Catherine's hospital at Ledbury. What might be termed
'private' ordinances, those relating to one person or to a small .group of
named individuals, typically granted arrears of pay, allocated money or land,
pardoned past actions or ended sequestration proceedings, settled disputes
over estates or entitlement to particular places and naturalised foreigners
resident in England. For example, ordinances allowed Charles Cavendish,
Viscount Mansfield, benefit of the Act of Pardon and Oblivion, settled the
lease of Hartland rectory in Devon upon John Dury, ordered payment of
money due to Daniel Hutchinson and Michael Casteel, certified that
George Ralegh and Henry Oark had benefit of the articles issued upon the
surrender of Oxford in 1646, naturalised Joachim Hane, settled Irish lands
upon Colonel Robert Hammond and ordered payments of £1336 to Lionel
Beacher of Barnstaple and of £1000 to Sir William Dicke.

Over and above the major lines of domestic and foreign policy, the
handling of state business, in 1653-54 as ·throughout the Protectorate
Cromwell and his councillors spent a great deal of time and energy handling
local and private business. Protector and council were flooded with
petitions from individuals, groups and localities, requesting money, land,
office, pardon, redress, exemption, inclusion, reward or other support,
direction, authorisation or reassurance from central government. Protector
and council also acted as supreme arbiters and coordinators, supervising the
actions of subordinate officials, handling difficult cases, resolving
complexities, uncertainties and divisions, receiving complaints and requests
from all quarters. Some of this business was delegated to other government
departments and some was laid aside, but a mass of business of this sort
was heard by Cromwell and his councillors and determined by them, via·
simple council orders or the full and more formal procedure of a conciliar
ordinance. The latter give a flavour of the sort of issues coming before
Protector and council in the opening months of the Protectorate. Thus
ordinances relating to particular localities, buildings or institutions included
measures imposing a new duty on ale and beer sold in and around
Edinburgh, authorising the repair and maintenance of the drainage works of
the Great Level, regulating hackney-coaches in London, reforming the
administration of St Peter's school in York, addressing abuses committed
by water-men on the Thames and Medway, funding the repair of Pidley
church, uniting two rectories in Dorset, authorising and helping to fund the
repair of Berwick bridge, reviving plans to drain and protect from flooding
. coastal areas of Norfolk and Suffolk, providing support for the Windsor
almshouses, confirming the articles made at the surrender ofEamstaple,

During 1653-54 Protector and council issued directives and made public
their decisions in a number of ways. Permits for the passage of people or
goods were generally issued as passes or licences, signed by the president of
the council, while orders to governmental officials and bodies to arrest,
convey or release individuals or goods, to pay money or grant land and
office were generally framed as warrants, signed not only the council
p"resident but also by six other councillors.- Lesser council orders could be
conveyed via a letter from the president oi; simply by a fair copy of the
council minute, entered on a separate sheet and counter-signed by the
council's secretary or an under-secretary. All these forms were commonly
used in 1653-54 and throughout the Protectorate as a whole. Occasionally,
Protector and council made public their decisions in much broader formats,
as published 'declarations', such as those setting aside national days of
fasting and prayer, hUmiliation or thanksgiving, or as 'proclamations', the
well-established but s<;>metimes contentious form in which the royal will had
often found expression. In fact, in 1653-54, as during the Protectorate as a
whole, Cromwell and his council issued proclamations only infrequently
and cautiously, merely to advertise clearly· non-legislative governmental
decisions or to publicise forthcoming events. Only six proclamations were
issued in •the nine months up to the meeting:of the first ·Protectorate
parliament, two· in December ·1653 announcing the new government and
directing that existing judges and legal processes should continue ooaffected
by the change of regime, a further three during the spring announcing peace
with the Dutch and setting out procedures for settling any outstanding legal
or material disputes· arising from the ·war, and a sixth prodamation of late
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May requiring parish constables to compile and return lists of people
lodging in and around London, part of the increased security" in the wake of
the recently discovered royalist conspiracy.

thiJ backlog - no less than 61 ordinances were passed and issued between

it August and 2 September - and inevitably some measures failed to meet

While declarations and proclamations, as well as assorted orders, warrants,
licences and so on, continued to be issued by Cromwell and the councillors
throughout the Protectorate, during 1653-54 they also issued a particular
type of order unique to the opening months of the regime. Looking to
article xxx of the constitution, which had given Protector and council
temp9rary powers down to the meeting of the first Protectorate parliament
'to make laws and ordinances for the peace and welfare of these nations
where it shall be necessary', during 1653-54 Cromwell and his councillors
issued some non-parliamentary legislation. It is not clear why the drafte~ of
the Instrument had included this provision or what use they expected
Protector and council to make of their temporary legislative power. Possibly
someone had realised that some fixed-term Acts of Parliament passed by
the Rump and Nominated Assembly in the early 1650s were due to expire
between December 1653 and September 1654 and that, unless provision
was made to give Protector and council power to renew them, some useful
or important existing legislation would lapse. Certainly, during the winter
and early spring of 1653-54 Protector and council did use their power in
this way, to renew or extend several earlier Acts of Parliament, and they
issued over a dozen ordinances to reactivate expired or expiring
parliamentary legislation.

In terms of its bulk and number, this programme of ordinances appears
VCL)' impressive, a body of legislation far more substantial than most
"uvcnteenth century parliaments managed to pass over a comparable
dumtion. However, surprisingly few of these ordinances made a major
hitpact upon public policy or altered state policy. Roughly half the
cofrtpleted ordinances referred to private or local business, with over 50
(mJinances relating to one or two named individuals and another 30 or
more to a particular town, county or locality. Of the remaining ordinances,
those relating to wider, 'public' or state business, many were quite minor.
Hume continued existing provisions, such as the series of ordinances
l!Ontinuing and periodically renewing the excise, while others made limited
changes to existing laws and provisions to bring them into line with the new
l'i:otectorate forms - altering the wording used in courts and judicial
!U'Oceedings, redefining treason and abolishing the oath of allegiance to the
1'0publican government. There were important ordinances, which made
11lgnificant changes - those appointing and empowering the 'triers' and
'uj.ectors', the Chancery ordinance, those. seeking to unify state finances and
to reform the treatment of debtors and poor prisoners, the ordinance
uniting Scotland with England and so on - but they were few and far
botween.

However, Protector and council quickly decided to use their temporary
legislative powers far more extensively than this, and between 24 December
1653 and 2 September 1654 they completed and issued as law around 180
ordinances, which carried full legal and statutory authority unless and until
modified or annulled by a future parliament. Of these, around 80 were
printed and published at the time and their texts have come down to. us.
The remainder were not published or so widely disseminated at the tune
and, although the texts of at least 15 survive in manuscript form, in many
cases little more than their bare title is extant and our knowledge of their
contents is meagre. A further 50 or so ordinances were considered at some
stage but were never completed and issued, some of them because
Protector and council decided to drop the meas.ure, to tack the business
onto another ordinance or to make· the change via a simple council order
rather than a full statutory ordinance. Other draft ordinances failed to
complete their passage by 2 September, for as the. lapsing of their
temporary legislative power loomed, Protector and Council tried to clear

Overall, then, how should we assess the performance and achievements of

the Protectoral regime and of Cromwell and his councillors in the opening
m.onths of the new government, down to September 1654? Firstly, it should
IJo noted that this period was one of relative calm, especially when
compared to the confrontations and overturnings of 1653 and the problems
which loomed up during 1655, a blessed interlude during which Protector
und council hail space and time to set the agenda, to launc~ and advance
'policies, with few major distractions. The anti-English rebellion in Scotland
of 1653, often dubbed Glencaim's Rising, was on the wane by spring 1654
und Moock quickly mopped up remaining opponents. Perhaps the biggest
threat that would emerge in Ireland, the ~pread of radical religious views
und political disloyalty amongstele,ments of the army stationed there, was
not yet the major issue it would become in 1655-56, and the English hold
over Ireland seemed secure. At home, political opponents did not seriously
threaten the regime - there. was little ·ch~ce of royalists and antil't'Otectorate republicans coming together and making common cause - and
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not only were conspiracit:;s against the government arnateucish and easily
thw~ed but also the overwhelming loyalty of the aimy ens1ued order and
secunty. Abroad, the regime was at peace for much of 1654 and was
respected and wooed. by most of the major powers of Europe. Thus
P~otect?r and .council enc~untered few external military and political
distracoons dunng the opening months of the Protectocate, were largely
spared the unexpected events and unforeseen crises of the sort which, then
as ~o~, often knock a government off course and which lay waste to
asp1Cat1ons and ravage neatly laid plans:·

making of their temporary legislative powers under article xxx. Noting that
the constitution gave them power 'to make ordinances for the peace and
welfare of the nation where it shall be necessary', he questioned whether
one proposed ordinance was really aimed at 'the peace and welfare of the
nation' and also queried whether it 'be necessary to be done before 3•d
September', suggesting. that there was no huge urgency in resolving the
matter over the summer and that it could and perhaps should be left to the
looming parliament. Again, Ellis was unhappy that Protector and council
were using ordinances to over-ride existing claims to office or place of
profit, he noted that many ordinances were 'very large and very restrictive
to many people' and on one occasion he wrote directly to Cromwell
expressing allied concerns - 'I do humbly propose it to your Highness
whether you will be pleased to use your legislative power to conclude a
man's right'.11 In these and all similar instances, Cromwell and his
councillors brushed aside these reservations and concerns and pushed
ahead with their ordinances.

Secondly, in many areas Cromwell and his councillors used this oasis of
calm to seize the initiative and to launch or advance policies at home and
abroad. Energy, application and self-confidence underpinned much of the
work of ~rotector .and council during this period and they were determined
to .us~ their authonty to sort out thorny issues. For example, the question of
b~gtng England and Scotland together in a political and 'constitutional
union had bee~ under discussion since autumn 1651 and both the Rump
an~ ~e Nominated Asse.m~ly had drawn up but .had failed to pass
legisla~on on the matter; withm five months of taking power, Protector and
council had not only issued an ordinance uniting England and Scotland but
had ~so made provision for pardoning most Scots, for handling land
~orfeited from the small number excluded from pardon and for establishing
m Scotland regular, local courts to hear small claims. Again, the regulation
of the post office and mail services had been under discussion from 1651
and bot:h the Rump .and th~ Nominated Assembly had been weighing up
the meats and dements of different systems and also hearing the claims and
counter-claims of various individuals and consortia who claimed prior right
to run the posts, though no fmal decisions had been taken; in 1654 the
Protectoral council reviewed and dismissed prior claims, set out a new
syst~m of ~eir own and passed an ordinance to establish a new postal
service. Dunng 1653-54 Protector and council used their constitutional
powers to the full, deploying the state's armed forces under article iv of the
Ins~ent, as well as looking to Cromwell's existing and continuing
au~l10nty as. ~rd Gen~ral, con~ucting foreign policy and diplomacy under
artt~~e v, raismg, chargmg, levymg and spending state funds under articles
xxvll-xxx, overseeing and regulating religion under articles xx:JCV and xxxvi
and passing ordinances which had die force of law under article xxx~
Indeed, so~e app~1wtly felt tl~at Cromwell and his councillors may have
been str~t~hmg their powers a lttde too far, and on several occasions during
1654 Solicitor General Ellis questioned t11e use Pmtcct:Ol' and cou1tcil were
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Thirdly, it is clear that the executive arm of government had worked hard
during the opening months of the Protectorate - the council met on most
weekdays and sometimes held two meetings a day, morning and afternoon
.- and by September 1654 could point to a solid and respect.able body of
work which addressed various agenda. Healing and settling had been
advanced by securing peace and alliances abroad, uniting Scotland with
England and treating the Scots very leniently, abolishing the oath of
allegiance to the government, seeking greater efficiency in fmance, not least
the decision to reduce by a quarter the rate of.the main direct taxes, and
improving some public services. Conversely, godly i;eformation and radical
reform were less apparent, though some legal and judicial proceedings had
been usefully reformed, measures had been taken to ensure that the
Protectoral church worked efficiently but was also broadly based and
inclusive and sinful gatherings at horse races and cock fights had been made
illegal. But de~pite these initiatives, it is apparent that Protector and council
neither attempted nor achieved a sweeping and coherent progra,mme of
godly reform in 1653-54. The reforms of this period were generally quite
limited, cautious, ad hoc and piecemeal and the overall record of the
exeeutive, while perfectly solid and respectable, was far from revolutionary.
Protector and council had not established a 'new world', but equally they
had not inherited the absolute 'chaos' .which their propagandists claimed.
Even though generally spared majot and ·unexpected developments at home
and abroad in 1653-54 and so freed from overwhelming distractions, like so
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many early modem governments Protector and council felt the need to
respond to requests and petitions and soon began struggling to keep on top
of the rising waters of private and local concerns which flooded into the
new regime. Like all early modem governments. the Protectora1 regime
quickly became overworked and distracted by a mass of often quite routine
or mundane business. The rate at which ordinances were completed and
issued itself suggests a degree of inefficiency, for after a slow start, 19
ordinances were issued during March, but then just 12 apiece in April and
May. In June no less than 26 ordinances were issued, but then the number
slumped to just 9 during July, a very poor show even allowing for the
competing demands of electioneering. That Protector and council felt the
need to rush through so many ordinances - covering important public
measures as well as private or local matters - in late August and the first
two days of September and that many draft ordinances failed to meet the
deadline on 2 September and did not complete their passage before
parliament met suggests a degree of inefficiency, bad planning and
overw_ork.

shat.ply with 1655, during which Cromwell attended over half the recorded,
nunuted council meetings. There is no sign that Cromwell suffe~e~ severe
or lengthy ill-health during 1654 and,. despi~e diffe~ences of optruon over
the desirability of pursuing an anti-Spanish pohcy, no evidence_ that
Cromwell was unhappy with or politically alienated from the councillors.
Instead, he seems to have made a conscious decision to keep out of, ~d
aloof from, much of the work of the executive ann during the operung
phase of the Protectorate, contrasting with an apparently greater degree_ of
involvement in 1655. In one of the very few extant personal and revealing
letters of Cromwell of this period, a letter written in early May ~654. to
Richard Maijor - the father in law of his son Richard and a rather 1:°~ctive
Protectora1 councillor - Cromwell stressed that 'indeed I am so unwillmg ~o
be a seeker after the world,· having had so much favour from the Lord. tn
giving me so much with_out, seeking; ~d so unwilling that men sho~~ think
me so, which they will... .i2 In this letter Cro~well was declining an
invitation from Maijor to invest in some property tn Essex, but perhaps he
was making a broader point, and his expressed wis~ not to be 'a ~eeker after
the world' consistent with earlier and later declarations that he did not seek
earthly po~er or riches and that he was afraid. of the ~orrupting nature. of
power, may provide an explanation for the shghtly withdrawn_ ro~e which
Cromwell was apparently playing in day to day government at this time.

Fourthly, the official and unofficial records shed some light on Cromwell's
role and stance at this time and give some insight into the relationship
between Protector and council. As. the new head of state, Cromwell proved
remarkably assured and adaptable, took to his position and learned very
quickly. Even opponents grudgingly admitted that he was a dignified and
plausible head of state. This was all the more· remarkable as just twenty
years before he had been working the soil as a tenant farmer on a
downward trajectory in a small East Anglian town. Although in practice
Cromwell had a great deal of power and influence during the Protectorate
and towered over the regime as Protector and Lord General, on paper the
constitution had given him very few powers which he could exercise alone
and it compelled him to share power and to work with the council. In the
event, Cromwell appears to have placed himself in the background during
1653-54 and to have left much of the work of government, at least as
regards domestic business, to the council. Cromwell's attendance record at
council meetings is interesting and perhaps unexpected, for while he was
present at 10 of the 17 meetings recorded between 16 and 31 December
1653, he attended just 12 of the 73 meetings held during January.. February
and March. Although his attendance rate picked up a little during the early
summer, overall the order books show him attending around 70 bf the 211
formal council meetings recorded between 16 December 1653 and 2
September 1654, an attendance rate of almost exactly 33%. This contrasts
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Whatever his active role in government during the opening phase of the
new regime, when he opened his first Protectorate parliament - 'the
greatest occasion that, I believe J?ngland ever saw' - Cr~mwell was able ~o
point to an impressive list of achievements of the precedmg months. In his
speech of 4 September Cromwell suggested that his gove~ent had
inherited 'a heap of confusions' in December 1653, but had smce created
order and harmony. The government had called together a group of people
to advise on refonnjng justice, to make it swifter, cheaper and more
accessible, the Court. of Chancery had been reformed, good judges had
been appointed and sound justice had been dispensed. Cromwell noted that
the church had been reformed to establish new systems for the
appointment and approval of ministers and the removal of those dee~ed
unfit. The· state's fmances had been reformed to make them more efficient
and better able to meet the military and ciVil costs and Cromwell drew :MPs'
attention to the decision by the executive to lower the main tax by
per month. Overall, the home na~ons were enj?ying greater stability and
security, which had made it possible for elections to be held over the
sununer and meant that parliament Wa.s meeting in orderly and hopeful
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cir~tances. Abroad, peace had been made with the Dutch and a whole
s~!? of treaties h~d be~ secured with other European powers. Having

I 1,ngland, and hot on its heals came opposition to the legal standing of the

highlighted the solid achievements and positive advances of the previous

mon~s, Cromwell urged the MPs to continue the good work and to
provide the further push needed to guide the ship of state into a safe

~arbour. 'A door of hope is opened', he said, but he also cautioned that
though God h~ thus dealt with you, yet these are but entrances and doors
of hope, wherem through the blessing of God you may enter into rest and
·
peace. But you are not yet entered'.13

Res~ and peace proved elusive and the failure of the first Protectorate
parliament marked a turning point, when optimism gave way to pessimism
and when careful~y crafted policies launched calmly and without distractio~
~ve way to a s~aes of damage limitation responses to a string of set-backs,
failur~s and disast~rs. The first Protectorate parliament itself proved
unsatisfactory, derailed at the start by an outright attack upon the
Protectoral system launched by a group of fervent republicans. Even after
they had been we~ded out on 12 September, when Cromwell briefly closed
the . House and mtroduced a new written test on Members, and the
parli~e?t proceeded upon more measured revision of the existing
constitution, the results proved unacceptable to Cromwell and many of his
sul?~orters. The. draft constitution seemed to narrow the parameters of
reli?1ous toleraaon - parliament's harsh treatment of an anti-trinitarian
radical, John Biddle, during December, hardly reassured those who
favoured broad liberty of cons~ience - and its tight financial provisions
se.emed to herald .a :ery substantial reduction in the size of the anny. Worse
still, permanent 1omt control of the anny by parliament and Protector
see~ed under threat, for the draft constitution opened the way for
parliament alon~ to gain ~~re control over the anned forces. In January
1655, a~ the earliest c~nstitutional ~pportunity, Cromwell angrily dissolved
the parliament, b~fore its n~w con.satution or any other legislation had been
complete?. In his blunt dissoluaon speech, the earlier imagery of ships
ap~roachmg a safe harbour and a top-stone added to an almost completed
edifice ~ve way to talk of 'weeds and nettles, briars and
th.oms, ... dissettlement and division, discontent and dissatisfaction, together
with real dangers to the. whole'. 14 Although the failure of the parliament
wrecked or at least sever~ly set back i_nany Protectoral goals and aspirations,
even worse· follo_wed duang the ensumg months, as it became apparent that
many people did not support the Cromwellian vision. and · wished to
advance very different agenda. Active opposition from royalists bubbled up
48
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with the biggest rebellion of the Protectorate in south and south-west

rcsime with challenges to its fmancial powers and judicial questioning of its
whole legitimacy. However, failure at home was soon overshadowed by
ovcnts abroad, with news of the massacre of Protestants in Piedmont and
of the stinging rebuke which the Protectoral forces had received at
Hispaniola in the Caribbean at the hands of Catholic Spain but also,
Cromwell and others believ~d, as a deliberate rebuke from a displeased
Lord and as a sign of His divine displeasure.
Sometime early in 1655, even before many of these failures had
1naterialised, Cromwell was writing .in .sombre tones to an old military
colleague of 'the burden of my condition', noting that even those for whom
he was ready to lay down his life had repaid him with 'not a few wounds'
and that men appeared 'unwilling... to be healed and atoned'. Although in
part Cromwell was writing about the position in Scotland, it is hard to
believe that he was not ·also reflecting on recent developments in England
in this and in further thoughts along the same lines And I am persuaded the Lord will not suffer His people always to be
deceived by such pretenders and pretences to righteousness and justice,
and care not how unjustly and unrighteously they walk, not to bring
forth righteousness and justice, as they pretend, but most abominable
unrighteousness, wickedness, impiety, and confusion upon all the world
God hath wrought in the midst of us. I do verily suspect most guilty
herein, because I fmd men acting here upon the saine principles who
have conceived to themselves also great hopes from the. divisions and
discontents amongst you.is
This was not the end. In due course, the Protector and his regime
regrouped, recovered something of their former optimism and resumed
their work both in support of and, they believed, again supported by, a
beneficent if terrible God. But the enthusiasm of the opening months of
the regime was gone, and the belief that the Lord's work was almost done
and that ship of state was about to be steered into the safe harbour never
returned. The opening months of the Protectorate, with it:S solid
achievements and its calm and ordered context, had proved a false dawn
which gave way to a thick and enveloping glooin. For the 'Protectorate, it
would never be glad, confident morning again.
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GODLY GOVERNORS: TIIE RULE OF CROMWEIL'S
MAJOR GENERALS

1!J ProfassorChristopber Durston
In the autumn of 1655 Oliver Cromwell appointed a number of his closest
military colleagues as major-generals and dispatched them to the English
provinces to act as representatives of his government at the local level.
They were entrusted with a wide range of responsibilities, in particular the
overseeing of local security arrangements and the regulation of the moral
behaviour of the people. Although these were daunting responsibilities,
over the course of the next few months the major-generals displayed great
energy and commitment, and by the second half of 1656 they believed they
were making real progress. In the autumn of 1656, however, their reform
programme began to lose impetus. When the second protectorate
parliament met in mid September, it was decided that ~e ~jor-gene~als
were needed at Westminster, and their absence from theu distacts during
the autumn months· inevitably led to the scaling down of their work. At the
end of 1656 one of their number, John Desborough, attempted to obtain
parliamentary sanction for the indefinite continuation of the decimation tax
which underpinned their rule. His move, however, misfired disastrously, for
in late January 1657 the House of Commons voted to end the tax and as a
result effectively brought the major-generals' experiment to a close.
Cromwell's major-generals have traditionally received a very bad press,
being condemned by both contemporaries and later historians as upstart
military satraps, moral policemen and unwelcome agents of a centralising
state. This short paper will attempt to go some way to set the record
straight by answering four central questions: why and how was the majorgenerals' system set up; what sort of men were appointed; how did they
carry out their duties in the areas of tax collection, security and moral
reform; and what was the impact of their period in office?
The decision to erect the rule of the major-generals was informed by four
main considerations: Cromwell's disappointment at the record of the first
protectorate parliament; the royalist uprising of March 1655; a serious crisis
in government funding and the consequent need to reduce the costs of the
army; and the failure of the Western Design to the Caribbean.
The first protectorate parliament, which met on 3 September 1654,
contained a substantial number of members who were representative of the
traditional governing elites of the English localities, and Cromwell clearly
hoped that he would be able to work with them to legitimise and
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consolidate the new constitutional order established by the Instrument of
Government the previous December. Such hopes, however,. were very
quickly dashed. The new members immediately launched into a. frontal
assault on the Instrument and after only a week Cromwell returned to
Westminster to forbid all further discussion of its fundamental principles
and to insist that all those who wished to continue sitting should sign a
recognition of their support for the regime. Even after most of the
government's fiercest critics had refused to do so and withdrawn, the
remaining MPs contiflued to debate the clauses of the Instrument at
interminable length over the ensuing months, an approach which Cromwell
and his advisers believed cast serious doubt on legitimacy of the regime and
encouraged their enemies in their efforts to destabilise it. To make matters
worse, a committee of the House suggested that the 'government finance be
restricted to just over £1 million, or only around half the sum needed to
maintain the army and provide for the country's defence. Cromwell was
forced to agree to a reduction in both the level of the monthly assessment
and army establishment. Closing the parliament down prematurely in
January 1655 Cromwell angrily declared to the MPs that 'instead of peace
and settlement, instead of mercy and truth being brought together ... weeds
and nettles, briars and thorns have thriven under you'. His disillusionment
with the parliament and fear that it was intent on weakening his regime,
propelled him away .from further attempts at cooperation with parliament
and encouraged him instead to see the army's continued involvement in
politics as the only sure bulwark for his regime.
Just six weeks after the end of the parliament the insurrection which
Cromwell had warned of became a 'reality, when i:he ongoing underground
conspiring of the royalists culminated in ·an attempt to stage a series of
simultaneous anned insurrections in a. number of ·locations throughout
England. On 8 March 1655 abortive risirigs took place near Newcastle,
York and Nottingllam. Somewhat more seriously, on 12 March several
hundred cavalry led by John P.enruddock rode mto Salisbury and arrested
the high sheriff and the assizes judges. After proclaiming their support for
Charles Stuart, they l~ft Salisbury and rode westward in the hope that the
royalists of Somerset and Dorset wotild come in to swell their numbers.
Very few, however, jo~ed them and several days later' a small force of
soverriment troops from: the garrison at Exeter caught up with them at
South Molton in Devon. A,fter a ~hort skirmish the royaiistS were 'defeated
and their leaders ·captured. Periruddock and the other ·ringleader$ were
subsequently tried and executed for treason. Although these events were
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never a real threat to the government, they were to have a profound impact
on subsequent political developments, for by considerably increasing the
fears of Cromwell and his Council for the safety of the regime and by
forcing them to contemplate unprecedented security measures,, they proved
a major catalyst for the introduction of the rule of the major-generals six
months later.

Most of the detailed arrangements for the construction of the majorge~erals' system were made during August and September 165.5. A~ the
beginning of August John Lambert, John Desborough and Sir Gilbert
Pickering were appointed to work with Cromwell on drawing up the
detailed operational instructions for the officers of the new county militia.
On 22 August Lambert presented the Council with a set of seven draft
instructions for ten new military governors. The text .of the draft makes it
very clear that their remit was to include hot only purely military matters
but also a range of other local governmental functions. They were to be
required to suppress all tumults, insurrections and rebellions and to meet
frequently with the captains of the county militias to discuss security
matters. They were to disarm Roman Catholics and royalists, keep all
disaffected persons under close surveillance, and prevent any of them
gathering together either in private houses or at horse race meetin?S, cockfightings or bear-baitings, both because treason and rebell10n was
frequently hatched at such gatherings and also because 'much evell and
wickednes' commonly occurred at them. In addition, they were to be
responsible for apprehending all idle and 'loose' persons in their areas and
for either putting them to work or organising their transportation out of the
country, and they were also charged with making the roads safer for
travellers by seeking out thieves, robbers and highwaymen. The final draft
instruction required them 'in their constant carriage and conversation to
encourage and promote godliness and vertue and discourage and
discountenance all prophaneness and ungodliness'. More specifically, they
were ordered to work closely with JPs, ministers and other local officials to
ensure that the laws against 'drunkenness, prophanenes, blaspheminge and
takeing of the name of God in vaine by swearing and cursing and such like
wickednes and abominations be put in more effectual execucon then they
have been hitherto'.

The third impulse behind the decision to embark on the rule of the majorgenerals was the government's decision in the summer of 1655 to grasp the
nettle of the extreme financial crisis it was facing by reducing the
considerable and ongoing burden of a standing army of more than 50,000
men. In April 1655 a committee of army officers was asked by the
government to consider how the expense of the army could be reduced
without endangering the state's defences. After deliberating for some
weeks, it recomniended that the army establishment and the pay of the
regular soldiers should be reduced, and that a new reserve of hoQ>e militia
be raised. At the end of May, the Council accepted this advice and began to
appoint the captains who would command these troops. On .1 June the
Council dispatched instructions to these officers, telling them to enlist men
who were 'w~ll mounted for service and armed with one good sword and
case of pistolls'. The troops were to be recruited by 24 June and paid from
that date. They were to be mustered four times a year and to be ready at
forty-eight hours notice to march anywhere in the country to put down
rebellion. It was envisaged that once they were raised, substantial reductions
could then be made in the size of the regular army.
The final development which propelled Cromwell towards the appointment
of the major-generals was the disastrous failure of the Western Design to
the West Indies in the summer of 1655. When the news of the humiliating
defeat suffered by Penn and Ven~bles at Hispaniola reached London in late
July 1655, it was inteipreted by Cromwell as a clear sign of divine
displeasure. Over the next few weeks he seems to have deliberated long
over how his government had incurred God's displeasure, before arriving at
the explanation that the cause was the failure of his government to make
real progress in the task of the moral reformation of England. His resultant
conviction that this work needed to be undertaken as a matter of great
urgency strengthened. his resolve to push ahead with the plans for the
establishment of the rule of the major-generals and encouraged him to
make the reformatiqn of manners. one of their chief priorities.
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At this point Cromwcll was taken seriously ill and was unable to take any
further part in government business until the last week of September. As
the Council was reluctant to proceed with such an important initiative in his
absence, remaining decisions which needed to be taken before the majorgenerals could begin work were put off for nearly four weeks. Momentum
was only resumed on 21 September, when the Council considered drafts of
two important documents which were .once again presented to it by
Lambert's sub-committee: the commission for the major-generals and a set
of orders for them and the new county commissions for the securing of the
peace of the commonwealth which were to work with them. The draft
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cominission declared that the government had been forced to ra.lse the new

reliable and available senior officers, out of which Cromwell selected those
he considered most able and trustworthy and with whom he had had the
longest personal association.

county militias because the royalist community remained 'restlesse and
implacable in their malicious designes ag;ainst the peace of this
Commonwealth', and that it had decided that they should be commanded
by officers who had been chosen for their 'fidelitye, wisdome and
circumspection'. The second docwnent began by dividing the royalist
community into three categories or 'heads'. In the first of these were
grouped all those involved in the spring uprisings, who were to be
imprisoned or banished by the commissioners and to have ,their estates
sequestered. Under the second head were those royalists who, while they
had not been conspicuously active in the spring, 'appear by their words or
actions to adhere to the interest of the late king or of Charles Stuart his son
and to be dangerous enemies to the peace of the commonwealth'; these,
too, were to be imprisoned or banished but would not lose their estates
unless they returned from exile without permission. More controversially,
the third head encompassed all those who had fought against parliament or
who had been sequestered for delinquency at any time since 1642. Although
many of the individuals in this category had been politically quiescent for
some years, all of them who possessed land worth at least £100 per annwn
or personal property valued at £1,500 or more would now be required to
pay a ten per cent decimation tax to the government to meet the costs of
the new militia. These docwnents were informed by a principle that was
fundamental to the outlook of Cromwell and his advisers during the mid
1650s: that security and moral reform were indivisible goals and that, just as
godly reform would only come out once the regime was fully secure, so real
security would only be established once the godly reformation had taken
firm root.
In all, nineteen commiss10ns were issue to major-generals and deputy
major-generals during 1655 and 1656. Three of these nien were never active
in the provinces, but the other sixteen held power within one of twelve
associations into which the country was divided in the autumn of 1655 (for
details see Appendix 1). Cromwell appointed as his major-generals highranking soldiers who were available and reliable, and wj:iose loyalty to the
new protectoral regime was beyond question. Several potential appointees
were ruled out because they could not be spared from their strategically
vital commands in Scotland and Ireland, and a nwnber of other candidates
had disqualified themselves· by · expressing · doubts about the new
constitutional order· brought in by the ·Instrwnent of Government. Once
these men had been discounted, there remained a relatively small pool of
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As a group the sixteen active major-generals and deputies shared a number
of characteristics. They were relatively young; only four of them were over
40, and another ten were aged between 30 and 40. Most of them had some
connection to the area they controlled; nine of the sixteen had been born in
their association, and all but one of the others had some meaningful pre1655 connection. In terms of social origins, they were generally
undistinguished; only three were of magisterial gentry origin, another six
were born into more minor landed families, and as many as seven seem to
have come from families of below gentry status. There was thus some
substance in royalist accusations that they were social upstarts. They all
owed their position to their distinguished military careers, and, with the
possible exception of Charles Howard, all of them were conspicuously
godly in their religious outlook and saw their appointment as a divine
rmss1on.

One of the major-generals' first priorities was to collect the decimation tax
which was to pay the costs of their militia troops. Decimation tax lists exist
for sixteen of the fifty or so English and Welsh counties; in these around
500 royalists were assessed to pay c. £18,000 in total. While it is difficult to
extrapolate from these figures, this suggests that somewhere between 1,500
and 2,000 royalists were obliged to pay the tax in the country as a whole,
and also that the total yield from the tax was likely to have been well short
of the £80,000 per annwn needed to pay the new militia. In some counties,
despitt; the best efforts of the major-general, significant shortfalls
materialised quite quickly and finding payment for the militia troops
became a serious pro~lem.
Whether, following some fundamental review of its operation, the
decimation tax could have provided the long-term financial undeipinping
for a secure, godly commonwealth, or whether conversely it would in time
inevitably pave provoked widespread royalist resistance an9 revolt can only
be a matter for speculation. What is clear is that the thinking behind the
original decision to impose the ·tax was fatally flawed. Strongly attracted to
the prospect of punishing their enemies, reducing the overall burden of
general taxation and enhancing the security of the regime, Cromwell and his
advisers instituted the decimation tax .in the autumn of 1655 in a hurry,
without giving sufficient thought to .how they would overcome the
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administrative complexities attendant on its assessment and collection, and
- more seriously - without having any real evidence that it could produce
the kind of sums needed to support the major-generals and their new
national militia. Had they been able to carry out a comprehensive valuation
of the collective wealth of the royalist party, they would surely have realised
that the decimation tax was, from the outset, doomed to failure.

somewhat short of its aims, but there can be little doubt that it nonetheless
achieved a considerable degree of success. At the start of the second
protectorate parliament in September 1656 Cromwell told the new MPs
that the major-generals ·had proved 'effectual for the preservation of your
peace' and that without them 'you had not had peace two months together'.
His assessment was probably broadly correct, and, whatever their record in
the other aspects of their work, the major-generals had undoubtedly
succeeded in making it far more difficult and dangerous to engage iii
conspiracy against the Cromwell's regime.

Despite its brief lifespan, the decimation tax had a major impact on the
politics of Inte~egnum England, in that it further polarised an already
divided· political nation and brought into sharper relief the differences
between the supporters and opponents of Cromwell's regime. Equally
significantly, the tax also divided the regime's supporters and exacerbated
the tensions between the puritan hardliners, who saw it as a welcome and
justifiable punishment for sedition and irreligion and an important element
in the campaign to create a godly nation, and the protectorate's more
moderate and pragmatic adherents, who believed it to be an ~fortunate
development which had set back the important process of healing and
settling the nation's divisions.
In the area of security, the first task of the major-generals was to disarm

royalists and Roman Catholics. This seems to have been done quickly and
efficiently in the autumn of 1655; one royalist, Sir Roger Burgoyne, claimed
that his major-general, Edward Whalley, had left him with 'not so much as a
birding piece or a sword'. The major-generals also imposed bonds for good
behaviour upon around 14,000 royalists and their male servants; if these
men were subsequently adjudged to have plotted against the state they
would be liable to forfeit sums up to £5,000. In an ambitious attempt to
monitor the movements of the entire royalist corrimunity, a register office
was also established in London. If any royalist left home and visited
London, he was obliged to report to this office within twenty-four hours.
Deputy-registers were also stationed in .all the major ports to check on.
those entering the country. The new militia force appears to have been well
trained and equipped, and firmly committed to preserving the regime. In
many counties, however, its effectiveness was limited by the failure of the
decimation tax to yield sufficient sums to provide it with regular pay.
The new security system presided over by the major-generals was extremely
ambitious in scope. It attempted to regulate the movements and activities of
a substantial section of the English population to an extent that had never
been seen before in England and indeed would not be seen again until the
industrial era. Given the scope of the experiment, it inevitably fell
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The major-generals' work in the area of moral reform involved the
regulation of alehouses, dealing with beggars and the more deserving poor,
banning rural sports such as cock-fights and horse races, clamping down on
sexual misconduct, making sure the puritan sabbath was properly observed,
and attempting to purge suspect clergy from parochial ministry. Although a
number of them worked tirelessly to achieve these ends, overall their
impact here was extremely limited. There is no evidence that they had much
success at all in reducing sexual offences or banning rural sports. Similarly,
during their period in power only around 130 ministers, or two per cent of
the total for the country, appear to have been ejected from their livings.
With regard to the vagrancy problem, several major-generals did arrest large
numbers of wandering beggars and imprisoned them to await
transportation; the government in London failed, however, to organise any
ships to convey the ·abroad, and most were subsequently released. There
was perhaps rather more, albeit temporary, success in the attempt to close
down unlicensed alehouses. Charles Worsley, in particular, destroyed his
health in a monumental effort to deal with this problem in Lancashire and
Cheshire, and forced several hundred illegal drinking establishments to shut
down. This, however represented only a tiny fraction of the tens of
thousands of such alehouses which existed throughout the country. ·
Although the major generals were utterly committed to the attempt to
improve the morality of the English and Welsh peoples, ultimately they
were unable to prevent large numbers of them from continuing to offend
their religious values by frequenting alehouses, attending traditional sports
and festivities, or indulging in illicit sexual activity. To a large degree, their
failure in this area stemmed from their inability to remodel the county
magistracy and parochial ministry and thereby to create a sufficiently large
godly ·presence at the grassroots level which could regulate popular
behaviour and punish transgressors ..
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With the exception of their work in the area of security, the major-generals

1ne fact that Cromwell's major-generals failed does not, however, mean
that they were, or are, unimportant. In constitutional terms, they were a
radical innovation with no real antecedents in earlier English history, and
their significance is attested to both by the degree of opprobrium they
evoked while in office and the strength and persistence of the black legend
which grew up around them after their demise. To some extent, this
hostility can be attributed to the fact that they were agents of centralisation,
for they had been sent into the provinces by the national government and
throughout their period of office remained directly responsible to it. To a
rather greater degree, it stemmed from the fact that they were soldiers.
Although there had been a very visible military presence in England for
some years before their appointment and would be for some time after
their fall, for many contemporaries and later commentators the rule of the
'swordmen and decimators' nonetheless became a convenient and powerful
symbol of the military nature of the unpopular Interregnum state.

failed therefore, to achieve the tasks they were entrusted with by Cromwell
in the autumn of 1655. The main reasons for this failure we~e that they had
been given far too ambitious a brief, far too little support from their
masters in London and, as it turned out, far too little time in which to do
their work. All of them were expected to perform a wide ninge of tasks,
each of which was sufficiently onerous in its own right to keep them more
than busy. As a result, their letters to Cromwell's secretary, John Thurloe,
are peppered with complaints about their tiredness and sense of overwork.
In January 1656, John Desborough told Thurloe that there was enough
work in the west country for two major-generals, and the same month
Edward Whalley exclaimed in another letter to him: 'Truly Sir, the worke
his highness and the councill have put us upon is very great. I wish there
had bin more maior generalls.' Hezekiah Haynes's serious illness in 1657
was probably not unconnected to his service as major-general, and Charles
Worsley almost certainly worked himself into a premature grave by his
superhuman efforts in the north-west
Severely overstretched as they were, the major-generals could not even rely
on the central government to provide them with the . furn and prompt
support which was so vital if they were to make any real progress. The
government had failed to think through sufficiently carefully the idea·of the
decimation tax, and when the major-generals reported that the new levy
would not produce enough money to pay the militia troops, it vetoed their
proposal to lower the thresholds without producing any alternative remedy
of its own It also failed to organise the transportation out of the country of
the vagabonds who had been imprisoned by some of the major-generals.
It is possible to argue that if Cromwell had possessed the human and
financial resources which would have allowed him to appoint a majorgeneral for each of .the English and Welsh counties, if these fifty or so
hypothetical major-generals been given the full and uninterrupted attention
of the government in London, and if they had been allowed a minimum of
five years in which to accomplish their work, their rate of success might
have been considerably higher. Even given such an unlikely scenario,
however, one could still not argue with confidence that they would have
made much progress with their central ajin of improving the moral calibre
of the nation. Many governments, both before. and since the 1650s, have
failed in this endeavour, which, if it is attainable at all, can only ~ achieved
through the exercise of a level of surveillance and oppression, :whlch was far
beyond the capability of any early-modem state.

Two additional, and perhaps more potent, reasons for the unpopularity of
the rule of the major-generals, were its lack of constitutional legitimacy and
its overtly godly nature. Undoubtedly, many of the major-generals'
contemporaries objected to the arbitrary and unconstitutional nature of
their rule. Evidence of the widespread disquiet this evoked is not difficult to
find. At the end of 1656 William Prynne argued they were guilty of
'usurping all the civil as well as military power and jurisdiction into their
own hands', and several months later in the debates in parliament on
Desborough's militia bill, Sir John Trevor claimed that the effect of their
rule had been to 'prostitute our laws and civil peace, to a power that never
was set up in any nation without dangerous consequences'. In 1659 one of
the MPs in Richard Cromwell's parliament, Sir John Stephens, declared: 'the
little finger of the Major-Generals have I found heavier than the loins of the
greatest tyrant kings that went before.'
··
Closely linked to the unconstitutionality of the major-generals' rule was its
profoundly godly character. The major-generals had been prepared to ride
roughshod over the English constitution because they believed that the end
of establishing. the godly. state more than justified the means of their
unparliamentary, and arguably illegal, jurisdiction. Thomas Kelsey had
nicely summed up their collective outlook when he told Thurloe in August
1656 that 'the interests· of God's people' had to be preserved 'before a
thousand parliaments'. The major-generals arrived in the localities as the
selfcconscious champions of the godly cause and their subsequent
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administration empowered small and deeply unpopular cliques of often
socially insignificant local puritans and encouraged them to lord it over their
neighbours and to seek to impose upon them their alien and unpopular
moral and cultural values. In many parts of the country, these dedicated
assistants of the major-generals, who rather than beip.g imported from
beyond the county boundaries had emerged from relative obscurity within
them, spent much of 1656 re-opening the wounds which had been inflicted
upon local society in the 1640s and had just begun to heal. In this sense, the
rule of the major-generals did not so much attack the traditional autonomy
of the provincial communities of seventeenth-century England and Wales,
as distort their internal political structures by allowing them to ·be
dominated by what bulk of their inhabitants regarded as highly
unrepresentative elements frQm within them.
These godly minorities within the English and Welsh counties remained
devoted to the major-generals throughout their period in power. They had
greeted the major-generals with great enthusiasm on their arrival in the
provinces, and they reacted to their departure with an equal measure of
regret and sadness. Sometime in late 1656 or early 1657, the pastors of a
number of gathered churches in Gloucestershire sent Cromwell a
remonstrance, in which they expressed their concern at the course of events
and the behaviour of their enemies since the recent recall of the majorgenerals. They declared to the protector:

rule of the major-generals was not that it was army rule, nor that it was
London rule, but rather that it was godly rule, and it was as such that it was
decisively rejected by the great majority of the English and Welsh people.
Note
This paper is a versi?n of a talk given at the Cromwell Association study
?ay on the Cromwellian Protectorate held at the University of Birmingham
m November 2003. For more details of all the issues covered. and for full
references, please see my CromweU's Mqjor Generals: Godfy Government during the
English Revolution (Manchester University Press, Manchester, 2001)
Profess?r C~ristopher Durston is Professor of History at St Mary's College,
the University of Surrey. In addition to his work on Cromwell's majorgenerals he has published short biographical studies of both James I and
Charles I and an examination of The Famify in the English Revolution. He is
currently editing with Dr Judith Maltby a volume Religion in Revolutionary

England
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We cannot but lay before you to what a height the malignant and
persecuting spirit is 6flate risen in this nation, how they openly boast
of laying levell the Lord's blessed work among his poore people and
what affronts and violence they meet withall from that party,
especially upon the rumour of the major-generalls being voted down,
under whom the Lord's people had comfortable protection.
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Such comments make clear that, while the major-generals had fallen far
short of their original aims, they had done enough during their short tinie in
power to bring comfort to their Celigious friends and create anxiety amongst
their religious foes, and to give both these groups ample notice that they
were intent on building the kind ·of godly commonwealth which the former
so fervently desired and the latter so vehemently rejected. The ~ct tit.at they
had not got very far with this work by September 1656 was little
consolation to their oppo~ents, who objected to them less for what they
had so far done than for what they threatened to do and foe what they
epitomised: strident godly fundamentalism. The quintessential feature of the
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THE EXPERIENCE OF ENGLISH TOWNS. DURING THE
·CROMWELLIAN PROTECTORATE

Appendix 1

f::y Dr Stephen K. Roberts

The Major-General and their Associations

MAJOR-GENERAL
Sir John Barkstead (as Philip
Skippon's deputy in London)
James Berry (with deputies Rowland
Dawkins and John Nicholas in
South Wales)
William Boteler

ASSOCIATION
Middlesex, Westminster and
London
Herefordshire, Shropshire,
Worcestershire and Wales

Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire,
Northamptonshire and Rutland
Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,
Gloucestershire, Somerset and
Wiltshire
Norfolk Suffolk Essex
Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely
Berkshire, Hamoshire and Sussex
Kent and Surrev:
Cumberland, Westmorland and
Northumberland
Yorkshire and Durham

John Desborough

Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire

Derbyshire, Leicestershire,
Lincolnshire, Nottingham and
Warwickshire
Cheshire, Lancashire and
Staffordshire.

Hezekiah Haynes (as Charles
Fleetwood's deputv)
William Goffe
Thomas Kelsey
Charles Howard (as John Lambert's
deouty)
Robert Lilbume (as John Lambert's
deputy)
William Packer and, in
Buckinghamshire, George
Fleetwood (both as Charles
Fleetwood's deputies)
Edward Whalley

Charles Worsley and,, after his death,
Tobias Brid~
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To judge from much of the writing on the topic, the experience of English
towns and cities under the protectorate was both indistinct and
dysfunctional. It was indistinct from urban life during the commonwealth,
and dysfunctional because .of problems of governance .and managing
religious diversity. The problems of governance . in towns were fitfully
addressed by successive central regimes and their agents, and difficulties
arising from religious pluralism were badly managed by oligarchies in town
halls. Modem historical scholarship on towns has generally considered the
'virtual commonwealth' of 1647-9 and the whole decade of the 1650s as a
single entity, an illustration of what was until relatively recently a general
trend in treatinents of the whole period. The purpose of this paper is to try
to identify distinctive aspects · of the urban experience during the
protectorate, and to offer some tentative assessment of how the short years
of the Cromwellian protectorates should be viewed in the 'long-term
development of English towns.
There is a case for studying towns in groups, in .their regional economic and
geographical context. The. most persuasive ·advocate of this approach,
though not·in the context of either the 1650s or specifically of towns, is
Charles Phythian Adams, who has demonstrated the insights afforded by
studying 'cultural provinces'. These provinces are regions of a country
shaped .by drainage basins, which 'predispose their inhabitants to look
inwards, to look along a broad natural axis, and to face towards and then
share reactions to, prevailing· incoming influences .. .'1 Drainage basins are
wider in extent than river valleys, and within individual basins may be found
more than one Pf!YS, but each pf!Ys will be economically interdependent with
another in the same cultural province. The remainder of this paper will be
based on a study of towns in Phythian Adams's Cultural Province no. 3,
known to the rest of the world a.S the Severn/Avon basin. It is the area
drained by the Severn and its tributaries: in coilnty terms Gloucestershire,
Worcestershire, Warwickshire and Shropshire. It is a region that contains a
range of settlements that in the early modern context·could be called urban.
Allowing for a number whose smallness and lack of civic government cast a
question over their standing, some seventeen towns can be firmly identified.
They range· in size from Bristol, cm· some reckonings· England's second city,
with a population of nearly 20,000, through Coventry (7,000), Gloucester
and Worcester (5,000+), and alarger band of medium-sized towns
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including Warwick (under 3,000), Bewdley (2,700), Tewkesbury (2,000) and
Evesham (2,500) and to small towns such as Alcester and Bromsgrove
where the population barely exceeded 1,000. These were county towns and
market towns: only Bristol was a regional capital. Most had charters,
although some like Kidderminster were newly chartered in the reign of
Charles I; indeed, the absence of a charter (in the case of Bromsgrove) or a
restricted charter (in the case of Alcester) will raise problems of definition at
the margins of our enquiry.

1650s. But there are counter-indications, of recovery. Council order books
may not be the most appropriate sources by which to measure urban
economic health, but other records in civic muniments suggest a recovery
that was at least partly corporation-sponsored. Apprenticeships were again
being enrolled across the region, after. their collapse in the 1640s.
Gloucester enrolments of apprentices between 1651and1660 showed a 45
per cent increase on totals for the decade before 1640. Post-war Bristol
apprentice enrolments recovered quickly from 1647, exceeding 1640 levels
from 1654. Even in Coventry, there seems to have been a mini-boom in the
weavers' trade. At the 'value-added' end of the training process, when
apprentices were enrolled as freemen, a similar pattern of healthy
recruitment is observable in Gloucester and Bristol, and in Coventry, the
weavers' company enrolled .more freemen in the mid-1650s than at any time
in the previous hundred years. The 1650s were not a boom decade
everywhere, admittedly. Tewkesbury, for example, admitted 47 per cent
fewer freemen to its corporation in the ten years of 1650-59 than it had in
the bad years of the 1640s, but then, it was a notoriously poor area, to
contemporaries redolent of 'cild clothes, lice and shitten stiles'.

There is plenty of evidence that the association of economic and social
functions in the towns of this cultural province were recognised in the
seventeenth century: in mutual exchanges between i:he towns' governing
bodies, in circuitous visits by civilian and military dignitaries and by judges.
Outside the world of civic ritual, we see them recognised in the
entrepreneurial activities of a man like William Sandys, 'Waterworks Sandys'
to his contemporaries, who improved · navigation on the Upper
Warwickshire Avon, and whose various other schemes were heard
sympathetically by Bristol, Gloucester, Evesham and Coventry. The waterborne trade on the Severn and Avon, recently explored in studies by
Malcolm Wanklyn and David Hussey, was the arterial economic system
uniting all these places, and Bristol was the 'focal point of an extensive
coastal and river network'. Sandys was only the best-connected figure to
recognise the potential of this network, which linked Bristol, Gloucester,
Worcester, Shrewsbury, Tewkesbury, and towns on the Avon to Warwick
and beyond; and it developed through the efforts of countless merchants,
mariners and tradesmen, rather than through civic or gentry patronage. We
now understand that it was not just overseas trade that made Bristol a great
city; domestic demand for goods in the inland towns in this cultural
province was just as important an engine of the regional economy.

Economic evidence independent of the corporations confirms a modest
upturn. The best run of grain prices that we have for the period, the
Winchester series, shows that after a peak of high prices in 1647, there was
then a steady drop to the mid-1650s, follow~d by a rise to 1661. Prices for
the three principal grains, wheat, barley and oats, were at their lowest in the
mid-1650s than at any time in the century and remained a low price
watermark, as it were, even in the eighteenth century. This remarkable drop
in basic commodity prices was not confined.to Hampshire, and explains the
comment on the price of wheat, 2s. 4d. a bushel, recorded by a Bristol
annalist in 1654, of which more anon. The available economic evidence as a
whole therefore suggests that urban conditions during the protectorate were
more suggestive of plenty, of oppoctunities and of economic activity than
had been the case at any time since 1640. This is useful background when
considering town politics, since the economic · functions of towns were
uppermost in the urban experience. Whether we consider markets and fairs,
or the regulated trading between individuals and cartels, or the
organisational rules over propecty and space, or the ineluctable interactions
between the elite and the common people, there was no escaping the
economy in towns.

This leads us to consider the state of the economy in this region during the
1650s. The received view is that things were in a parlous state. Worcester,
for example, was wrecked by the 1651 b~ttle in and around the City, if not
by the civil wars as a whole, and remained in difficulties throughout the
decade. Its historian notes the scanty minutes in the city order book, and
the efforts to cope with the 'almost desperate' financial problems there. 2 As
a further consequence of the wars, Worcester held much fewer council
meetings than its neighbouring towns. In the 1650s, Gloucestec pursued its
claim for reparations for war damage; Coventry continued in its long-term
course of economic decline, and in Warwickshire as a whole, aftec the
harvest failures of the 1640s allegedly came 'a general depression' in the

Economic oppoctunities go some way towards explaining the political
agendas of towns. Corporations were quick to identify the benefits that
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might accrue from intervention in the open land market that foterregnum
governments seemed to be opening up. Coventry bought the crown's fee
farm rents arising from the city ·in 1650, thus diverting revenues of £148 a
year into the civic coffers. Bristol acquired its fee farm rents in the same
way, as did Gloucester, and the process encouraged their use of London
agents to do their bidding in the central courts and in parliament. John
Wildman and Samuel Hartlib junior were two such agents, better known to
history for other reasons, who were in negotiations for Gloucester and
Bristol respectively. The agents complemented the older custom of high
stewards and recorders as advocates, a .tradition that still worked. William
Purefoy, the most powerful figure in Coventry by 1650, helped secure the
fee farm rent for the town, was rewarded with the post of recorder, and was
then able to exploit his standing with the corporation to lobby them on
behalf of ministers demanding better stipends and a militia captain seeking
exemption from civic office. Among other notables who acted as either
high steward or recorder for the towns of our catchment were Oliver an~
Henry Cromwell and Thomas Pury (Gloucester), the earl of Pembroke, Sir
Henry Vane junior and Bulstrode Whitelocke (Bristol). The land and
property gains made by towns largely took place through general legislation
by the Rump Parliament to sell confiscated estates, and were thus
opportunistic purchases. By the beginning of the protectorate, cities and
larger towns had seen both their civic assets, and their skills in lobbying in
London, enhanced as a consequence.

the 1654 parliament, seeking to make the cathedral a parish church, it
backed the bill 'for restoring cathedrals upon the several cities and counties
where they stand', which fell wlfti all the other legislation of that assembly.
In 1656 a city fund-raising committee was set up to finance repairs -Henry
Cromwell sent a £20 donation - and the lord protector and council
bestowed the cathedral on Gloucester in July of that year. The whole
exercise was part of a grand plan to municipalize and rationalise the city
parishes, but the great achievement of the late 1650s was the public library.
'lbomas Pury junior secured twelve prized volumes for the library, the gift
of the corporation: not theological or morally prescriptive works, but the
works of Ulysses Alarovandus on natural history. When Pury came before
exchequer commissioners in the early 1660s to account for himself, he was
able defiantly to point to the library's continued existence and benefit to the
Gloucester public.

From 1654, there is evidence that towns were pursuing more of-their own
particular agendas in London. The classic work on this topic was B. K.
Henderson's study of 'commonwealth charters', which is not mainly about
charters or about the commonwealth. It is a study of the major-generals, the1656 election and the miscellaneous ambitions of towns under the
Cromwells. Of Henderson's 66 listed towns only 21 received grants of any
kind, and of these only a small handful were municipal charters of
incorporation; the majority were various grants and concessions that
foaned the usual traffic between -towns and central- government. 3 In our
cultural province, no towns received a new charter of incorporation in this
period, and unlike the reign of James I, this was no great age for charter
grants or even charter review. There is instead evidence of municipal
corporations exploiting the value of parliament in helping them achieve
their civic aspirations. Gloucester illustrates this process. The corporation
considered its cathedral 'the great ornament of this city', and had begun a
campaign to annexe the chapter house as a city library as early as 1646. In

Few towns nationally were able to match Gloucester's high-minded, publicspirited altruism, although Bristol Corporation was interested in a public
library, and Coventry already had one. Coventry and Bristol used parliament
to pursue grants for -parkland, to improve maintenance for ministers, to
acquire Bristol castle, to obtain special trading privileges. Smaller or less
ambitious corporations might prefer to exploit their connections, rather
than sustain a parliamentary project. When in 1658 Worcester council sent
to Chief Baron John Wylde to remind him of his promise to bestow some
'publique work' upon the city, they opted-for a fire engine. An alternative
use of parliament was as a court of appeal for chronic local problems, and
Bristol's behaviour in the Naylor case is illuminating. In this region, towns
provided the cockpits for fights between Quakers, local authority and
orthodox ministers. Some towns received passing visits from the Quaker
missionaries, some like Evesham and Bristol became notorious hotspots,
and others, like Stratford-upon-Avon, feared a visitation that never came.
In Bristol there was a pre-history of sectarianism of a rather indeterminate
sort making alliance with garrison soldiers. The July 1654 parliamentary
election was thrown open to a wide freeman electorate in a city where the
council had always privately selected the MPs. It was disputed, but all the
electors were properly enrolled freemen, and all the candidates were
members of the elite Society ofMei:chant Venturers. In December an antiQuaker apprentice riot marked the end of a year when food prices were at
their lowest for decades, as the annalist noted. These disturbances were not
economic in essence, nor did the Quakers divide the Bristol voters. What
there was in Bristol was a recalcitrant popular culture, which resisted the
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conncil's attempts to stamp out plays, 'roughing at cock> and tossing of
dogs', abusive outbursts against authority and unseemly- displays such as
that in May 1655 by Sarah Goldsmith, who wandered the streets in a long
hairy coat, with two women attendants. Major-general Disbrowe intervened
to advise the removal of three Bristol conncillors in February 1656, not
because they had Quaker sympathies, but because they were ungodly or in
sympathy with the unreformed culture. Sarah Goldsmith's walkabout
suggests a pre-Naylor symbolic procession, and although Braithwaite dates
Naylor's own first visit to Bristol as occurring in July 1656, he was evidently
well known to the authorities there as early as January 1655.

which is ridiculous'. In the same year, Tewkesbury began moves to acquire
a new charter. In Worcester, from 1656 notices of council meetings were to
be delivered to conncillors' doors, to eliminate pleas of forgetfulness. 1be
best-documented example of this kind of self-regulation by a council comes
from Bristol, which had imposed on itself limited orders about election
procedure, confidentiality, prayers and dress in 1651, 1653 and 1655. But in
1657, it agreed a whole code of conduct under eleven headings, which
conform to what we would call modem rules for meetings. 1bey covered
agenda composition, the conduct of meetings and personal behaviour in
them, strict adherence to time regulated by an hourglass, and fmes for
breaking the rules. Only in post-Naylor Bristol were the councillors'
motives made explicit: 'for more regular and grave debating' and to achieve
government 'with better port and honour, thereby to gain the more
reverence and respect from the people'. The corporations passed these
orders at various times between 1654 and 1657, and we might expect some
kind of diffusion of this new civic culture to be at work.

When Naylor came to Bristol in October 1656, the response of the
authorities was a departure from what had been their custom. in public
disturbances of all kinds, which had been a hearing before the city session's
court and pnnishment in the house of correction. Instead, they sent
irrunediate word to one of their MPs in London, who doubled as their town
clerk, and ten days later sent a carefully drafted remonstrance to parliament,
which quickly opened the well-known floodgates. Parallels between
notorious Quaker incidents in Bristol and Evesham, and the contrasting
absence of trouble in Gloucester, Coventry, Kidderminster and other
foursquare godly orthodox towns, suggest a problem over divided civic
authority during the protectorate as a fruitful area for further enquiry in
searching for the social origins of Quakerism. In Evesham the conflict
turned on the minority Quaker sympathisers in the ruling body and from
the town's poorest and most marginal parish. The Gloucester civic fathers
brooked no such weak links in their city, which had since the 1643 siege
rather played up to its image as 'the Ramoth Gilead of the good', the
'conservators of the parliament of England'.
Divided civic authority was another symptom of the pluralism struggling to
get out that was at the heart of the protectorate. Difficult relations between
corporations and their urban populations were another. It is in the context
of increasing self-awareness by town and city conncils of how they related
to freemen and even the mass of the urban poor that a series .of selfimposed regulations over the conduct of council business may be best
located. In 1657, Evesham council reiterated an order it had made in 1646
that cmmcillors must wear gowns; Stratford made a similar order in 1654.
In Gloucester, civic elections were to take place at the Booth Hall after
sermons, 'for preventing disorders and inconveniencies'; at Tewkesbury in
1657, a town clerk not the chambeQ.ain was to write minutes, 'as it is in all
other places, for sometimes the chamberlain cannot write his own name,
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The picture I have tried to paint of towns contrasts with the received
narratives, which emphasise interference in the form of ejections from the
conncils of councillors unacceptable to central government, particularly
under the major-generals. These did occur in most of the towns in our
region, but apart from the blip during 1655-6, the pattern was towards
stability not instability in conncil membership, and more settled
government than under the commonwealth. For reasons of space I have
had to leave out of account altogether the well-documented moves towards
godly reformation, examples of which, varying in number and enforcement,
may be found in all our towns. The entity and image of the godly
commonwealth in these towns was fragile; even in Gloucester it was
beginning to break up in 1659. On my account, however, the protectorate
offered towns a brea,thing space between the political upheavals of
commonwealth. and restoration, a brief space in which corporations could
begin to develop customised political agendas vis-a-vis the centre, and to
develop their civic dignities and cultures in ways that helped them improve
their conduct of business. These were gains transferable in the changed
circumstances after 1660, when godly initiatives were not. Together with
the revival I have noted in urban economies, they helped endow towns with
a resilience they needed during the assaults on their privileges by the later
Stuarts, and pointed the way towards the next great theme in the towns of
this cultural province, the urban renaissance or the rise of the leisure town.
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There is a view that some people hold of the last years of Oliver Cromwell's
Protectorate that goes something like this. Here, they say, was a regime
staffed by people who by 1655-56 had lost their revolutionary, radical zeal.
Any radica:I aspirations that they might have once had had by now seeped
away as it became obvious from recent events just how little support they
had in the countr}1. After only a short session Cromwell had sent the first
Protectorate Parliament packing in January 1655 because MPs had shown
that they were much more concerned with attacking the army and eroding
religious liberty than with continuing the work of reformati~n th~t the
Protector and Council had begun with great energy and enthusiasm m the
Protectorate's early days. And then during the next few months the regime
faced a battering, beginning with a Royalist revolt in the West Country led
by Colonel John Penruddock, closely followed by news that the godly cause
was under threat not just in their own country but globally. In May 1655
those at the heart of the Protectorate were shattered to the core to learn of
the massacres of Protestants in the upland Alpine villages of Piedmont by
the Catholic forces of the duke of Savoy, provoking Milton's heartfelt
sentiments in his famous sonnet on that event: 'Avenge, 0 Lord, thy
slaughter'd saints, whose bones/ Lie scatter'd on the Alpine moun~s
cold'. Even more dispiriting was the news that came from the West Indies
shortly after this of the humiliating defeat at San Domingo suffered by the
combined naval-military expedition that the Protectorate had sent to attack
the heart of the Spanish Empire. Cromwell's utter despair at the news (he is
said to have shut himself away in a locked room for a day) was rooted,,in the
awful thought that, just as his great military victories in the 1640s and early
1650s had been won by 'the hand of God', this defeat in the Caribbean
might be a sign that God had turned his back on him and his regime.
Moreover, what also seems to give substance to this. picture of a shattered
and increasingly demoralised regime is the episode we have heard about
from Chris Durston today, the failure of the Major-Generals to make much
headway with the brief they had been given. Their attempts to promote a
godly cultural revolution in the country were met by stubborn, sullen nonco~operation by people who had no desire ,to stop doing things pleasurable
like drinking, swearing and· fornicating that their godly governors
condemned as sinful. And at the general elections in the autumn of 1656, by
voting against candidates thought to be sponsored by the Major-Gener'...tls,
they made clear how much they were out of sympathy with the aspirations
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of the Cromwellian Protectorate. The upshot of all this, it's sometimes said,
is that the enthusiasm for godly reformation of its erstwhile backers rapidly
cooled.
All that was in 1655-56. Much worse was to follow durll:igthe last two years
of Oliver Cromwell's Protectorate - or so goes this story of a regime rapidly
retreating from reformation. On this account in the autumn and winter of
1656-7 huge fac.tional fractures appeared at the regime's heart between a socalled 'military' faction and 'civilian' opponents, a desperate struggle that
not only threatened to tear the regime apart but also, since it was one in '
which the 'civilians' increasingly got the upper hand, pushed the
Protectorate in an even more conservative direction than ever before. The
outcome (so this story goes) was the abandorunent of the Instrumerit of
Government, the Protectorate's first constitl.ition devis.ed by army radicals
like John Lambert and its replacement in 1657 by a new constitution, the
Humble Petition and Advice, drafted by civilian Cromwellians like Roger
Boyle Lord Broghill. On this interpretation the new constitution was at
worst 'unworkable' or at best a move back towards an old style monarchical
constitution, even if (as it turned out since Cromwell rejected the offer of
the crown) it was as yet a constitution without a monarch. But he accepted
the rest of the new constitutional package, including the restoration o(a
second (House of Lords-like) parliamentary chamber, _and (apparently
confirming this headlong conservative drift that was sweeping the regime
along) Cromwell's reinstallation as Lord Protector nnder the new
constitution on 24 June 1657 looked like a royal coronation. In contrast to
the fairly bare ceremony that elevated Cromwell as Lord Protector on 16
December 1653, the ceremony in 1657 was much more splendid and regal,
as Cromwell, dressed in an ermine-lined robe, was ceremonially offered the
sword of state and sceptre of gold.
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d~viation

from the Good Old Cause, forcing Cromwell to wield the big
sock and expel them from the army. And on top of this rumours grew that
some army malcontents were talking to the regime's most inveterate
enemies, ci~ilian republicans, like Sir Arthur Heselrige, Sir Henry Vane and
Edmund Ludlow, the .so-called Commonwealthsmen. And what fmally
broke Cromwell's will in these last few months (or so it's said) was an
illness that would eventually kill him, together with the crushing blow of tl1e
death from cancer of his favourite daugllter in August 1658.
If you go along with this view, then it seems perfectly plausible to believe
those like Viscount Fauconberg who in April 1658 felt that, althougll
Cromwell had turned down the crown in 1657, he would certainly accept it
when a new parliament should repeat the offer. Moreover, if you go along
with this view, the general thesis that the end of the Protectorate was
ch_aracterised by retreat from reformation by men who were increasingly
gripped by deep gloom and c.lisillusiorunent seems incontrovertible.
But that phrase 'if you go aiong with this view' is a crucial one in pointing
me towards what is to be the central thrust of this lecture. For the fact is
that I don't go along with this view, and in. the rest of the lecture I want to
challenge some key comp0nents of it with the aim of putting before you a
very different, alternative, interpretation of the last years of the Protectorate
of Olive.r Cromwell, one that makes more sense to me and one that is
closer to the historical evidence than the one. I've been describing so far.

So you get the emergence of a view of the last months of the Protectorate
of Oliver Cromwell of a regime moving along a path that made inevitable
the restoration of monarchy sooner rather than later. On some accounts the
Lord Protector at this stage was a broken man, his enet:gy sapped by the
unremitting campaign he had waged in the harsh political world of postCivil War Britain to press forward with godly reformation against constant
opposition and now by the massive financial problems his regime faced as
the costs of maintaining huge standing ai:mies in all parts of Britain and
Ireland and financing a war against Spain rocketed. On top of this early in
1658 news came out of criticism of the regime from within Cromwell's own
re~~t by soldier who openly voiced their discontent at the Protectorate's

I'm going to single out for detailed critical attention three assumptions that
underpifl the view of the last years of the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell
that I've just been describing, and in what follows I'll deal with each in tum.
Beginning, first, with the assumption that the crisis situation in 1655-56 the collapse of the first Protectorate Parliament followed by mounting
evidence of both internal opposition in Penruddock's revolt and the lack of
enthusiasm for tht:; Major Generals and the battering given to the godly
cause abroad in both the Italian Alps and the Caribbean - demoralised
those at the heart of the Cromwellian Protectorate so much that it
weakened their resolve to pursue their great vision of change tl1at they had
f~i: Britain and Irehmd. I think that this assumption is based on a
misreading of the mentality of those who led the Protectorate at the centre
and those who supported ·it in the country, a mentality that those who
disagreed with them called 'Puritan' and one that they themselves called
'godly'. Let me try to explain what it was about the godly ment:ality drnt
ensured that the reaction of the godly to setbacks and adversity was not
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demoralisation. Let me try to explain how on the contrary i.t galvanised
them and made them even more determined than ever to achieve major
changes in the lives of their fellow countrymen . .what was it about the godly
mentality shared by men who governed the country in the 1650s that led
them to react to adversity in this way? Since some aspects of the mentality
of the godly have been mentioned in previous lectures today, I needn't go
into this in great detail. But .in order to make the case I need to say a little
about it. My starting point for understanding the inner workings of the
godly mind is the recognition that many of the core belief of the godly were
not dissimilar from that of many other Protestants in post-Reformation
England. Like them they were finnly attached to the theology of
predestination that the fate of individuals after death was preordained by
God long before their birth and was uninfluenced by any good works they
might do on earth. Like them they were also committed to the prirriacy of
the Bible and its message and therefore to making the exposition of that
message the central part of church senrices. From that too sprang a
common Protestant stress on the need for educated clergy who could
preach clearly and spread the Word into the 'dark comers of the land' and
especially (and it was this which especially bound all Protestants - godly and
non-godly - together) to combat the dark, evil forces of Catholicism, which
came, largely through the influence of John Foxe's Book ef Marryi:r, to be
seen widely as the ideology of Antichrist. Most English Protestants formed
their views of events in the past as well as in the present in millenarian
terms as a continuing battle between the forces of Christ and Antichrist that
the Bible forecast would one day end in the utter extirpation of Antichrist
and the establishment of the Millennium, the thousand-year long reign of
KingJesus on earth.

regular features of the routine of godly households. They also were much
more influenced by anti-Catholic zeal than other Protestants, and many of
them became convinced that not only they but also the nation had been
chosen by .God, that England -was an Elect Nation to lead the cause of
international Calvinism against the dark forces of Antichristian Catholicism.
Above all, though, what set the godly apart was their belief that the socalled Reformation of the sixteenth century was no reformation at all. What
was needed, they were convinced was not just a reformation of church
government ·and liturgy but a second Reformation of people's lives and
thoughts, the kind of reformation that we've seen in Chris Durston's lecture
the Major Generals were established to put into effect.

But, although the godly shared these kinds of Protestant core beliefs, it's
clear that they also had other beliefs and attitudes that set them apart from
many other Protestants and ma.de them recognisable as distinct and·
separate people. For example, the godly had a much · more intense
commitment to the theology of predestination than many other Protestants.
As one historian has put it, they were 'experimental' not 'credal'
predestinarians. They did more than mouth a commitment to
predestinarianism; every detail of their lives was dominated by it, and they
spent long periods of often anguished introspection trying to convince
themselves that they were the Elect chosen by God, that they h.ad GOd on
their side. They also followed the prescriptions of the Scriptures much
more closely than other Protestants; daily Scripture readings and study were
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Now my point about these distinctive godly beliefs is that the godly were
acutely aware that these beliefs made them different from the majority of
their fellow countrymen. The godly lived every minute of every day in the
knowledge that their aspirations and ideas were, at pest, mocked and, at
worse, scorned and loathed by those around them. And so Qike other
minorities in other societies at other times, like Jews and ethnic minorities)
this feeling of isolation and realisation of how different they were from
others became for them a source of strength. In fact, it seems to me that for
the godly the sense that they were an embattled minority. was absolutely
essential to their existence. Like Oliver Cromw~ll himself in a throwaway
line to a parliamentary committee at th~ end of 1654, when he said 'the
major part. [of the people], a great deal, ~e persons di.saffected and engaged
against us', the godly continually played 6n it in their writing and speeches,
sometimes unconsciously exaggerating the ungodliness of the unregenerate
multitude in order to highlight their unique godliness. My point quite
simply about this mentality is that this feeling of uniqueness, distinctiveness,
did not demoralise them at all; on the contrary it made them even more
determined than ever before to remain constant in their attachment to their
aspirations for godly refonnation.
So to me, therefore, the main. feature of the Protectorate of Oliver
Cromwell in 1655-56, a time when you might think that the crisis it faced
(int!=!mal revolts, sullen opposition to the .Major-Generals, setbacks to the
goOiy cause. in Europe and the Caribbean, and so on) would have stunted
the regime's zeal for refonnation, in fact had the opposite effect. In my
view the main theme of the Protectorate at this time was the pursuit of
refoanation more zealously than ever before. Look for example at that
remarkable proclamation on religious liberty issued by Protector and
Council on 15 February 1655, which (~ froin deserving Ronald Hutton's
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description of 'a proclamation to restrict religious liberty"') was a clear signal
to the godly in the country of the regime's commitment to the cause of
religious liberty Qimited though it might be by modem liberal standards).
Groups like Ranters and Quakers who disturbed the public peace were
condemned, but the proclamation in its ,own words avowed an aim 'to
preserve and continue the freedom and liberty to all persons in the
Commonwealth fearing God, though of differing judgements'. Nor was this
all hot air. Despite the ban on their activities in the February 1655
proclamation, Oliver Cromwell made a major effort in 1655-56 to persuade
prominent Quakers and Fifth Monarchists to accommodate thetnSelves
within the broad Cromwellian Church. He had long conversations with the
Fifth Monarchists John Simpson, Christopher Feake and John Rogers, and
the Quaker leader George Fox. Following on from this early in 1656
Cromwell had meetings with Archbishop Ussher and other 'Prayer Book
Protestants' trying to persuade them to give assurances that tf;tey would not
support plots against the regime by promises of freedom of worship. And
perhaps the most remarkable example of all of the hope the Protectorate
had of bringing together 'the godly people' was the attempt that was made
at the end of 1655 to secure the readmission to England of the Jews. This is
a topic far too big to tackle now, but as far as I can see one of the main
reasons why the Protector tried so hard to secure the readmission of the
Jews is that he believed their conversion was necessary in order to fulfil
biblical prophecies that would propel the nation towards the creation of the
new Jerusalem. For me, this is a splendid illustration of the extent to which
visionary ambitions were still at the heart of the Protectorate's policies.
And these were ambitions that the regime was now willing to pursue more
ruthlessly than ever before by forging links with small godly groups in the
localities, and by brushing aside lawyers and judges who stood in their way
(as in the infamous case of George Cony, a London merchant whose
lawyers were thrown into prison for having the impunity to question the
Protectorate's right to levy customs duties without parliamentary consent).
Censorship of the press was tightened up. And, most famously (or
infamously) the rule of the Major-Generals was_ embarked on. All of this, I
am arguing, is of a piece, illustrating that the Protectorate of Oliver
Cromwell was a regime that as it entered what was to prove to be its last
years was one that, when the cause most dear to its heart, godly
reformation, was endangered, did not opt for the alternative, easier route of
settlement and compromise, but instead pushed ahead with its reforming
programme with great vigour.
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Bu_t did not all that change in 1656-57? Surely, then, the Protectorate of
Oliver Cromwell began to fall apart riven by crippling factional struggle
between 'military' and 'civilian' Cromwellians, forcing the regime t? move
in a conservative direction, symbolised by the replacement of its first
constitution, the Instrument of Government, by a new, much more
conservative, constitution, the Humble Petition and Advice? Well my
answer to that question is no. What I want to argue now is that the question
embodies a second set of assumptions about this period of the history of
the Protectorate that are very shaky indeed, and that the pursuit of
reformation remained very much at the forefront of the concerns of the
Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell in 1656-57. It would be foolish of me,
though, to deny that there were no tensions between those in the _inner
circle of the regime. (What government is ever free of them?) Oearly m the
winter of 1656-57 Roger Boyle Lord Broghill came to have a very important
position in the ranks of the Protector's advisers and he became the focal
point of the more conservative elements within the Cromwellian circle.
Broghill was the son of an Anglo-Irish peer and as a member of the socalled 'Old Protestant' group amongst the Irish landed elite his commitment
to Protestantism was not in any doubt. But he had little sympathy with
religious Independent groups like Baptists, which he considered were a
threat to the stability offered by a national Church. He was also keen to
reduce the political power of the army and return to more traditional forms
of government, even a monarchy. By 1?56-57 he ?ad connection~ with ~e
more conservative-minded Cromwellian councillors and advisers, like
Edward Montague, Charles Wolseley and Bulstrode ~relocke. I think th~t
many historians have exaggerared the cohesion of this group and that their
cataloguing of this group into a 'civilian' opposed to another '~itary'
faction is too simplistic. Yet I don't want to deny the fact that that m the
winter of 1656-57 those around Broghill were much more keen than others,
including high-~ army officers like Desborough, Flee~~od and
Lambert, to see an end to the Instrument of Government constltutlon, and
that during the winter of 1656-57 _they worked to replace it with a
eonstitution that was approved by parliament. Nor do I deny that
Desborough, Fleetwood and Lambert organised fierce opposition to their
plans, driven by a belief that a new constitution would. meai:i .a threat .t~ the
cause of religious Independency that was central to their pohncal ambinons.
Oearly, then, there were serious tensions at the heart of the Protectorate at
this stage, and these came into the open in December 1656 and January
1657 in two episodes, the case of James Nayler and the projected Militia
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Bill. And there is no doubt that both episodes strengthened the campaign
of the conservative faction around Cromwell to replace the Instrument of
Government with a new parliamentary-approved constitution. Let me
explain how both episodes strengthened· the conservative cause before I
explain why I think that the outcome was. not a 'new' Pr~tectorate
inexorably heading full-steam away from the good old cause of godly
reformation (as some have supposed).
.
.
The case of J.ames Nayler is a truly dramatic and tragic episo~e. We have
heard something of the case already today in Stephen Roberts's talk, but let
me put it into a wider context. -Nayler was one of the principal leaders of
the Quakers, a n~w ~eligious group that was getting ma~s support, especially
amongst the ~ddl~g and lower sorts in English society, who were
attracted by chansmanc preache.rs like Nayler, who stressed that there were
no limitations on what individuals.could achieve. They preached that people
should not b~ bound by w~at church ministers and those in· authority told
them to do sunply becaqs{! 1t was written down in books like the Bible, but
that people should be guided in their lives by what they c.alled their 'inner
light'., what th.eir consciences told them was right. It is a great liberating idea
and m the mid 1650s thousands flocked to hear he message and join the
moveqient. In October 1656 Nayler did something that seems so
extraordinary ~a~ later commentators h~ve dismissed it 3-? ttie. 'comically,
strangely pathetlc act of a deluded,fananc. In fact, Nayler's decision to reenact Christ's entry into Jerusalem by riding into Bristol on a donkey with
female followers laying tree branches in his path was a rational ~xtension of
the Quaker philoso~hy that individuals should live the Christian experience
to ~e full. Bu~ that is not how many at th~ time saw it. To them Nayler was
guilty. ~f 'homd blasphemy', and he was. brought to London to be judged by
a parliamentary committee and ultimately . by the second Protectorate
Parl~ent that "'.as then in session. What inc_reased the· loath~g his
enemie~ felt for hun was that Nayler and his followers had already got a
rep~tatlon as dangerous subversives. by their practices .of refusing to doff
their caps to. their social superiors and by addressing them by the.familiar
't?ou' ra~er than. the more no~ 'you', by. refusing to swear oaths, by
v1ol~ntly mterrupnng church, services, and by allowing women tp preach.
Be?~d the a~ck on Nayler)ie layers of fears that Qu:IB.ers wer~ not just
religious herencs, but also threats to the very fabric of propertied, maledomina~ed society-. All this accounts for the extreme attacks :on Nayler
when his case came before parliament.
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not just shortage of time that makes me pass over .the religious
intolerance displayed in many MPs' speeches in the Nayler case; I also do
not want to offend your liberal sensitivities. No doubt many MPs felt that
Nayler's punishment (he was pilloried and whipped twice, his ·tongue was
bored, and he was imprisoned for life) was too lenient.
Clearly there are· a lots of things illustrated by the Nayler case, but the one
that bears on the theme of this lecture is the fact that during the
proceedings on. the case some at the heart of Protectorate government
began to wonder if, when a single-chamber parliament was given such great
power in defining the limits of religious tolerance, there was not need for
some constitutional change. As Bulstrope Whitelocke, a conservative
Cromwellian said in the. parliamentary debate, 'one parliament may count
one thing horrid blasphemy, another parliament another thing'.
Undoubtedly the Nayler case swelled the ranks of those who were willing to
consider jettisoning the Instrument of Government.
That cause was also strengthened, just as. the Nayler. case was coming to its
grisly climax in· parliament, by the i,11-advised attempt of Major-General
Desborough to bring a proposal to parliament on Christmas day 1656 for a
Militia Bill that would have made perman~t the decimation tax on royalists
and by implication the rule of the Major-Generals as well. The effect of this
was to bring into the open those who had been conspiring in private for
months to bring in a new· constitution. Within three weeks or so of
parliament quashing the Militia Bill, on 23 February 1657 Sir Christopher
Packe, almost certainly acting as the front man for a group around Broghill,
presented a paper in parliament that is the f~t sight anyone Q.ad of what
was to become a new constitution, the Humble Petition and Advice, one
feature of which was a restored monarchy headed by King Oliver I.
All that I think is fairly uncontentious. But what I want to argue now is that
all these events did not amount to evidence that the Protector weakly
allowed his regime to slide inexorably away from the cause of godly
reformation. On the contrary I intend to ~e that he played a very canny
political game dµring the period covered by Nayler's Case, the Militia Bill
and the discussions on the new constitution, the Humble Petition and
Advice. My view is that by .not aligning himself too closely with any of the
competing factions around him, he ensured that the divisions within the
Protectorate did not undermine the stability of the regime. He also helped
to engineer-an outcome, the revised and amended Humble Petition and
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Advice that ensured that the continuing quest for a godly reformation was
not sacrificed in favour of a conservative settlement.
This is a case that I've argued in more detail in my recent book, The
Cromwellian Protectorate. But let me tell you the main features of it now.
Historians differ about Cromwell's precise role in the presentation to
parliament of a paper proposing a new constitution and when he made his
decision to ditch the Instrument of Government. But he had certainly made
that decision by 27 February 1657, when he faced a meeting of army
officers who were very angry at rumours that he was considering
abandoning the Instrument of Government. Cromwell did not back down
in the face of this hostile demonstration; on the contrary, the account we
have of his speech on that occasion makes it clear that he categorically
confirmed the rumours that he was in favour of a new constitution. 'It is
time to come to a settlement', he said, 'and lay aside arbitrary proceedings
so unacceptable to the nation'.
'
Why did he make the decision? I think he had three main reasons. The first
is that the Nayler case had taught him, like others, an important lesson: that
unless checks were put on a single-chamber parliament the cause of
promoting liberty for tender consciences was in danger. There is little dolJbt
that this was one of his chief reasons, and the evidence is in the speech he
made on 27 February 1657 when he tried to convince army officers of ~e
need for a new constitution. The parliamentary proceedings in Nayler's case
showed, he was reported as saying, that MPs 'stand in need of a check or
balancirig power (meaning the House of Lords or a House so constituted)
for (he went on, hammering the point home) the case of James Nayler
might happen to be your case'.
Cromwell's second reason for looking favourably on proposals for a new
constitution is that he believed that the adoption of a new parliamentaryapproved constitution would enable him to reap some useful advantages.
Cromwell could not have missed the lesson to be dawn from the fact that
on the day after the Militia Bill was defeated parliament granted a massive
sum of £400,000 to pay for the expensive Spanish war. In the December
2003 issue of the BBC History Magazj.ne Jonathan Clark writes that Cromwell
'revered parliament no more than Charles I'. In my view that is a to~
misreading of Cromwell's attitude. Cromwell wanted to rule with
parliaments, and it is likely that what was in his mind early in ~657 is th~t
one advantage of accepting the new constitution would be to mcrease his
chances of doing so more harmoniously than he had ever done in the past.

But the reason why Cromwell gave his support for a n~w constitution ~at I
want to emphasise most of all_ now is th~t .he believed ~at a revised
constitution could be a means of reuniting divided Cromwell1ans. Many of
his comments on the proposed new constitution when it was being de~a~ed
in the spring of 1657 suggest th~t this was th~ case; The Humble Pennon
and Advice he said on 8 April 1657, provided the settlement of the
chiefest ~gs that can fall into the heats of man to des~'· 1:- ~ortn~ghtlater
he made the point that the new cor:istitution would _urute ,divided ~terests.
'You have provided', he told a parliamentary co~ttee, for the ltbe~ of
the people of God and of the nation, and I say, ~e s~gs ~weedy that s10gs a
song of reconciliation betwixt interests ... I think 10 this government [the
new constitution] you have made them to consist'.
And what for me is the clinching point of this argument that I am putting
(that Cromwell saw the new constitution as means of maintaining a broad
range of support for the Protectorate ~d ~t ~e s~e time not ~bandoning
its core mission of godly reformation) 1s his re1ecllon of one ma1or el~mer:it
of the new constitution, the proposal that it should be headed by a king 10
the person of King Oliver I. Why did he tum it do~~ If I knew the
answer to that question I would be in a very fortunate pos1llon. The reasons
that I think he turned it down fall into two categories. The first are
providential reasons that, following in the path of Blair W~rd_en, oth~rs and
I have explained in our books on Cromwell. What made 1t impossible for
Cromwell to take the throne was his view that monarchy had been
abolished in 1649 according to the will of God. Therefore to have restored
it in 1657 would have been to have flown in the face of God's judgement,
leading to the loss of God's support, and, _wit??ut that, h~. believed he
would have no chance of putting into effect his V1S16nary ambitions.
But there was another consideration in the Protector's mind in May 1657
when he f10ally rejected the offer of the crown. And this is a conside~tion
that bears directly on my argument in this lecture. He well knew that if he
accepted the crown he would lose the support of many in the army and his
chances of healing the divisions within the Protectorate would become even
slimmer than they already were. The alternative course he took was not
risk-free. By turning down the crown and acc~ting all other parts of the
new constitution he alienated men from opposite ends of the spectrum of
Cromwellian supporters. In the summer of 1657 both Lambert and Broghill
withdrew temporarily from the political arena.. But I thin~ that he
considered that these losses were worth what he gamed by acceptmg the
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new constitution. He well knew that King Oliver I would ne>t ha.ve the trust
of army officers and other radical Crdmwellians that Lord Protector
Cromwell still enjoyed. And he well knew that as King Oliver I he would
have aligned himself so · closely to Broghill and other conservative
Cromwellians that he would have no other alternative but to accept their
limited vision of reformation as a final settlement.. My point simply is that
he reckoned that by becoming. King Oliver I he would have put
constitutional shackles on himself that would have made the task of
promoting his version of reformation even more difficult than ever and
maybe impossible.

to,make a lot of political capital in the session, by attacking the Protectorate
and gaining support amongst some rank and file soldiers, a situation that
caused Oliver Cromwell· to dismiss parliament angrily on 4 February 1658.

In other words what I'm arguing is that in 1657 (as at most periods in his
life when he faced difficult choices) Cromwell put reformation above any
other consideration. For that reason I don't see the Oliver Cromwellian
Protectorate as it entered what was to be its last .year. as a regime. that was
retreating from reformation. On the contrary I think that it ~as one that
was still firmly committed to it.
Let's assume that all that I've argued so far is plausible. Given that, there is
a fmal assumption about the enc:I of the Protectorate. of Oliver Cromwell
that I need to address. This is that Cromwell's re~installation as Lord
Protector under this new revised constitution ~ that .regal-lik~, coronationlike, ceremony on 26 June 1657 marks a turning point to a s9-called 'new'
Protectorate, marked by .increasing conservatism and disillusion, making
inevitable the collapse of. the Protectorate after Oliver. Cromwell's death.
Well, what's wrong with this assumption?
The first thing that's wrong with.it is that as far as I can see there was little
that was new about this so-called 'new' Protectorate. When the names of
the new Protectorate Council appointed .under. the t~rms of the Humble
Petition and Advice were announced, the only major change from the old
Council was the absence of Lambert.. The problems that it. facec;l also
remained unchanged. Tensions between conservative a.f'.ld .radical
Cromwellians continued to simmer bt'.neath the surfa~e of politi,cs. People
like Oliver's son, Henry Crorp.wf:!ll, Viscoupt F;auconberg and ~rq Broghill
continued ~o be suspicious o( Desborough, Fleetwood a.119 oth~r ar111y
generals. Moreover, when parliament .which had .b~en ;adjourned .in the
summer of 1.657. re~onvened in .January 1658, iJ cont?inecJ i:nany
Commonwealthsmen who had been excluded from p~i~ent in ~656 :and,
since many loyal Cromw.ellians had been elev.ated to the Uppe~ House
created by the new constitution, these critics of the Protectorate were able
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Clearly the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell still faced m~jor pr?ble~,
including the massive financial costs of its adventur~us foreign p~licy as it
entered its last months. Yet what I want to stress 1s that alongside those
problems there is much evidence that the regime was still notching up
successes. The most obvious area is in international affairs. This is one of
the many aspects of the history of the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell that
this conference has not touched on, but it needs saying, if only briefly, that
by 1658 Britain under the Protectorate had achieved a position_ of Gre~t
Power status that it had never had before and was never to achieve again
until the decades after the 16905. This was an ·achievement which (in
realpolitik terms) was underpinned by its success in buildin!? on the Rump's
successes in bringing all parts of the British Isles under unitary rule for the
first time ever, and building a powerful army and 11avy that ensured a de~ee
of security from foreign invasion that must have given men reason to give
the regiine their support, even if it was not enthusiastic support.

On top of. this there is a wealth of evidence that the regime still ha? ~e
firm backing of the army. The dismissal of Lambert and the later cashiering
of some protesting soldiers in February 1658 did not spark any significant
army discontent. Nor does the available evidence support a picture of a
Protector who had lost his grip and who had given up the struggle and was
instead being driven to cave in and accept (when a new parliament should
next meet) a return to monarchy and a· conservative settlement. On the
contrary the composition of the committee of n~e co~cillors (a ~ture
of conservative and radical Cromwellians) appomted in 1658 to discuss
what happened when another parliament met, suggests that Cromwell had
not given up his determination to balance the factions around him. The
radical Cromwellians on the committee would have opposed very strongiy
any idea that Cromwell should make any major constitutional concessions
in order to buy parliamentary financial and political support. True, the
sources for these last final days of the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell are
sparse, but there is some evidence that when it did end the regime's
visionary aspirations were still very much alive. This is a conclusion ~at
underpins this lecture's main theme: that the Protectorate of Oliver
Cromwell never retreated from its revolutionary aspirations.
But I cannot just end there, becaus~ by confining this conference to the
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TI-IE END OF CROMWELL'S PROTECTORATE, 1656-58
Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell we have effectively exduded from our
considerations the Protectorate of Richard Cromwell, which is a pity
becaus~ it is a subject that is crying out for reintetpretation. For far too long
it has suffered from being seen through the distorting lens of hindsight that
suggests that since it only lasted for eight months it was bound to fail.
There is no time now to deal with that assumption, but just let me say that I
don't think that it is a valid one.
It is true that the new Protector was inexperienced, and for that his father
must take a share of the blame. The history of Oliver's attitude to the
succession is a murky one, about which there are few sources. This has
allowed some. to believe that in his last days Cromwell nominated
Fleetwood as his successor, a suggestion I find implausible. I think that it is
more likely that the dying Protector eventually confirmed that his choice
was his eldest son. What is more certain is that Oliver failed to make
provision for the succession long before he died, leaving ample room for
speculation about his motives. My explanation is that Cromwell steered
clear of the question of who should succeed him. because in his last months
he was (as he always was) reluctant to be seen by God as guilty of the sin of
the selfish pursuit of ambition for himself and his family. As I have been
arguing throughout this lecture, Oliver Cromwell always gave priority to the
cause of godly reformation.
So Richard's task when he became Protector in September 1658 was a very
challenging one. Yet I have a feeling that his early exit from the political
scerie was not inevitable. I think he had more political ability than he had
been given credit for and that the explanations for the collapse of the
Cromwellian Protectorate in May 1659 are to be found in reasons other
than Richard's lack of political ability. But I'll end without taking these ideas
further. After all, consideration of these and other questions about the
Protectorate of Richard Cromwell is clearly beyond the scope of a
conference entitled the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell.
[Ihe evidence for many of the assertions made in this lecture and the
quotations used in it can be found in my book, The Cromwellian Protectorate
1653-59 (Manchester UP, 200~)]

OVERSEAS DESPATCHES I
THE VIEW FROM AMERICA: NEW ENGLAND,
THE CIVIL WARS, AND OLIVER CROMWELL
By Francis]. Bremer
Surely, Sir, the Lord is greatly to be feared, as to be praised! We
need your prayers in this as much as ever. J:Iow shall we be~ave
among ourselves after such mercies? What is the Lord a@domg?
What prophecies now fulfilling? 1
This request for prayerful assistance and advice was sent to the eminent
New England clergyman John Cotton in October 1651 by none other than
Oliver Cromwell. The connection and mutual respect between the general
and the clergyman may sutprise current students of the period but it would
not have raised eyebrows in seventeenth century England or New England.
Colonial support for the Parliamentary opposition to Charles I had_ been
clear from the outset of the crisis of the 1640s and would develop into a
close relationship between puritan Massachusetts and the Protectorate. .
The basis for this relationship was grounded in the events of the 1630s.
Unlike the Separatist Plymouth colony of 1620, Massachusetts ~a~ been
settled by reformers who ·affirmed their continuing membership in the
Church ·of England. Dissatisfied with the progress of church reform, and
concerned with growing pressure for uniformity that had led to the closure
of lectureships and insistence on use of disputed ceremonies, those who
emigrated in 1630 sought to create a n~w England. In !11e words of John
Winthrop, in the new society the colorusts were to dedicate the~elves to
do that which for many in England was a matter of profess10n only.
CWhatsoever we did or ought to have done when· in England,' he told the
colonists, <the same must we do, and more also where we go.' If they
succeeded in recreating and perfecting godly communities such as had
existed in Winthrop's' own Stour Valley, then the puritan settlement would
be <as a city upon a hill.' The eyes of all people ~ould be upon
Massachusetts and it ·would be an exemplar for those m England and
elsewhere seeking to create reformed societies.2

Professor Barry Coward is President of The Cromwell Association and
Professor of History at Birkbeck College, University of London. He is
author of The Stuart Age 3rd edition (Longman Pearson -2003) and Editor of
The BlackweU Companion to Stuart Bn"tain (2003).

Over the next decade the colonists shared their progress with English
friends as well as with puritans resident in the Netherlands, and many of
those who heard the good news from New England joined the migration to
this New World. Among clergymen, John Cotton himself came to New
England in 1633, as did Thomas Hooker. H~ Peter ~ved in 1635, and
John Davenport in 1637. Some of the new amvals stayed in Massachusetts,
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others moved on to create Bible Commonwealths along the Connecticut
River and Long Island sowid. And it was not only clerg-y who ~grated.
Henry Vane came to the new Boston in 1635 and was soon elected the
colony's governor.

Committed to the reform of the larger church, the New England colonists
were hopeful when in Dec·ember 1640 they received 'news of the Scots
entering into England, and the calling of a Parliament, and the hope of a
thorough reformation.' 8 According to John Winthrop, 'some of us began to
think of returning back to England,' but few did so at this time. 9 All of the
colonists had friends and relatives in England and as reform turned to
conflict they feared the consequences for those they cared for. As
Taunton's Reverend William Hooke expressed it,

In 16~2 a plan was initiated whereby· a group of puritan grandees would
establish a new colony in the future Connecticut. John Winthrop Jr. was
engaged to lay. th~ growidwork for · the new plantation. Among the
promoters who md1cated an interest in migrating were Viscount Saye and
Sele and Lord Brooke. Others involved included Sir lV[atthew :Boynton, Sir
William Constable, John Clotsworthy, George Fenwick, Henry Lawrence,
and Arthur Heselrige. 3 In 1635 and 1636 some of the proprietors were
making plans for emigration and, as John Morrill has shown~ it is likely that
Oliver Cromwell .seriously considered j()ining in the venture.4 George
Fenwick did play a role in the Saybrook settlement, but the others were
inhibited by new government policies from emigrating. They"wocld stay in
England and play significant roles in the conflicts of the 1640s, but they
never lost their interest in the puritan experiment in America.

Those who did settle in America set aside d;iys to gather in their churches
and pray for the reform of England and for the success of the broader
Protestant cause in the Thirty Years War. 5 Building upon practices that they
had employed in England, the New Englanders organized particular
ch~rches and dev~loped informal mech!llisms of a8sociation that kept the
various congreganons on a common path. This congregational system was
soon referred to as the New England Way. The eyes of their friends in the
Old World were, indeed, upon them. Clergy answered questions from
friends in England and the Netherlands about such new practices such as
church covenants, congregational calls to the pastorate, and simplified
forms of liturgy. Some English friends raised concerns that the colonists
were drifting towards separatism. Others chastised those who had left
England for abandoning the cause of reform. Such challenges were
answered in scribal publications that circulated in manuscript until they
could be published in the 1640s.6 When the harmony of th_e Bay was
disrupted by what the majority saw as the antinomian teachings of Anne
Hutchinson and her followers, the leaders of Massachusetts first expelled
the irreconcilable dissidents, and then had to explain to an English audience
how such errors could have arisen and how · Congregationalism could
successfully·control heresy.7
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If you should but see war described to you in a map, especially in a
. country well known to you, nay dearly beloved of you, yea where
lately you dwelt, where you have received ten-thousand mercies,
and have many a dear friend and countryman, how could you but
lament and moum? 10

But feal was tempered by hope, and 2 September 1641 was observed in the
New England churches as a special day of prayer and thanksgiving 'for the
good success of the parliament in England.'11 The Reverend Thomas
Shepard spoke for most colonists when he referred to the events unfolding
in England as a 'blessed work of a public reformation.' 12 The success of
Parliament was, according to the Bay colony's Edward Johnson, 'an
immediate answer of the Lord to his people's prayers and endeavors.' 13
English correspondents regularly petitioned for New England's prayers, and
interceding with the Almighty was a principal means whereby the colonists
sought to influence events across the Atlantic. According to the Reverend
Thomas Cobbet the colonial 'Churches of praying.believers are terrible as
so many annies with banners, as so thundering legions.'1 4 William Hooke
depicted the churches of the Bible Commonwealths as. 'so many several
regiments, or bands of soldiers lying in ambush ... un_der fem and brushet
of the wilderness,. .. to come upon the backs of God's enemies with deadly
fasting and prayer, murderers that will kill point blank from one end of the
world to the other.' 15 Between the first word of the Bishops War in 1639
and January of 1644 there were no fewer than twelve specially appointed
days of prayer on behalf of English reform, and countless other local and
personal occasions.
While in Winthrop's view the coloni~ts had. 'openly declared our affection
to the cause of parliament by our prayers, fastings, etc.; there were otl1er,
more tangible steps taken to ally the colonies with the Parliamentary
cause. 16 One sucli means was the tendering of advice. 'Great pity were it,'
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wrote John Cotton, 'that they [Englishmen] should want any- light which
might possibly be afforded them.' 17 The year 1641 saw the beginning of a
flood of printed tracts and books offering New England advice on the
religious and political reformation of England, written by Cotton, Hooker,
Davenport, Cobbet, John Eliot, Richard Mather, John Norton and other
colonial leaders. When Parliament created the Westminster Assembly to
reconstruct the national church, a group of English leaders including the
Earl of Warwick, Lord Saye and Sele, Thomas 'Barrington, .Arthur Haselrige,
and Oliver Cromwell invited Cotton, Hooker and Davenport to sit in the
Assembly. 1s Though Davenport and Cotton were initially inclined to accept,
they were persuaded by English correspondents that they could better serve
the cause by written advocacy in New England than by joining a small
Congregational minority in the Assembly. The fact is that New England
was not the only model for godly reform and other puritans looked to the
Scottish Church for inspiration. Over the following ye~s the New
Englanders worked closely with Thomas Goodwin, Philip Nye and other
friends who advocated the Congregational Way and in opposition to the
Presbyterian majority in the Assembly and the Parliament. Goodwin, Nye
and other Dissenting Brethren prepared New England tracts for publication
and offered prefatory recommendations of these colonial works.19

indirectly, by drawing a party under pretence that he is. for the King of
&gland and such as adjoin with him against this commonwealth, to be
proceeded with either capitally or otherwise, according to the quality and
degree of his offense.'23 Shortly thereafter the magistrates subpoenaed a
militia captain for having publicly 'questioned the lawfulness of the
parliament's proceedings in England,' and pressured him into
acknowledging the rightness of their actions. 24 The Bay authorities
approved the capture of a royalist prize in Boston harbour by Captain
Thomas Stagg, who held a privateering commission issued by Parliamentary
authority, and themselves seized a royalist vessel, sold its cargo, and
distributed the proceeds to local merchants· who had lost cargoes to the
King's ships.25 Such support was appreciated by the Parliament, which
issued an order freeing New Englanders from paying customs duties until
further notice.26
Many colonists were not satisfied with assisting the cause from afar and so
returned to England.27 One such colonist who went back was Nathaniel
Mather, who wrote to his colonial friends that "Tis a notion of mighty great
and high respect to have been a New-English man, 'tis enough to gain a
c.
' 28 The fl ow b egan m
.
man very much respect, yea almost any pre1erment.
the early 1640s and continued through the Protectorate. Some served in the
army. John Winthrop's son Stephen as well as his (Stephen's) nephews Wait
Still Winthrop and Fitz John Winthrop served in the army. Robert
Sedgwick captured Acadia for the Protectorate, led reinforcements to
Jamaica, and died while serving as commander of the English forces on that
island. Hezekaih Haynes rose from captain to colonel in the army. George
Fenwick commanded a regiment in the second Civil War and served as
military governor of Berwick, Edinburgh, and Leith. George Cooke rose to
the rank of colonel and served two years as military governor of Wexford.
Colonists were especially prominent in the regiment commanded by the
Winthrop's kinsman Colonel Thomas Rainsborough. Among these were
Israel Stoughton, Nehemiah Bourne, John Le_verett, and William Hudson. 29

While the three most eminent New England clergy stayed in the colonies,
Massachusetts did dispatch two ministers on an embassy to the Parliament
and English friends. The Reverends Hugh Peter and Thomas Welde, along
with merchant William Bibbins, were dispatched to placate the colony's
creditors, obtain economic assistance, and 'to give any advice, as it should
be required, for the settling right form of church discipline.' 20 Welde and
Peter were successful in raising funds for Harvard College and for Indian
missions, arranged for orphans of English Protestant settlers in Ireland to
be sent to the colonies, represented New England's interests before the
Warwick Commission and Parliament, and advocated the New England
Way in print and through personal witness.
Meanwhile, in May of 1643 Massachusetts struck the king's name· from the
colony's oath of allegiance, justifying the decision on the fact that the king
'had violated the privileges of parliament, and made war upon them.'21
The New Haven Colony followed suit a year later.22 Also in 1644 the
Massachusetts General Court adopted an order that any colonist who shall
'by word, writing, or action endeavour to disturb our peace, directly or

New Englanders sat in Parliament. These included Edward Hopkins and
Samuel Desborough. John Winthrop's son Stephen represented Banff and
Aberdeen in the 1656 Protectorate Parliament. Others served in the civilian
government. John Wmthrop's brother-in-law, Emmanuel Downing, served
for a time as chief clerk of the Scottish Council. Samuel Desborough was a
member of the Scottish Council and Keeper of the Great Seal in Scotland.
Roger Ludlow served on the first Irish Commission appointed by
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Cromwell. Edward Winslow served as a trustee to appraise the King's
goods, a commissioner to compound with delinquents and manage
sequestered estates, one of the commissioners to judge all treasons, and one
of the three civil commissioners accompanying the Hispaniola ex:pedition in
1655 .. Rich~d Saltonstall, Jr., was a member of the High Court of Justice
established m 1650, a trustee for settling sequestered estates in Scotland,
and one of the Commissioners of the Customs.

ch~ged upon with such advantage, and by a double number to their own;
and upon the charge, when the English army began to recoil and fall, yet
soon after, when the General's regiment came in, in one hour God had so
ended .the dispute.'32

Numerous clergyman and aspiring clergyman joined the r~tum migration.
Robert Peck left Hingham, Massachusetts to take up again his former
rectorship in Hingham, England. Thomas Welde, his agency completed,
became r~ctor of St. Mary's Gateshead. His brother Joseph became rector
at Bildeston, Suffolk. Nathaniel Norcrosse became vicar of St. Mary's in
Dover, Kent. Giles Firmin settled in the ministry in Shalford, Essex.
Samuel Eaton organized one of the first congregational churches in
Duckenfield, Cheshire. John Knowles became a preach~r at Bristol
Cathedral. Thomas Allen became pastor of St. George Tombland in
Norwich. In addition to these and other returning clergy were many of the
Harvard graduates of the 1640s and 1650s, including Nathaniel, Samuel,
and Increase Mafher. All of these men laboured to introduce congregational
theory and practices into the English church.30
The trial and execution of Charles I shocked some New Englanders, but
failed to alter the pattern of colonial support for the reform cause in their
homeland. John Brock recorded in his journal 'King is beheaded! 0
dre~dful judgement!,' but John Hull was perhaps more typicai in laconically
noting january 30. Great Charles the First was beheaded upon Tuesday,
about two o'clock.'31 Following the news of Oliver Cromwell's victory over
the Scots at Dunbar a day of thanksgiving was held in Massachusetts.
During it John Cotton took the opportunity to calm any concerns that
remained about the regicide and the subsequent events. In building his case,
Cotton went back to Pride's Purge, justifying the action on the g-rounds that
the excluded members had tried to reverse the decision to have
further
addresses to the king. As for the decision to execute the king, Cotton
reviewed scriptural precedents and concluded that it was not 'an unknown
thing that loyal subjects of many a state have conspired against those th,at
have been set down over them by the Lord, when once they [the rulers]
depart from God apd do such acts as have been dangerous and destructive
to the commonwealth.' And God's approval was made clear at Dunbar.
That had been 'a great and wonderful deliverance of the English army, in
that great battle, when they were so weatherbeaten with rain and cold, and

no
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The allegiance of the colonies to the Parliamentary cause remained fom. In
1651 the Massachusetts magistrates drew the attention of the Parliament to
the fact that 'we have constantly adhered to you, not withdrawing ourselves
in your weakest condition and doubtfullest times, but by our fasting and
prayers for your good success, and our thanksgivings after the same, ... as
also by our sending over useful men ... who have been of good use and
done good acceptable services to the army, declaring to the world hereby,
that such was the duty and love we bear unto the parliament that we were
ready to rise and fall with them.' 33 Yet such was the emerging influence of
Oliver Cromwell at the time that the magistrates also addressed a separate
letter of support to him.34
Cromwell was already known to New England's leaders when Cotton
praised his latest military victory and the General Court wrote to him.
Various New Englanders, including the Reverend William Hooke, were
connected to him by ties of kinship (Hooke had married Cromwell's cousin
Jane Whalley), while others knew him from his student days at Cambridge
and others would have heard of him from common friends. New
Englanders who returned to England, such as John Desborough and Hugh
Peter, wrote admiringly of Cromwell's achievements and character in letters
to colonial friends. As he rose to prominence he was singled out for praise
by New England leaders. A group of colonial clergy including Peter
Bulkeley, Thomas Cobbet, Samuel Whiting and John Knowles wrote to
Cromwell in 1650 to congratulate him for his success in pacifying Ireland,
referring to him as 'a glorious instrument of the execution of his [God's]
just vengeance upon those bloody monsters of mankind,' and went on to
'thankfully acknowledge this as a superadded mercy ... that by his grace he
hath kept it in the frame of your heart amidst all the glorious victories
which under God you have gotten, thankfully to ascribe the glory thereof to
him alone.' 35 John Cotton conveyed to Cromwell his belief that 'the Lord
hath set you forth as a vessel of hon.our to his name, in working many and
great deliverances for his people, and his truth.'36 John Eliot dedicated his
Tears of Repentance to Cromwell, claiming that 'the Lord hath raised and
improved you in an eminent manner to overthrow Antichrist.' 37 Thomas
Cobbet,John Norton, and others would likewise dedicate works to him.
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When Cromwell became Lord Protector, New England approved. The
Massachusetts General Court instructed its agent, John Leverett, to 'take
the first opportunity to.. . let his highness understaild how thankfully we
accept and at all times readily acknowledge his Highness's favour and
clemency towards us, and to assure him of our own real and sincere
affection towards his highness and readiness upon all occasions to be
serviceable unto him to the utmost of our power and ability.' 38 Such
communications became common, Governor John Endecott sending what
he calied 'an anniversary acknowledgffiient of our obligation.'39

'great respect shown to God's poor people from the highest Magistrate,'
and the appointment of those with New England connections to positions
of authority. 41 Appraised of the shortage of servants in the colonies,
Cromwell dispatched Scottish prisoners of war to the colonies.42 He
interceded to help a New Englander gain compensation for a ship and
cargo seized by Prince Rupert. And he offered military assistance to the
New Haven Colony when it was threatened by the Dutch.

Rightly or wrongly, the colonists saw Cromwell as sympathetic to the New
England Way. He had sided with the Independents against Presbyterians,
yet recognized the need to curb extreme heresies. He surrounded himself
with religious advisors such as the former colonist Hugh Peter, the English
advocate of New England Congregationalism Thomas Good)Xlin, and John
Owen, who had been converted to a congregational starice by the writings
of John Cotton. When William Hooke returned to England Cromwell
named him as a household chaplain. Hooke wrote to New England friends
that Cromwell was 'a godly man, much in prayer and good discourses,
delighting in good men and good ministers, self-denying and ready to
promote any good work for Christ.' Half of the thirty-eight clergymen he
appointed as Triers responsible for examining and approving the
qualifications of those nominated for church livings were
Congregationalists. Congregational Calvinists likewise were strongly
represented on the boards of clergy named to eject unfit ministers. Many of
those who had been part of the Independent religious movement of the
1640s complained that the Cromwellian Church was moving away from
broad toleration in the direction of a New England style establishment.
John Leverett wrote to Governor Endecott that when, in his presence,
someone complained to Cromwell of 'New England's rigidness and
persecution, ... his Highness was pleased to answer very much in favour of
them, that they acted like wise men.' A good number of those named by
Cromwell as governing Major-Generals were Congregationalists, and four
of them - Desborough, Whalley, Goffe, and Hayne·s - had strong ties with
New England. In 1658 the cal! for the reform synod that met at the Savoy
to plan such a Congregational establishment came from within Cromwell's
household. 40
Confident in their relationship with the Lord Protector, New Englanders
sought and received help from Cromwell. They noted with approval the
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The New Haven colony that had been founded in southern New England
through the efforts of John Davenport existed on territory claimed as well
by the Dutch New Netherland colony. In 1653 rumours spread through the
region that the Dutch authorities were stirring up the local Indian tribes to
attack the English settlements. With England and the Netherlands at war,
the New Haven leaders voted in June of that year to send to England their
account of the boundary dispute and to appeal to Parliament for assistance.
Later that year, having heard of Cromwell's dissolution of the Parliament,
William Leete wrote to his former neighbour, Samuel Desborough, asking
him to enlist Cromwell's assistance. William Hooke wrote to his kinsman
asking that Cromwell 'procure two or three frigates to be sent for the
clearing of the coast.' And the colony's General Court dispatched John
Astwood to officially seek the aid of the Protector.43
Responding to these requests, on 8 February 1654 Cromwell commissioned
the New Englanders Major Robert· Sedgwick and. Captain John Leverett to
command four vessels and a small contingent of troops to aid the New
Englanders in the conquest of New Netherlands. While Massachusetts was
reluctant, all of the Bible Commonwealths pledged aid and allowed
Sedgwick and Leverett to recruit troops. It appeared that nine hundred
infantry and a troop of cavalry would be ready to assault New Netherlands
by the mid-summer. Before the expedition sailed, however, news reached
the colonies of the end of the Anglo-Dutch War. Cromwell's most
significant extension of aid to New England never accomplished its end,
though the expedition was then used in the capture of French Acadia.
Cromwell's interest in the New World was not limited to this attempt. He
was also committed to driving the Catholic Spanish from their American
holdings. This was, in part, a revival of the projects of the Earl of Warwick
and other of Cromwell's friends from the 16;30s. But as he sought to
institute his plans in the 1650s he turned for help to New Englanders.
According to Roger Williams, who had a i;iumber of meetings with
Cromwell around this time, the Protector had consulted John Cotton on
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the prophecies of Revelation, and <Mr. Cotton's interpreting t:lie Euphrates
as the West Indies' had encouraged Cromwell in his 'western design.' 44
New Englanders, including Robert Sedgwick and Edward W111slow, played
key roles in the expedition that failed to secure Hispaniola but captured
Jamaica. He hoped that New Englanders would join in the settlement of the
new British possessions in the West Indies. 45
The death of Oliver Cromwell in 1658 and the Restoration of the monarchy
in 1660 brought an end to the puritan dream in England and challenged the
put:pose for which New England had been founded. The colonists appeared
willing to accept Richard Cromwell as the new Protector, but hardly had
they received news of his installation when they learned of his resignation.
The uncertainty of the following months was hard for New Englanders to
bear as they waited for the latest news on ships arriving from England and
then had to sift rumour from truth. But there was no misunderstanding the
fact or the meaning of the Restoration.
New Englanders recognized the new king but remained loyal to the puritan
cause. Three of the condemned regicides - Edward Whalley, William
Goffe, and John Di.xwell - fled to New England and were successfully
sheltered. But the restored monarchy began a policy designed to undermine
the Bible Commonwealths. New Haven was merged into the Connecticut
colony. Royal commissioners reported on violations of the Massachusetts
charter. Eventually, in 1684, the Massachusetts Charter was revoked, and a
year later the entire region was merged into a single Dominion of New
England under the rule of Governor General Sir Edmund Andros. Never
again would the New England colonies enjoy the type of close and mutually
supportive relationship that had existed during the Protectorate.
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WRITINGS AND SOURCES VII. CROMWELL'S WATCH:
SOMEWHERE IN TIME
by Jane A. Mills
The invention of the mechanical clock or the appearance of clocks in
Europe dates from the last quarter of the 13th century, but it was not until
after 1580 that we had our own native school. By 1600 the watch had
reached_ a fairly sophisticated state, but it was a bad timekeeper, the daily
rate vaned by a quarter of an hour and had to be checked by sundial every
day. So watchmakers turned their attention to decor and mechanical
complications such as calendars and astronomical devices. The
Clockmake':"5 ~mpany was founded in 1631 and the quality of British
watch making un~~nved steadily, then in 1675 the balance spring was
developed and Bnttsh watchmakers took over the role of world leaders
from the French, (the German industry had been crippled by the ThirtyYears War).'
At the time of writing this article there are eleven watches, that have all
been the property of Oliver Cromwell or so they claim. In some cases the
actual appearanc~ o~ ~e watch confirms it is of unsound pedigree, while
others are more mtn~m~. Items are worth more if they are said to belong
to someone famous; if disreputable dealers have falsified documents and
items in order to achieve this end, then these are deliberate fakes. Families'
traditional stories are believed from one generation to the next but
unfortunately cannot always be prbved.

Thei:-~ is a_watch in the Clockmakers' Museum at the Guildhall Library. A
~um~ rrud-l 7th century silver watch made by Thomas Taylor of Holbom,
which ts engraved on the inner case with the inscription: OLJVAR 1658
TO JOHN MILTON. The idea of an inscription proving an association with
tw~ very famous people just does not ring true and so this is thought to be
an unpostor. 2

CROMWELL'S WATCH: SOMEWHERE IN TIME
lucky enough to hold this watch and confirm it is not of a high quality and
the inscription is very amateurish. In the catalogue from the exhibition it is
described as a
Oval, silver-gilt watch, plain with pounced letters
0.C. and a sword in front, on the back "For God and the Commonwealth'~
on the dial plate "A. Hooke 1661". 3
The watch itself is correct for the period and looks as if it has been well
used. The glass is missing from the lid and the watch has a very worn
appearance. The makers name has b_een erased from the movement where
it is usually located'. This could be a sign that the watch was stolen at some
point in its .history; it might have been looted· during the civil war. As the
engraving is very amateurish it was probably undei;taken by the owner out
of respect for Cromwell and the Commonwealth and to signify his loyalty
on its demise. Possibly T. Hooke was the owner and responsible for the
engravmg.
Dame Harriet Fellows bequeathed the T. Hooke watch to the British
Museum in 1874 together with another Puritan watch. The movement of
this silver watch dates from somewhere between 1620 to 1625 and was
made by John Midnall of Fleet Street, Warden of the Clockmakers'
Company in 1635. The case dates from _about 1630 and therefore the
movement and case are genuine and correct for the period. The watch is a
nice little watch measuring 48mm length and 45mm wide (Length,. 1% in;
width, 1314 in.), engraved with chapter numbers on the dial, which were
originally filled with red engraver's wax. The watch is attached to a fob
chain, which over the years has caused the most interest. The catalogue
description reads:

~ alarm watch which is thought to be a 191h century fake with a silver
pte~ed case and wooden fish skin outer case, is inscribed on the dial
Olliver Cromwell 1648'. It was said to have been made by Boeke! a
Dutchman who only worked up until 1630.

Oliver Cromwell's watch
............................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. It is attached by three
short silver curb chains to a small plate, on which the arms are
engraved. To this plate .are attached .four short chains of a similar make
for seals.

~e~e is another watc~ ~hich bares an inscription and belongs to the
Bnttsh Museum though tt ts not on permanent exhibition. When the watch
belonged ~ Dame Harriet Fellows she allowed it to be exhibited in 1862 at
the South Kensington Museum now the Victoria and Albert Musewn. I was

'f11e crest of the Cromwell family w~ a:demi lion holding a ring in the
paw, but t:J:ie Protector changed the ring for the handle of a tilting
spear, as seen on the banner used at his funeral; this with the initials
identifies it as the crest of Ol~ver Cromwell, and also the coat of arms.
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?iere is every reason to suppose, from the appearance of the celic, that
1t was used by Cromwell, from 1625 until his death in 1658.•

one division every 24 hours; whereby the number of the day is
·
opposed to the index hand above.
P.Q.6

It is interesting to note that when Sir Charles Fellows showed the watch to
th~ Director of the British Museum at some point in the 1850s, the

Director was unimpressed and wrote in his day journal er was unconvinced'.
The Curator of watches at the British Museum showed me the watch and
he felt it was a 19th century fake; the <OC' initials seemed 19111 century in
styl_e. There is a small triangular plate connecting the three chains to a hook,
which attaches to the watch, and on this plate are the initials <CF'; are these
for Charles Fellows? But the real mystery is the whereabouts of the silver
seals, .which were s~pposed to be attached· to the end of the ch.ain. They
were .m. the possession of descendants of the Cromwell family who gave
permtss1on to Fellows to take impressions from them. Both the seals and
the impressions seemed to have disappeared..
There are four watches which have appeared in print but their present
whereabouts are unknown; this could be because they either do not exist or
would not stand up to close scrutiny. A watch by Jacob Collomby was
attributed to Cromwell but there are only references to Collomby after
1660, therefore too late. There is a French watch made by Jacques Cartier in
1650 which appeared in The Illustrated London News of February 1850 and the
Antiq_uar:an G~ani~gs in the north of England, as an engraving, with a
des.cnptlon stanng 1t had a leather case with silver studs. It was a repeater,
which struck the hour and had an alaon facility, and it was felt it was of a
later date.s
In the December 1808 issue of the Gentleman's Magazine there are three
drawings of a Puritan oval watch made by William Oay, a watchmaker who
was working in London at King Street Westminster between 1652-80. In
the publication there was a letter:
Nov.4
Mr Urban
I send. you ~ views (fig. 8, 9 and 10), of a Watch formerly
belongmg to Oliver Cromwell, which he took out of his fob at
the siege of Oonmell, and presented to the ancestor of the
present .Colonel Bagwell, whose it now is. The name of the
maker, William Oay, is engraved on the work within-side. The
outer, or golden circle, indicating the day of the month, revolves
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The campaign in Ireland had proved to be both a difficult and controversial
event in Cromwell's military career; it was frustrating for someone :who had
been so successful up until that point. In May 1650 Oonmel was stormed in
order to end the siege, but for Cromwell it was a disaster, culminating in the
death of somewhere in the region of 2,500 Parliamentary soldiers. This
catastrophe does not seem to be something that someone would want to
mark by presenting an officer with a watch.
Also to add insult to injury the Irish Commander Hugh O'Neil and his
aony had fled in the night and therefore Cromwell had been duped when
the articles of surrender had been signed. Cromwell obviously was happy to
forget this episode and he does not appear to write about this siege or the
watch. 7 The watch is very similar to the watch which appears on the front
cover; it would be correct for the period but unfortunately its present
whereabouts is unknown.
The one which is the most far-fetched of the four is the Henry Harper
watch. Harper only became an apprentice in July 1657 just a year before
Cromwell's death and this particular silvei: watch with a plain inner case was
engraved with the Protectoral and Royal arms combined - how bizarrel 8
There is a watch that was part of the Sir Richard Tangye collection and a
photograph of it appears in his catalogue, which he had privately printed in
1905. Sadly this watch was stolen from the showcase in the London
Museum on 30 August 1926. This silver watch was made by Richard Barnes
of Worcester and it is engraved with a view of the spires of Worcester
Cathedral and rabbits. There are about five of his watches surviving and a
fme example belongs to the Victoria and Albert museum; this one has a
Biblical engraving of Nebuchadnezzar from Daniel chapter 3.9
The first half of the seventeenth century produced watches that were
primarily to be worn as jewellery; decoratively around the neck or hanging
from a girdle, (plain case watches were carried in a pocket). 10 Watch
makers like Barnes would make the mechanism and then purchase fme
cases probably from Blackfriars where Frenchmen, especially Huguenots,
plied their trade.
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The Tangye watch was apparently given to the Prince Regent, George IV
on 24 June 1816 by Barnard Attenhoffer from Zurzach. 11 There is not any
provenance to prove Cromwell owned this watch and I think it would be
strange that the Prince Regent would want such an artide.

indicated by an engraved human hand at. the top. There is a gold chapter
ring with hours I-XII in black and arrowhead half hour marks. The hour
hand is of blued-steel.

There is a photograph in Tristram Hunt's book The E11,g!irh Civil War at First
Hand of a watch in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. William Bragge
who had graduated from New College Oxford in 1797 presented it to the
museum in 1824. The Ashmolean catalogue describes the watch as follows
An oval shaped silver watch with solid dial, which belonged to
Oliver Cromwell. It was left to the donor by Capt. Isaac
Schomberg, R.N. who had it from his father, Dr Schomberg, a
physician of Reading, who acquired it about the middle of the
last century, and had a memorandum of the hands through
which it had passed since it belonged to the Protector. 12

The key words are 'had a memorandum' for by the time the catalogue was
published in 1836 the memorandum had disappeared. The watch is French
and the movement is signed 'Timothe Hubert a Rauen' and probably dates
from the 1640s. The cast silver-gilt case is designed to look like a pineapple
and the dial centre has an engraved landscape scene, therefore it has the
appearance of a lady's watch. It is highly unlikely to be Cromwell's watch,
but an interesting example of its time.
The eleventh watch is the one made by a meniber of the Blacksmiths
Company, Robert Grinkin junior who worked in Fleet Street and became
one of the first Free brothers when the Oockmakers' Company was
founded in 1632. During the 1640s he held various levels of Warden and
finally became Master in 1648, 1649 and 1654. His father Robert Grinkin
senior was also a watchmaker and on his death he inherited his tools in
1626. Grinkin junior made the watch that appears on the front of this
edition of Cromwelliana somewhere between 1630-1640; it is a gold 'Puritan'
verge watch with date indicator correct for the period.
This gold watch is very rare as most Puritan watches tend to be silver and
even Samuel Pepys writes in his diary of 1665 about his .'very neat Silver
watch' and 'a good and brave piece it is'. 13 The watch is also unusual, as it
does not have soldered joints between the back and the band of the body, it
is formed by beating. It has a gilt-brass dial with a thin overlaid plate of gold
on the outside. The outer rotating silver ring is engraved 1-31 for: the date
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The watch has been refurbished by the British Museum and it is on
'
exhibition in the Oocks
and Watches gallery. Of all the watches. this one
has the best provenance for claiming to be Cromwell's watch. Sir Robert
Rich presented this watch and a portrait of Oliver Cromwell to the British
Museum in 1786, long before it became popular to claim to have a
Cromwell watch. Cromwell had presented the watch according to family
tradition to Colonel Nathaniel Rich. Cromwell had a close association with
the Rich family: not only did· his daughter Francis marry Robert Rich; his
four sons attended the Felsted school in Essex founded by Sir Richard Rich
in 1564. Cromwell had very .strong ties to Puritan Essex: his mother was
born in Little Stam.bridge, his father-in-law had property in Felsted; his aunt
Joan married into the Barrington family who were prominent gentry and
magistrates.14 It is quite possible that Cromwell had a watch and a plain
Puritan type would fit in with his plain tastes _and his interest and support of
the arts and sciences.
Notes.
1. Baillie, G.H., Watches their History, Decoration and Mechanism (N.A.G.
Press, 1979), 90.
2. Sir George White Bt., F.S.A., Consultant Keeper of the Oockmakers'
Museum, does not believe the inscription is genuine, though the watch
is of the right period and 'lovely'. Thomas Taylor Senior was
apprenticed 1638, free of Oockmakers' Company 1646 and died 1684.
3. Robinson, J.C., (ed) catalogue: Works of Art of the Mediaeva~ "Renaissance
and more recent periods, on loan at the South Kensington Museum
(Victoria and Albert Museum) June 1862. W. Chaffers, FSA wrote the
section 35 on Clocks and Watches.
The name on the dial plate reads T. Hooke 1661 and not A. Hooke 1661.
4. Robinson, J.C., (ed) catalogue: Works ofArt efthe Mediaeval, "Renaissance
and more recent pen'ods.
5. There was a Jacques Cartier working in London between 1635-80. ·
6. British Library, The Gentleman's Magazjne (December 1808), 1074.
7. Abbott, W.C., (ed) The Wn'tings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell (Oxford,
1988), Vol. II, 245-253. Cromwell spent a majority of the time involved
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in negoti~tions with Royalists who wished to give up fighting and all
that remains are safe passes issued to various Royalists. ·
·
~swatch was supposed to have been given to Cromwell's daughter
Badget and then ended up at the Schloss Museum in Bedin. Henry
Harper's watch-making ability was brought into question ~hen in 1688
the Lord Mayor's Court ruled that some of his watch chains were of
inferior quality.
Hayward, J.F., English Watches (Victoria and Albert Museum HMSO
1969).
'
Baillie, Watches, 90.
Downing, W., (ed) The Cromwellian Collection of MfS., Miniatures, Medals
& c, in the possession ofSir Richarrl Tang.ye. (Privately Printed, 1905), 129.
Ashmolean Museum Catalogue (1836), 140, No.377.
Latham, R. and Matthews, W., (eds) The Diary of Samuel Pepys
(HarperCollins, 2000), Vol. VI, 83, 100. .
Gaunt, P., The Cromwellian GaZftleer (Sutton, 1987), 54.
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THE READING OF A REVOLUTIONARY?
THE READING AND PRISON BOOK LIST OF MAJORGENERAL JOHN LAMBERT

l?J Dr David Farr
Major-General John Lambert has long been recognised as one of the more
culturally, by traditional criteria, and intellectually aware of those military
men that came to be the dominant influences. in Cromwellian England. In
teons of scale most notable was Lambert's role in the fonnation of Durham
College. Although not in total control of the project, Lambert was very
much the guiding influence in the fulfilment of the long held desire of
northerners for their own college with direct input at every stage of the
college's foundation. 1 Lambert also employed the artist Baptist Gaspars.
Their relationship may well have extended to the fonnation of a collection
to be housed at Lambert's mansion, Wimbledon House.2 This in itself was,
in part, a further expression of his wider activity, as the extensive gardens
were where Lambert aimed to pursue one of his other main interests. In the
seventeenth century botany was seen more directly as a part of a 'cultural
life'. Bacon, in Of Garrlens, saw botany as 'the purest of human pleasures',
and generally the relationship between man and the natural world was one
of his favourite topics. 3 Alongside his interest in such a wide variety of areas
Lambert, as befitted someone of some education, clearly read. 4
While Professor John Morrill has described Cromwell as 'not bookish' what
we know of Lambert would indicate that he was. For Cromwell the only
evidence we have for a book that he read, apart from his bible, is for
Raleigh's History of the Worlti.5 It is actually possible for Lambert, unlike for
most of his contemporaries, to isolate quite a number of the works he read,
or at least consulted. There are direct references to a few books that
Lambert read before 1660 but, most notably, the survival of a 1667 book
list from his twenty-four year imprisonment links Lambert with a
substantial number of other works. 6 However despite the apparent potential
of this evidence Dr Peter Gaunt's warning, concerning speculation about
Cromwell's early life, that 'Of necessity this psychological approach to
history and to long-dead figures is speculative and often inconclusive' holds
just as much truth for any attempt to draw conclusions from their probable
reading material. I would argue, however, that despite the ambiguities of
such evidence and the hazards of making any definite statements regarding
the influence of reading certain material, the evidence of his reading, put
fianly in the context of what else we know about him, allows us to add, or
at least suggest, another layer to our picture of Lambert.
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There are specific examples, which are clearly documented, of Lambert's
reading material, even before the 1667 list of books. Lambert's list of books
from 1667 was found in the 1640 edition of Francis Bacon's Advancement of
uarning. Not.able about this specific book is the fact that Lambert has
signed it on the flyleaf, as well as adding the date, 1649, presumably when
he got the book. Another example of. a book that has been signed ,by
Lambert, again no doubt as a sign of ownership, was Jae.ob Boelune's XL
Questions Concerning the Soule (1647), now housed in Cambridge University
Library.1 Unfortunately Lambert did not enter the date he acquired this
work. We can presume that even if he did not read them in detail Lambert,
at the very least, consulted both of these works. In 1649 the astronomer
Jeremiah Shakerley dedicated his work, The Anamnry of Urania Practice to his
'worthy patron' Lambert.s It is likely that Lambert read this work given
what we know of another book dedicated to him.
In .late 1653, just after Lambert had established Cromwell as Lord Protector
under the powers outlined in the Major-General's written constitution, the
Instrument of Government, through what amounted to a military coup, an
associate of Lambert, John Webster, dedicated his Advancement ofuarning to.
Lambert. 9 Lambert was noted as having approved this work in manuscript.
In the dedication to the work Webster commented on what he saw as
Lambert's role as an instrument of religious toleration. Webster also noted
that Lambert was ideally placed to promote the advancement of learning as
he regarded him as
Having experimental knowledge and trial, not onely of your
Honours Abilities that way, but also of your sincere affection and
unparalleld love to Leaming, and to all those that are lover and
promoters thereof; ... 10
In some ways Webster's faith was partly borne out by Lambert's role in the
formation of the first university outside of Oxford and· Cambridge at
Durham in 1657. Given the fact that Lambert had consulted Webster's
work in manuscript it is very possible he did the same with ·one ·of
Webster's other works from 1653, The Saint's Guide..
·
Indeed such an interpretation is suggested by the fact that this work,
focused on religious toleration, had some comments that were mirrored
quite closely by Oause XXXVII, the central religious expression of
Lambert's written constitution, The Instrument of Govemment11 It is very
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possible that Lambert consulted. John Webster when drafting the
Instrument. While Lambert retreated to Yorkshire from about mid-October
to 19 November 1653, probably to fmalise his draft of the written
constitution, Webster was· preaching with Erbery at Lombard Street,
London. Yet the Instrument was probably in gestation from July 1653 and
even in December it was still subject to redrafting. As such there were many
opportunities for the two to discuss their apparent similar ideas about
religion and the state. 12 ·
II
Webster was a fellow Yorkshireman who had also served in the Northern
Army. Born in Thornton, Craven, Webs.ter became, in 1634, the curate of
Kildwick-in:.:Craven formerly the base of the Grindletonian Roger Brearley
and close to Lambert's estate. Here Brearley's followers converted him.
Webster was also noted for actually preaching in Grindleton itself. The
religious influences of the Craven area, particularly Grindletonianism, on
both Webster and Lambert have been seen as making them 'completely
tolerant of all opinions'. From Grindletonianism Webster moved closer to
Quaker views .13

John Webster had some influence on those who became Quakers and was
associated closely with another religious radical William Erbery, whose
works were also said to have influenced Quakeri;. Erbery himself had been
chaplain of Lambert's regiment in 1647, although it is possible that he was
with them for longer. Lambert's approval of Erbery is further suggested by
his encouragement to the antinomian Elizabeth Avery to attend his
preaching in Oxford. At this time Lambert was governor of the town and,
although he was probably not present at Erbery and Kiffm's famous debate
with some of the Oxford Presbyterians, the 'chairman' was Lambert's close
political ally and deputy Lieutenant-Cofone! Mark Grime, who was later to
join the Quakers. While we have no direct evidence of Lambert's reading of
any of Erbery's work we can presume that he heard Erbery preach to his
regiment. One can speculate, however, that, given their clear link, and what
we know of Lambert he might have discussed with Erbery his ideas or even
his published. and. unpublished work. Lambe~ like E~e~, saw ~e N~w
Model Army as the instrument of God and, m part, his mteractton with
Erbery may have helped him come to this position. 14 Lambert may even
have returned to Erbery's work during Webster's later editing of Erbery's
posthumous writings, published in 1658. 15
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Interestingly one of the few contemporaries of Lambert, for whom we have
very extensive evidence of their reading, is John Webster. This comes
through the survival of evidence highlighting 1501 items that formed part
of his 'library'. As with Lambert Webster undoubtedly had more books
during the 1650s. As Elmer has pointed out Webster, in his Displqying of
Supposed Witchcreft, referred to the loss of some of his books and papers in
1658, confiscated as part of an investigation into his activities. It says much
for the relationship between the two men that Webster felt he was able to
tum to Lambert for help. 16 In the post Restoration period Webster's main
'sponsor' was one of Lambert's kin the naturalist Martin Lister. 17

Henry Vane. This should be borne in mind in terms of the reports .t?at
Frances, Lambert's wife, was a religious follower of Vane and the poltocal
alliance behveen the two men in 1659.19

The record of Webster's books by Elmer indicates that there were a few
specific works, such as More's Cotefectura Cabbalistica ·and Browne's
Pseudodoxia epidemica, as well as authors, Bacon, Boehme, Shakerley, de
Groot, Ross and Daille for example, that Lambert had at some point. While
nothing definite can be drawn from this, and some would appear on .the
'reading lists' of most educated people of the time, if we were fortunate to
have such documents, it is, nevertheless, of some interest to speculate as to
whether, as part of their relationship, Lambert and Webster did discuss or
correspond on the works and authors that they had in common, as well as
others.

III
We have other more direct evidence from Lambert's own words of what
else he read before 1660. Writing from Scotland during the English
invasion of 1650-1651 one of Lambert's agents, William Walker, reported
to Adam Baynes that he had received a copy of Theologia Germanica that
Lambert had no doubt requested. 18 Given Ba}rnes' own religious radicalism
the work could even have been his own copy. It is unclear exactly who
wrote Theologia Germanica. Luther, who had found it without title or author,
published it in 1516. Attacked as unorthodox it was believed that the book
'became the breviary of certain communities of Waldenses and of other
groups of dubious orthodoxy'. Calvin rejected the work because it was
opposed to institutionalism. The work is essentially devotional in tone with
a strong mystical influence. Hegler wrote that 'the book was seized upon
everywhere in the camps of mysticism as a common rallying point for the
mys.tic-spiritualistic minds of every persuasion, both for those who
remained within the Church and for those who broke with it and sought to
set up ·their own conventicles'. In terms of its mystical flavouc Theologia
Germtmica has been seen as a major influence on the religious beliefs of
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The Theologia Germanica was translated into English in 1648 by Giles
Randall. It would be wise therefore to examine the work .in the context of
Randall and its reception in Lambert's time. Randall, described by
McGregor, alongside Erbery, as a 'Seeker', was brought bef?re_ the Star
Chamber for preaching 'anabaptism', 'familism' and 'antinomian1sm'. 20 In
1644 he was expelled from the church for 'anabaptism'. Thomas Edwards
wrote that
Randall the antinomian and Familist says, those persons are ever

leamin~ and never coming to knowledge who say that perfection _is not

attainable in this life .... This man who preacheth most abommable
Familisme is suffered in and about London publickly, twise on the
Lord's Day, to draw hundreds of Godly people after him!
This is the same Thomas Edwards who elsewhere in his Gangraena attacked
Erbery. 21
At the time that Lambert received a copy of Theologica Germanica he .also
received a work by the Castilian Juan de Valdes.22 This was most p~obably
the 1638 Oxford translation of Valdes' Divine Considerations, descnbed by
Samuel Rutherford in 1648 as one of the 'poysonable' sources of
'Familisme, Antinomianisme, and Enthusiasme'. 23 Valdes, who was forced
out of Spain in 1530 and into exile in Naples, was es~entially an Erasmian
who sought to integrate justification by works and faith. These two works
can be seen therefore in the context of Lambert's reading of Boehme and
his relationship with Webster.
Like Randall the German mystic Jacob Boehme's work was said to have
influenced Quakers.24 Webster certainly approved of Bo~hme giv~n. the
evidence we have from the part of his library that has survived and 1t is all
too possible that Lambert's ownership of Boehme's XL Questions C~ncerning
the Soule may have been through Webster's influence. As p~ of h~s plans
for learning, outlined in his work, The Advancement of Le~mt~g, which w~s
dedicated to Lambert, Webster, according to Elmer, gave pnde of place m
the new curriculum' to 'men such as Paracelsus, van Helmont, Jacob
Boehme and Robert Fludd'.25 Indeed Debus has argued that Webster's
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'critique of traditional learning was closely modelled on Rudd's "Tractatus
Apologeticus"'.26

16,;55, when he was also in contact with Lambert, about plants and gardens.
Given the presence of Browne's Treatise on Vulgar Errours (1646) on
Lambert's prison book list it is legitimate to ask if, possibly through How,
there was any more direct connection between Lambert and Browne in the
1650s.3o

All of the religious works that, at the least, Lambert consulted before 1660
c~ be described as unorthodox in terms of their views and certainly fit
with the open approach Lambert appears to have taken to the subject. As
has been suggested such reading material must have, in part, influenced
Lambert's own reaction to the Quaker movement, as well as his response to
meeting such individuals as the antinomian Elizabeth Avery.
These seven examples of Lambert's reading before 1660 would tend, along
with what else we know about him, to confirm that Lambert read quite
widely, not only in terms of religion, but as the Bacon and Shakerley books
suggest in general terms as well. These non-religious works,.like those that
appear on the 1667 list, not only reflect Lambert's interests but are also a
reflection of the lack of demarcation between -what we now have a tendency
to regard as distinct disciplines. .
Bacon's Advancement of Leaming was essentially part of his revaluation of
learning and his call for its restructuring. Bacon, in part, argued that
progress was possible through the co-operation of intellectuals and the .
ac~ve development of areas of learning. As such Lambert's ownership of
this book should be seen directly in the light of his relationship with
Webster and his role in the formation of Durham College.27
Shakerley's AJZatonry of Urania Practica was an attack on Vincent Wing's
treatment of the lunar theory in his Urania Practica. Nathan Pigholls'
attorney brother who lived in London, approached Lambert to be a patron
for Shakerley, although in part it might have been through a shared link to
the as~ologer William Lilly, before his relationship with Shakerley broke
do~ m_ 1649.28 Lam~ert's interest in this work clearly fits with the pattern
of his involvement in a ·range of subjects,; such as indicated by his ·
correspondence during his :imprisorunent with reg-ard to certain
mathematical problems.
From Lambert's corresponden,ce we also know that in the 1650s, because
of~s interest in gardening, Lambert used various books relating to botany,

having consulted the library of Dr. William How, as well as the man
himsel£ Dr. How had actually produced a survey of plants in England,
Pf?ytologia Britannica, which possibly Lambert also consulted.29 Oearly
regarded as something of an authority How wrote to De Thomas :Browne in
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Lambert's interest in botany did bring him into contact with what, initially
at least, seem the most unlikely. of people for a Major-General at d1e heart
of the Protectorate. In July 1655 Lambert secured a travel pass for the'.
royalist Sir Thomas Haruner who he was connected with furough their
mutual interest in botany. 31 In 1656 Lambert was writing to fue royalist
Lord Christopher Hatton who at that time was in Paris. In his letter
Lambert referred to How and specifically his 'indisposition'. How was to
die in 1656. Lambert sought Hatton's aid in securing for him various plants.
In doing so Lambert recommended that Hatton refer to two catalogues,
one referred to as fue Duke of Orleans' and the other Morin's,32 clearly two
other 'works' that Lambert had knowledge 0£ This interest is reinforced by
the presence of Parkinson's Herba/on the 1667 list. Interestingly the royalist
Hatton was to be Lambert's prison governor on Guernsey at the time of
the 1667 book list, raising more questions about the way Lambert got
access to the material. As· his governor Hatton had the authority to stop
Lambert having access to the books that appeared on the list but it is very
possible that given their 'relationship' he may have helped Lambert eifuer
bring some of fuese. books into Guernsey, allowed him to receive those
published after 1660, or even provided Lambert with the books from his
own collection. Given what we now know of Lambert's aid to other
royalists and Catholics during the 1650s and how they in tum aided
Lambert during his imprisorunent this obvious co-operative relationship
between Hatton and Lambert should not swprise us. 33 Indeed in the 1650s
when Lambert was writing to Hatton he was also using his position as an
MP in the Second Protectorate Parliament to effectively sponsor an action
for Hatton to enable him to tum his house in Holbom into tenements.34
The nature of their relationship is only further complicated by the fact that
during his imprisorunent one of Lambert's daughters, Mary, married
Hatton's second son, Charles.35 As a fmal layer of mist in 1670 fuis Charles
Hatton wrote to his brother, Christopher, about the apparent theft of some
books from his and their father's collection, including works such as
Bramhall's Church of Engl.t,md Defended (1659) and More's Antidou against
Atheism (1653), which also appear on Lambert's book list. Charles Hatton's
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general unreliability as a source does not help any attempt at interpretation
of what this may mean.36
No other reading material can be pinned down with any direct written
evidence to support it. It can be taken for granted that Lambert read his
Bible. Despite the 'secular' image of him presented by Dawson his original
letters and what we can retrieve of his speeches have biblical references.37
One of the bibles on the 1667 list, 'One great Bible' was possibly the
Lamb~rt 'family bible'. Speculation can naturally be taken further. It is likely
that ~bert had at least some knowledge of one work he was supposed to
consider and report on as part of a Councillor committee, Samuel
Moreland's History of the Evangelical Churches of the Va~s of Piedmont and the '
late Bloody Massacre. 38 In the same role Lambert was one of a committee who
were charged with speaking to Sir Timothy Tyrell about the library of
39
bishop Usher. Given his relationship with Henry Vane at the time and key
role in 'settlement' it is legitimate to ask whether Lambert read the latter's A
Healing Question? Similarly, given his relationship with Adam Baynes, did
Lambert read Harrington's Oceana, which Baynes' own words indicate he
was familiar with? How many of the numerous satires from the period
1660-1662 that commented on him did Lambert read? Did he read Hobbes'
Behemoth in which he was referred to? In Academiarnm Examen Webster
recommended Hobbes' work. Indeed Lambert's engagement with Hobbes'
work may even have been at a completely different level. Hobbes was
dir~~tly criti~ised ~~r his part in the controversy with Bramhall by the
religious radical Philip Tandy who Lambert had sponsored. 40 Yet if drawing
con~lusi_ons, albeit provisional from some of Lambert's most probable
reading is hazardous, such further speculation is in danger of leading further
down an ever-winding path.
What can be suggested, is that the impression from the evidence of the
books we know Lambert read, or at least consulted in some form, before
1660, of an active consideration of religious questions alongside a wideranging interest in a variety of other subjects, is merely confumed by the
content of Lambert's 1667 book list.

IV
While this document is simply a list in shorthand of books, not bearing
Lambe~'s name or its purpose, there is enough evidence to surmise why it
was wntten and, generally, the works that are referred to. The list itself was
certainly accepted by Charles Firth (who among his many works on the
period wrote the original DNB entry for Lambert) and Lambert's previous
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biographer, William Harburt Dawson, as being Lambert's. Indeed when he
published his biography of Lambert in 1938 it was Dawson who showed
the list to Firth and helpfully included a plate of one side of the list in his
book, as well as his own full transcription and indication of which works he
felt the shorthand referred to. This indicates, as no doubt accepted by both
men at the time, that the list is in writing very similar to Lambert's hand.
For example the formation of letters such as the r, e and a, have all the
hallmarks of Lambert's hand as indicated by a range of surviving letters,•t as
does the fact that at the end of the list is written
Beside severall loose papers & Acts & proclamations were left
some in the parlour & some in my roome Feb. 26th, 1666 [1667],
with a booke of my Ladyes, Diodates Annotations. Monsieur Daille
in Mr. Applebyes hands yet. 42
This was taken by Dawson to indicate that
The authenticity of the writing is attested by the closing words,
which clearly refer to the house in Guernsey in which the exile
[Lambert], his wife, and one or more of his children occasionally
lived. It is probable that the document was written in Castle Comet
[Lambert's prison on Guernsey] after his return thither from that
house, or on the island in the Plymouth Sound, to which· he was
removed later. 43
While I would not be as definite as Dawson in accepting the key fact that
the list was inside the Bacon book, bearing Lambert's name, and clearly at
one point belonged to Lambert, and would therefore indicate that the list
was also probably his.
Given that the list is dated 1667 it is possible that it was compiled in
relation to his being transferred back into closer confinement in Castle
Comet as a result of a perceived threat from the Dutch, or even the French.
Lambert produced the list to indicate what books he owned and what
should be brought to wherever he had been moved to. 44 It is probable that
the list did represent his whole collection given that it is relatively extensive
and he was, after all, a prisoner, rather than being merely his selection for
those books that he wanted from a wider collection.
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While Dawson printed some basic details to suJ?;gest which works the
shorthand notes referred to, his analysis of the focty-si:x items that appear
on the list was limited.45

anq 1666. Of the forty-six books on the list which can be dated, nine were
published in the 1660s, seven in the 1650s and seven in the 1640s.

v
Dawson clearly had no intention of drawing any wider conclusions .about
his idea of Lambert through a more considered analysis of the list. In many
ways he might have been wise to avoid doing so. It must be admitted that
there are obviously real dangers in making sub.stantive judgem~nts based on
a person's reading. Did Danton really use the works of Sade to 'excite
himself to new acts of cruelty during the Terror'?46 Even where we have
more extensive evidence for Lambert's colleague Webster, Elmer has rightly
struck a note of caution in his analysis of it.47 The nature of a person's
reading can be very misleading if used in isolation, or even with other
criteria, to make substantive judgments about the person concerned or their
views. Oea.rly people read different works for a variety of diff'erent reasons,
from the most mundane to the most obscure. Every reader necessarily has
different reactions to exactly the same words. It becomes their own 'text'.
Little definite can be dra\Vn without a commentary by the reader themselves
and even theri some literary theorists would have us believe that the
'reception' of the reader almost defies analysis. While Kevin Sharpe has
indicated the positive approach historians should adapt to textual analysis
within a historical framework, the lack of a 'Lambert text' occludes an
attempt at a detailed 'response' based analysis of any of his reading.4s
Given the above provisos I still believe that some comments with regard to
what evidence we have, can be helpful in providing more gloss to the
character of Lambert. Cromwell's suggestion in 1650 to his eldest son,
Richard, that he study Walter Raleigh's History of the World is not
information to be disregarded. 49 It is however important that such
provisional comments on Lambert's probable reading a.re set in _.the wider
context of what we know about him and are recognised as supportive and
suggestive rather than definitive statements.

I

I

VI
Most of the books on Lambert's 1667 list a.re of a religious nature. While
this may just reflect the fact that mostworks printed at the time were based
on religious themes, Lambert obviously did not have to read them. What is
also clear however is that these books were very contemporary. For
example the works by Sergeant, Tillotson, Stillingfleet and Whitby were all,
to a degree, in response to each other. They were published between 1662
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Of interest is the high number of Anglican apologia. While we do no): know
exactly when, or how, Lambert acquired these works, those published after
1660 were obviously acquired during his imprisonment. In part then they
may represent a 'response to defeat'. Yet other authors on the list,
published before 1660, could also be seen in this regard. Andrews,
Bramhall, Fuller, Gauden, Hammond, Sanderson, Taylor, Tillotson and
Ussher a.re all essentially 'Anglican'. It is of course very possible that
Lambert also acquired these works after 1660 as pa.rt of this 'response to
defeat'. It might be argued that the preponderance of such work was merely
a reflection of what Lambert was allowed to read or what he could get
access to or, possibly, what Hatton gave him out of his own collection. Yet
it is very possible that some of these books were in Lambert's hands before
1660. Thus of interest is of course the possibility that Lambert was reading
Hammond's Power of the Kqs at the time of his drafting, alongside
Cromwell's son in law, Henry Ireton, of the Heads of the Proposa/S and
Hammond's attendance on Charles I. Such is a real possibility because of
the very fact that the 1667 list was found in Lambert's copy of Bacon,
which he dated 1649. Nevertheless without any real specific dating context
for these works trying to draw detailed conclusions would be ill advised.
What can be suggested from the evidence of the works listed is that
Lambert's interest in religious matters clearly extended into his
imprisonment and that despite his confinement he was engaging with a
current ongoing theological debate. Dawson commented that the list shows
that Lambert was not a Catholic or an atheist. I would not be willing to take
merely this list as evidence of this. Yet what the list does confirm is the
different impression of Lambert that has been suggested since Dawson's
work. The issue of Lambert's religious beliefs was barely touched upon in
his work. It was regarded as having little, indeed, no real influence on
Lambert's actions. Yet the .list would indicate, alongside evidence presented
elsewhere, that Lambert was very much a man of his time, rather than
preconceptions of someone who could . be fitted in with certain
preconceptions derived from what was, essentially, Dawson's Whig
interpretation of the seventeenth century. Religion was very much part of
Lambert's view of the world and his reading of such work indicates that he
had a direct engagement with some of the theological disputes of the time,
clearly before and after 1660.so
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I would tentatively suggest that if we accept the list as an indication of his
reading the nature of the works on it are partly as a result _of h~ r~fle¢~g
on his defeat. He did not have to read them and they might indicate his
need to accept his defeat, for Lambert certainly appears to have be~ome
resigned to his fate. There is no evidence, after 1662, ~f Lambert being a
troublesome prisoner, indeed, quite the contrary.51 Yet m part such works
could also be taken as a sign of his latitudinarian outlook. Even during the
height of his power and wheri he was reading such radical work as Bo~e
Lambert had maintained links with those of orthodox and even Catholic
faith. This is sometimes lost because of the 'image' of Lambert the 'military
.
'52
man.
The non-religious work on the list covers many_ ?f the ~eas we would
expect Lambert to have an in~erest in. For military, history, law and
gardening were all covered by, for example, suc:J1 war~ as Theatru':'
Botanicum (1640) by James I's botanist John Parkinson, Edw~d Cok_e s
Institutes Plutarch's lives, Josephus' Jewish Antiquities, Hugo Grot:ms' De;ure
be/Ii et
(1625), Bacon's Henry VII an~ William Barif~e's Military
Discipline. Again the influence of such work is difficult to ascert.atn but there
are clear traces of Grotius' work in the political ideas of Ireton and
Lambert, the chief political theorists of the revolutionary New Model
during 1647 to 1649.53

pads

VII
While it would be wise to reflect on the comment of Lambert's 'associate'
Philip Tandy to Hobbes, 'Excuse mee in ~very
~hich you suspect
mee in, I am a riddle, and you may bee rrustaken in mee , some degree ~f
speculation must be a necessary part of reflecting on the past.~ 4 Alth~ugh 1t
would be clearly ridiculous to st.ate that Lambert from his readmg of
Boehme was a Behemist it is apparent that, at the very least, he was
interested in such issues and it must have shaped his response to, for
example, Quakerism. Similarly the l_is~ of 1667 indicates_ at least some kind
of engagement by Lambert with rehgtous debates. The list can tell us more
than simply what Lambert read. Its very survival indicates that the nature of
his imprisonment may not have b.een as harsh as we would_ commonly
perceive. It reinforces the information we h~ve of ~ambert. being allowed
some latitude during his time on Guernsey, m parttcular being allowed to
take a house with his wife and some of his children. Thus for, Lambert, a
prisoner still with some status and means the depriv~tious of loss of liberty
could, to a degree, be eased. It reinforces the impression we have of a good

1?1ffig
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rel~tionship

between Lambert and his governor Lord Hatton. Certainly as
implied already one intetpret.ation of the list may simply be the books that
Lambert had from Hatton. One of the most tantalising questions the list of
1667 raises is, however, why, given his intellect and diverse reading matter,
did Lambert, ·in twenty-four years, not write something himself. If his
reading did, in part, mark a reflection on defeat the absence of a recantation
or apology might suggest that he remained true to what he saw as the
fundamentals of the 'cause'. He may have been sufficiently cowed not to
risk setting his thoughts or recollections to paper. More probable is that
what he might have produced may, unfortunately, have been simply lost to
us. Ultimately Lambert's 'reading' may simply be taken as yet another
example of the· apparent contradictory elements of his character and
response to the 'English Revolution'· of 1640-60. The radical and
revolutionary set aside the moderate and· reformist reading is mirrored
throughout other aspects of Lambert's life and accounts for much of our,
as well as his contemporaries', difficulties in truly grasping what kind of
man Lambert was.
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The Dorset town of Lyme Regis is situated on the south coast on the
border between Devon and Dorset, though the inhabitants prefer to be part
of Devon. The town is world famous for its fossils; this is because the town
stands on a soft sedimentary rock called Blue Lias formed in d1e Jurassic
Period about 180 million years ago. There have been setdements in the area
since the Iron Age and excavations have uneard1ed a Romano-British fa.on
two miles away at Holcombe, and a Roman villa at Harcombe. 1be Romans
called the town Lym Supra Mare-, Lym means torrent of water. In 774 the
Abbott of Sherbome received a gift of land on the mouth of the river Lym
from Cynewulf, King of Wessex. On this site a salt works was set up and
the monks started to distil salt water from the sea. In the Domesday Book it
is recorded as being made up of three manors with a mill and twenty-seven
salt workers. In 1075 Lyme ceased to be part of the Diocese of Sherbome
when the Bishop moved to Old Sarum.
It was probably during the reign of Henry III that the Cobb was built of
timber and stone; as well as a harbour for the ships, it is a breakwater to
protect the town from the great storins. The town had important trading
links with France exporting wool and importing wine ·1ong before 1284,
when King Edward I granted Lyme a Royal Charter giving the town the
right to form a Guild and send two members to Parliament The Charter
also gave the town a new name Lyme Regis and recognition as one of the
major ports in ~ritain. In 1328 the Cobb was the subject of a writ because
of decay and a toll was granted on all merchandise for five years for the
repair work. t
·
Lyme was at its economic best between 1500 and 1700 with Lyme ships
sailing to Newfoundland to collect cod, which they then took to Portugal
and Spain, returning with cargo such as wines, oranges and lemons. Their
trading routes took them to the West Indies, Americas and Africa for gold
and ivory. The wealthy town Burgesses contributed to the defeat of the
Annada in 1588 by sending ships to join the English fleet though there are
plenty of doc:uments to confirm they begrudged paying the lion's share of
the Annada levy for the area.
Lyme Regis was the birthplace of Sir George Somers (1554-1610) famous as
the discoverer of the Bermudas, and the inspiration for Shakespeare's play
The Tempest. He was founder member of. the London or South Virginia
Company and it was while commanding a fleet of nine vessels to take
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settlers to the colony that his ship the Sea Venture was caught in a hurricane
and wrecked off the Bermudas on 25 July 1609. Somers and other survivors
were on the islands for ten months and managed to build two small boats
and reached James Town Virginia on 23 May 1610.

Lypie; he therefore sent Prince Maurice and his army of 6,000 men to daim
this prize, which would enable them to successfully reduce Plymouth.
When Prince Maurice arrived on 20 April 1644, he thought the small
garrison of 1,000 men would be easily broken, but he had not realised that
the garrison and the town (about 3,000 inhabitants), were zealous Puritans
who were united in their· belief and encouraged by twenty-five Puritan
preachers to keep fighting and hold the town for the Parliamentary cause. 3
The women played a very important part-in the siege by helping to dig the
defensive line. They dressed as men so the Royalists would think the
garrison was larger; as well as carrying food and ammunition to the front
line many ·were active in the fighting. Their hard work was recorded in the
poem]oanereidoswritten by James Strong, a Puritan preacher. 4

Somers' early career was as a buccaneer in the company of Sir Walter
Raleigh. He commanded a ship, which was part of the fleet which attacked
the Spanish fleet in Kinsal harbour in 1601. He was knighted in 1603, was
elected M.P. for Lyme Regis 1603-4 and Mayor in 1605. He died on 9
November 1610 in the Bermudas; his heart is buried in the town of St
George and his body was brought back to England and buried in the
church of Whitchurch Dorset. In 1996 Lyme Regis became twinned with
the town of St. George's Bermuda.
Lyme Regis had been a Puritan stronghold since well before the outbreak of
the Civil War. During the 1620s and 1630s there was ·an influx of
inhabitants due to the anti-Royalist Vicar John Geare; his successor Ames
Short continued this strong stand throughout the 1650s and well after the.
Restoration of 1660. So it was not sutprising that during the Civil War the
Parliamentarian garrison at Lyme Regis valiantly maintained their strength,
even though the surrounding area was Royalist territory and remained so·
until the end of 1645 campaigning season, when parliament eventually made
in-roads to the area.

The town was small and not well fortified; it had only four forts on the
landside and five guns guarding the Cobb. The Royalist army was made up
of Comish~ Devonshire, Irish, French and press-ganged regiments with a
poor leader recovering from influenza. Whereas the Parliamentarians were
united in their . cause and in their midst they had the experienced
Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Blake who had ·been present at the siege of
Bristoi where he gained a reputation as a determined fighter~ Though he
was a subordinate officer he.seemed to be in co~d at Lyme.
. .. Generali Blacke· (Robert Blake)· who in the defending of
· Taunton and Lime for the Parliament did through his Stubborn
sort of valour defend it the most opiniastrement (stubbornly) that
ever any man did anytliing ... s
·

Geographically Dorset was vitally important due to its close proximity to
the French Coast. The Royalists sought to secure the coastal towns such as
Lyme Regis as this would provide them with a means of communicating
with their supply source in France. 1643 saw the Parliamentarian defeat at
Roundway Down, the surrender of Bristol, Lord Carnarvon taking the
surrendei: of Dorchester, Weymouth and Portland, and Exeter capitulating
to Prince Maurice. At the end of the campaigning season the only
Parliamentary strongholds left in the West were Plymouth, Poole and Lyme
Regis.

It was his idea to shorten the perimeter to make it easier for the small
garrison. to defend. Most of the houses outside the defences were cleared so
as to stop Royalists using them as garrisons.

Since the beginning of the war the Lyme garrison had been active in
sending out raiding parties to attack the Royalist held positions in the West
Country, this had obviously annoyed the King who called it a 'rebellious
town'.2 The siege of Plymouth was proving to be a waste of men and
resources, the Royalists abandoned it in December and Prince Maurice
moved his army into winter quarters. It was Charles' decision at the
commencement of the new campaigning season to concentrate on breaking

The town had the advantage of the sea, Parliamentary ships were able to
bring supplies and take · correspondence to the Committee of Both
Kingdoms. This proved to be vital when Maurice attacked the supply
barges moored in the Cobb, setting them alight; all seemed lost. 6 Two days
later on 23 May the Lord High Admiral Warwick arrived in his flagship the
James from Plymouth with six other ships carrying supplies and munitions.
He put ashore 300 seamen to strengthen ·the garrison and Hugh Peters
preached a thanksgiving setmon. 7 Warwick then sailed towards Charmouth
in orderto draw·the Royalist troops ea5tward away from the town, but this
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only worked temporarily and the heavy bombardment contim1ed. InJune
he sent word to. the ~mmittee of Both Kingdoms that he would stay at
Lyme and use his ship to help defend the town but Vice-Admiral Batten
and the rest of the fleet would resume their duties elsewhere:s
E~sex'. s

army were on their way to relieve the town; they completed the 11 O
miles in seven da!s, causing the Royalists to depart at 2 a.m on the morning
of 15 June, leaving 2000 dead according to Warwick; this might be an
exaggeration, but the Royalists did state that they had had higher losses than
at Exeter or Bristol. Lyme's losses were only 120, which were probably due
to the properties being very dense with vast merchant cellars; therefore the
inhabitants were able to . shelter from the bombardment and raids.
Unfortun~tely when a fire broke out it did not stay in isolation for long and
spread qwckly, and during one incident twenty-three houses were destroyed
or gutted.
Thou?11 Lyme ~ad survived the siege their problems were not over. During
the winter Goring was very active in Devon and Dorset, and Taunton was
put ~der siege. The Lri:ne garris<:'n renewed their operations of clearing
outlying houses and carrying out raids on nearby royalist occupied towns, in
order to keep the ~omm~ication ~ines clear between Taunton and Lyme,
the only two Parhamentanan gamsons left in the area. The spring and
summer of 1645 saw the establishment of the Clubman association a
movement of war weary irregular troops whose aim was to clear the ;.ar
from their area. In July they made a violent attack on the Lyme garrison.
Lyme spent £17,458 to keep the garrison going during the siege, and in
re~ they lost property, ships and a lucrative trade. In compensation
Parliament ordered collections in all parish churches for the relief of Lyme.
1?rd Paulett was ordered to pay £200 per annum and give 2,000 oaks from
his woods to build new houses and ships for the town.9
Cromwell appointed his brother-in-law John Desborough, husband of Jane
Cromwell, as the Major-General for the West. He was one of the oldest
Major-generals and had been very active during the. Civil War starting as
quarte~-master in his brother-in-law's regiment, and became a captain of
horse in the New Model Army. He had played an important part as a
~avalry Commander at the storming of Bristol and the battle of Langport
in 1645. He was a devoutly religious radical man who believed in the
Republic, and he dealt severely with anyone who opposed the regime. In
1656 he proposed the introduction of a bill to make the decimation tax
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pepnanent. He believed that 'It was blows not fair words, that settled and
must settle the peace of England'. 10 He spent a lot of time away in London
due to the illness of his wife and other commitments.
Thomas Coram was born here in 1668. He went to Massachusetts and
worked for ten years_ building ships in Boston and Taunton. He retumcd to
England in debt, but continued to work to further settlement in America. It
was while he was in America that he worked to try help the native peoples
whom he felt were treated unjustly. He is famous as a believer in Women's
Rights and e~ual op~rtunities for girls and it was with the support of
twen~-one anstocraac women that he was awarded a Royal Charter to
establish the Foundling Hospital in 1739, the first major orphanage for the
care and education of abandoned children. The hospital was built in Lambs
Conduit Fields, London, and the first governors of the hospital were
prominent artists such as Hogarth, Gainsborough, Reynolds and Roubiliac.
Their works were displayed and it became London's first art gallery. Handel
left the rights of his major work the Messiah to the hospital and he held
fund- raising concerts in the chapel where Coram's body was laid to rest in
1751.
.

On 10 June 1685 the Duke of Monmouth together with 84 companions
landed on the beach west of the Cobb (now known as Monmouth Beach).
He chose Lyme as it still maintained the strong anti-Catholic position it had
held during the 1644 siege, and also it was very close to Taunton, which was
the main location of the proposed uprising. On entering the town he found
that the militia had fled and the town was pleased to welcome him as the
saviour of the Protestant cause.
. . :At his landing, he published a Declaration, charging his Majesty
with usurpation and several horrid crimes, on pretence of his own
title, and offering to call a free Parliament. This declaration was
or~ered to be burnt by the hangman, the Duke proclaimed a
traitor, and a reward of £5000 to any who should kill him.11
He raised his standard in a field just outsid~ the town and in a few days his
force swelled to over 3,000 divided into five regiments.
Lyme, although a little place,
I think it wondrous pretty;
If 'tis my fate to wear a crown,
I'll make of it a city.i2
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The Old Monmouth hotel was established in 1630 as a Coaching·Inn on
nearly an acre, and it was here that Lord Grey and the cavalry lodged during
their stay in Lyme. Though Grey corrunanded the cavalry at the battle of
Sedgemoor .he was pardoned for his part in the rebellion.
Monmouth and his army left Lyroe on 15 June at 10 a.m. on his way to
Taunton where he was proclaimed King oh 20 June. The next day he
departed with an army of 7,000 on route to Bridgwater and the battle of
Sedgemoor, which was fought on 5 July.
Came news of Monmouth's utter defeat, and the next day of his
being taken by Sir William Portman and Lord Lumley with the
militia of their counties ... ·Monmouth had gone sixteen miles on
foot, changing his habit for a poor coat, and was found by Lord
Lumley in a dry ditch covered with fem-brakes, ... h~ beard being
grown so long and so gray as hardly to be known, ... The £5000 to
be given to whoever should bring Monmouth in, was · to be
distributed among the militia by agreement between Sir William
Portman and Lord Lumley ... 13
On 15 July he was beheaded at the Tower of London and Lyme Regis
remained a town.
After the trial at the Dorchester Assizes · (between 3-10 September), the
beach at Lyme Regis was designated as the place of execution for the Lyme
Regis twelve.14 On 12 September the twelve were hung and eleven of them
were disembowelled and quartered. The quarters were covered in tar and
displayed around the town, it was claimed that they could still be seen in
1723.
William Hewling was buried in the Lyme churchyard, saved from the
disembowelling by his sister Hannah, who paid Judge Jeffreys £1000. Two
weeks later their grandfather. provided a further £1000 and Hannah paid
Jeffreys for their brother Benjamin who was hanged at Taunton.ts
During the early 18th Century Lyme Regis went into a dedine and was saved
after Dr Richard Russel published a book about medicinal properties of
seawater. Soon everyone was flocking to the coast. Lyme became popular
after the Earl of Chatham brought his sickly son (William Pitt the Younger)
to take the waters. Jane Austen visited in 1803 and 1804 and Ii.er novel
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Pe~u~sion is set in the town. The town had a new lease of life, the old 1711t
century buildings were given new facades and there were Georgian and
Regency villas built surrounding the town. In the old part of the town saw
the destruction of historic buildings in the fires of 1803 and 1844. Some of
the old coaching inns have survived such as The Old Monmouth and The
Tudor House Hotel.t6

Notes.
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316-317
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(Routledge,), 433. The Declaration had been printed by William
Disney in London, who was executed on 29 June for his part in the
rebellion.
12. J. Fowles, A Short History efLyme Regis, {Dovecote Press, 2000), 23. G.
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14.

15.
16.

The following people were executed on Monmouth beach: A.
Batiscombe, Colonel Holmes, Sampson Lark, Captain Madders,
Captain Matthews, William Cox, Dr Temple, Joseph Tyler, Sampson
Locke and William Hewling.
Fowles, Lyme Regis, 22.
The Tudor House Hotel claims to have the mizenmast from The
Mqyjlmver, a plaster ceiling designed by Sir Walter Raleigh and a
Jacobean staircase.
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David Farr, John I.Ambert, Parliamentary Soldier and Cromwellia11 Major-Genera~
1619-1684. Boydell Press, 2003. pp. x + 268. £50.
·

~ile most of the major parliamentary and royalist generals of the English
civil wars ~ave attracted full-length biographies, the key military figures of
the 1650s in general and the Protectorate in particular have not fared so
well. Thus we have no substantial studies of either Charles Fleetwood or
John Disbrowe, though a biography of the former is in preparation. There
was one twentieth-cen~ biography of John Lambert, the nearly-man of
the Protectorate, a weighty 460-page tome by William Harbutt Dawson
publi~hed in 1938 as CromweU's Understudy. Worthy and generally solid, it~
also ligh~y referenced and both the text and intermittent footnotes suggest
that, while the author had_ made ~d use of printed primary sources, the
volume rested on only slight archival work and little recourse had been
made to man'uscript sources. There was a need for something fresher and
more_ thoroughly researched, a detailed account of the mari and his life
drawing on. the full rang_e of_surviving sources and with a firm grasp of the·
complex history and ~stonography of the period. Accordingly, it is a
ple~ure to welco~e ~s fine, ne_w, full-length study of Lambert, written by
David Farr and spnngmg from ~s 1996 Cambridge University doctorate.
Dr Farr's book ~ not a. conventional biography, following its subject from
cradle to grave in a stnct chronological sequence. The whole life is here
from birth, upbringing and _edu~atio? in pre-war Yorkshire through to th;
long years of post-Restoratlon impnsonment on various offshore islands.
But the chronologically based material is interspersed with other, mace
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thematic chapters, exploring issues such as his network of colleagues,
clients and agents, his relationship with his extended family, including his
support for royalist ~d Catholic kin, and his rather ambiguous and
uncertain religious beliefs and personal faith. A handful of chapters are
revised versions of articles which first appeared in recent years in a variety
of learned journals, including Cromwe!Ji.ana.
Dr Farr presents us with an often detailed and generally convincing portrait
of Lambert, broadly sympathetic but showing due detaqunent and balance.
The footnotes are profuse and impressive, and both the references and the
extensive bibliography confirm that this study rests upon substantial and
impressive archiyal work. So when the author has little new to say and
passes over some incidents and developments quite briefly - there is, for
example, surprisingly little and very little new here on Lambert's role in the
manoeuvrings of spring 1653 after Cromwell's ejection of the Rump or on
his part in writing, revising, advancing and winning support for the
Instrument of Government in the closing weeks of 1653 - we may assume
that surviving sources simply do not throw any further light on these topics.
Conversely, Dr Farr's work greatly expands our knowledge of Lambert's
background, family and -kinship and his discussion of these areas provides
some of the richest and strongest material in this biography. He argues that
Lambert's interaction with his kin, particularly the Lister family and their
connections, in the 1630s and especially after his father's early death in
1632, was a key factor in shaping his allegiance to the parliamentary cause in
the 1640s - the Lister network was, Dr Farr claims, 'essential to Lambert's
social and ideological development and crucial when it came to the moment
of war in 1642' (p. 30). The author also gives us detailed and impressive
insights into Lambert's later social circles, showing the importance of
patronage and clientage as he built up a network of agents, most not'...tbly
Adam Baynes, into his elevated social status during the 1650s, with his
acquisition of a grand house and garden at Wimbledon making him in many
ways 'the epitome of the new men who had advanced to prominence' (p.
165) and into his continuing interaction with and care for his kin during the
post-war decade, even those who clung onto their royalist or Catholic
beliefs. 'Kinship was a significant determinant in Lambert's life and cai:ec1:
and despite his increasing frustration with unrepentant Cavaliers, it shaped
his· general ecumenical outlook' (p. 167), an approach also seen i.n his
tolerant and supportive dealings with a variety of individuals and faithli,
including both Catholics and Quakers. The continuing support: of his
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immediate family and wider kin helped cushion his long years of
imprisonment during the reign of Charles IL

contributed to the disintegration of the force he led north to block Monck's
progress in the opening weeks of 1660. 'Ultimately Lambert: proved a
political failure' is Dr Farr's bleak but perfectly justified condusion (p. 213).

Most of the more chronologically based chapters chart and examine
Lambert's military and political career during the 1640s and 1650s. In
exploring the campaigns he waged or led, mainly though not ex:dusively in
northern England in 1642-46 and 1648, Dr Farr paints a picture of military
success, growing confidence and rapid promotion and he suggests that
Lambert's 'military record bears comparison with that of. any of his
contemporaries' (p. 44). In particular, he claims that Lambert played a key
part in the defeat of the Scots in 1648, for his fierce attacks on Langdale's
royalists around Carlisle induced the Scottish-royalist forces to come to
their aid and begin rolling south before they were really ready. Dr Farr
accords Lambert a vital role in all the key military successes of the Scottish
campaign of 1650-51, including Dunbar, Hamilton, Inverkeithing and
Worcester, and even suggests that by that time his military abilities were
beginning to surpass those of Cromwell himself, whose powers, he claims,
'were on the wane' by this stage, so that Lambert 'was emerging as probably
the most effective field commander' (p. 91). The experience of war and
campaigning radicalised Lambert and tied him thereafter to a military
agenda, which first advanced but then stymied· his subsequent political
career. For a time, in the early and mid 1650s, this approach gave him
prominence and some power, especially as a key promoter of the
Protectorate and as the main author of its first constitution, the Instrument
of Government, which, Dr Farr suggests, reflected Lambert's distrust of ·
(mainly civilian) parliaments in the way it closely limited the role and
position of future parliaments. But Dr Farr sees Lambert then becoming
increasingly out of tune with the drift of Protectoral politics in the mid and
later 1650s. As Cromwell and many of his key supporters, including the
more flexible military figures Disbrowe and Fleetwood, supported moves to
give the regime a more civilian appearance, to pay more attention to··
parliaments and civilian politicians, Lambert was left isolated and alienated
as he clung on to his more military agenda, continuing to support a
settlement relying much more strongly upon, and giving more power to, the
army. Never personally close to Cro~well and lacking Disbrowe's and
Fleetwood's kinship ties with the 'Protector, by 1657 Lambert also lacked
the power and solid political or military constituency to enable him to resist
the new constitutional arrangements. This led to a remarkably. swift fall
from grace and an uneasy alliance with the republican opponents of the
Protectorate and, even when restored to military command in 1659, it also

Overall, this is a strong, impressive and much-needed biographical 6tiidy,
throwing significant new light on many aspects of Lambert's life, Cat'CCt' and
context. Resting upon an impressive body of fresh research and developing
important and generally convincing lines of argument and intcq>rotation,
this volume is unlikely to. be the final word on Lambert but it docs greatly
add to our knowledge and understanding of the man, his career, his family
and his wider connections. There is really only one major weakness with
this volume, namely its price. £50 is an awful lot to pay for a book of
around 270 pages, several chapters of which have already appeared in print
elsewhere in slightly earlier versions and which contains just one illustration
- a black and white reproduction of the Walker portrait of Lambert. Alas.
the price may well restrict the sales and circulation of this fine and
important study.
Robert Fallon (ed), The Chnstian Soldier. Medieval and Renaissance Texts &
Studies, 2003. pp. xviii + 200. £25.
This volume gathers together and reprints the full texts of four civil war
pamphlets originally published in the years 1642-45 and designed to
circwate amongst and to give spiritual and a degree of moral and political
guidance to the royalist and parliamentarian soldiers who were facing
torment, temptation and possible imminent death both on and off the
battlefield. The best know is probably The Souldiers Pocket Bible, a short and
anonymous collection of selected and somewhat rewritten biblical texts
intended to guide, instruct, encourage and reassure the parliamentary troops
who were facing advancing royalist armies in the dark days of summer
1643. The Souldiers Catechisme, by far the most substantial text reproduced in
this volume, sets out a series of questions and reassuring answers. Designed
to give spiritual, moral and political guidance to the parliamentarians, it was
written by Robert Ram, vicar of Spalding, and quickly ran through scvci:al
editions in 1644-45, by which. time parliamentary fortunes had revived.
Here we are given the text of one of the later editions, set against the text of
a mocking royalist edition, written by Thomas Swadlin of Oxford, who
produced variant, satirical answers to Ram's questions, deriding pa1fou11c11t
and condemning its soldiers. There follow two short royalist pamphlcltl,
Thomas Swadlin's The Souldiers Catechisme of 1645, in which a padiarftcntm·y
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sol?ier supposedly asks questions and is apparently won <Jver by the
enlightened answers of a royalist tutor, and Thomas Jordan's The Christian
Souldier of 1~2, encouraging the royalist troops to contemplate the godly
cause for w?ich the~ ~ere fighting and to ensure that they would conduct
themselves m a Chrisaan manner. Also included here is the full text of a
later pamphlet, The Christian Soldier's Pen'!Y Bible of 1693, a revised edition of
the Pocket Bible of half a century before reissued to guide William Ill's
troops, and short extracts from and brief summaries of a handful of other
civil war tracts on a similar theme. Each of the main texts has a brief
introduction and very helpful explanatory footnotes and the volume is
toppe~ and taile~ ~y an introduction, setting the pamphlets in context and
explonng the religious background to and nature of the civil war and a
select bib~iography and index. This well-researched and well-pr;sented
volume .will probably appeal most to a fairly specialist readership. but all
those with an interest in the military and religious history of the 1640s (and
·
beyond) will find much of value here.

The narrative itself is also uneven. Robbins really gets into his str:ide when
dealing with the Preston campaign, for example, taking the t'Cadel' along
with him in a rapidly moving and engaging account of the duce days of
fighting that determined the outcome of the Second Civil War. In some
other campaigns he is far 1ess assured. On occasion the accounts al'C a litt1c
confused and one begins to wonder if the author has actually visited the
battlefield. There are many pitfalls in summarising a major engagement in
just a few pages. If working from just a few sources they must be t1rn ll'lOSt
recent or defmitive to ensure that major re-interpretations are not nlissetl
and errors repeated that should have long been banished from sc1'ious
studies. The most inexcusable here is the nonsense of the last stand of UlC
Whitecoats on Marston Moor in White Sike Oose, a field that did not even
exist until the late 18th century. We have learnt in recent years that the
traditional interpretations of major battles are often far from secure, yet in
this account of Cromwell's battles there is certainty. The inadequacy of our
knowledge of location and terrain are not raised, even though it may
significantly affect our understanding of how and why a battle was won.
Dunbar turns critically on terrain and deployment in relation to it, but we
are never clear whether the inadequacy of its discussion here is due to the
lack of a good modem study of the battle. A brief appendix providing such
critical assessment of the secondary works on key battles and themes would
have greatly enhanced the book.

Peter Gaunt

*****
S. Robbins, G(Jd's GeneraL· CromweU the Soldier. (Sutton, 2003)
ISBN 0-7509-2879-4
There are perhaps too ~y s~dies o~ Cromwell, so to even contemplate
another demands clear JUStlficatlon. This book has found such a niche but,
'.15 the first full length study for a century of Cromwell as a soldier, it sets
itself a major challenge.
In its ~irst _objec~ve, to provide a _readable, _coherent narrative of military
campaigns m which Cromwell was mvolved, it can claim success. It draws a
believable picture .of a man new to military action that over a decade,
between 1642. and 1651, leams the military trade. We see him building
sound ~ounda~ons ~t every step, as the stage on which he acts expands to
meet his !?1'°wmg skills and confidence. But our appreciation of this story is
compromtsed by the Jack of adequate maps. Terrain had a central influence
on the ?u~ome of camp~gn, and battle alike and· Robbins attempts to
convey it m words, but ~s can never succeed unless the reader already
knows the battlefield. At tlmes one becomes completely bemused ·as the
places an~ events are reeled off without a map to place them in a coherent
geographical framework. For his campaigns this book provides a poorer
map base than Cromwell himself would have had access tof
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What of the book's second and more exacting objective, an assessment of
Cromwell's military abilities and effectiveness? Unfortunately here it rarely
transcends the narrative. At various points there is brief consideration of
well known issues such as Cromwell's choice of men for particular tasks, his
care for his troops and above all his belief in the strength of God's support
for the cause. But there are no new insights into Cromwell the soldier and
the assessment is all too brief, the final chapter instead drifting off into a
discussion of Cromwell's political actions during the Commonwealth and
Protectorate.
To judge the soldier we need to set him alongside his contemporaries. In
the Dunbar campaign there is a comparison of Cromwell with Leslie, the
Scottish commander, but such analysis is rare. Rupert and Cromwell arc
contrasted as cavalry commanders but we never find what tcally
distinguished the two men. How was it that over the three years between
Edgehill and Naseby one apparently learnt nothing, while the ot11er rose
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from cavalry captain to second in corrunand and architect of parliament's

trot'. The latter was not Cromwell's invention but rather sta!'ldat'<:I military
practice of the time. More often though it is not the. f~ct but tl~c
interpretation one must question. It is true that n~t until. Preston d1d
Cromwell have independent corrunand of a large aony m. a ma1or. battle, b~t
was this really his first opportunity for the free exe1·c1~c .ot hu; stt:a.wgu;
skills? One needs to understand how the Eastern Assoc1auon or the New
Model commands actually functioned. How dominant was Cromwell in dtc
strategic and tactical decision making before, and indeed . after, l~e had
independent command of an army? In the later y~ars Robbms pa~ticul~y
remarks upon the signs of Lambert's hand alongside Cromwell's Ul ma1or
campaigns.

main field army, applying tactics on the field that quite simply destroyed the

enemy. And what of a comparison with Waller, who is usually Linked to the
realisation and promotion of the need for the New Model and was initially a
genuine contender for command of such an army? How did Cromwell
manage to completely eclipse him by in the field by 1644-? Surely the great
difference between the two was that while Waller expressed the need for
such a new modelled army Cromwell was out there creating one, ·and had
been ever since 1642. But in all such comparisons how much was the man
and how much the circumstance?
Most of all we need to understand Cromwell's relationship with his
superiors, because for most of his military career, even when making
arguably his greatest contributions to winning the war, he never rose above
Lieutenant General. We do hear of his interaction with Wake, the first
corrunander of the Eastern Association, which presages the pivotal events
of autumn and winter 1644, centred on the conflict with Manchester. But
given that Manchester was not a 'hands on' general, there need to be
searching questions asked about who provided the drive and coherence of
the. Eastern Association army. More fundamental than anything else, we
must understand the relationship between Cromwell and Fairfax between
1643 and 1648, for there can be little doubt that, from the outset, the New
Model was Cromwell's army.
The.se omissions perhaps arise from taking too much at face value, and with
Cromwell this is a dangerous mistake, as many of his contemporaries
discovered to their cost. Here the contentious questions are not even asked,
let alone answered. We are given matter of fact accounts of such things as
Cromwell's appointment as Lieutenant General of the New Model yet why,
one must ask, was that very post the only major one not filled in the New
Model during its first two critical months?
Robbins' narrative provides interesting insights, especially into his early
battles, arid one can identify many valuable links. Thus at Gainsborough we
see Cromwell employing the control and tactics which were to be repeated
on a large scale two years later at,Naseby, holding back a reserve from the
initial attack and pursuit, to counter any enemy reserve and then throwing
that force in at the most opportune moment to shatter the opposition. But
other reasons for Cromwell's success are obscured by mistaken
explanations, as where Robbins claims that in a charge Rupert's cavalry
always galloped while Cromwell's troopers alone charged at a 'pretty round
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Neither should an assessment of Cromwell in the First Civil War, focus too
narrowly on cavalry. He had a central role ~1 b~ikiing the whole Eastem
Association army. His acolytes, such as Pickenng .and Mountagu, were
promoted to command of infantry regiments, and _this ~~st surely be seen
as part of a strategy to build effective teamwork withm the command
structure. At Marston Moor it was in fact not just Cromwell's cavalry but
the Eastern Association army as a whole which swept the field, almost as an
independent force, destroying the Royalist northern arm~. !t was surely
Cromwell who was the effective commander of the Associat:ton army that
day, not Manchester and certainly not Crawford as Robbins would have us
believe.
Indeed there is a naivety in the analysis which means that central themes are
missed none more so than where the appointment of Ireton as
Commissary General of Horse immediately before Naseby is described as
'nepotism'. This shows a failure to grasp one of the central. reasons for
Cromwell's success, the building a 'team' that he.could work with and trust.
It also overlooks the fact that in the 17th century society, which was so
much smaller and more intimate than that of recent centuries, to a
significant degree family links were a no~ part of administrative
organisation. It was to highly trusted officers, like Ireton, that Cromwell
gave critical roles, knowing in a way that Rupert could not~ that they would
fulfil their responsibilities within the agreed strategy. Thus it was t~ Whalley
he gave the critical task of breaking Langdale's cav~ry at Nase?y, JUSt as he
had delegated to him the all important role of covenng the tactical rctt:cal' ac
Gainsborough in 1643. Between Edgehill and Nasebr Cromwell not rn?y
built a cavalry force urunatched in the war. He built a whole al'lny, lltl
officer corps and coinmand, providing a coherence and unity of pUt1mso
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that his enemies, royalist and parliamentarian alike, could only dream of.
The great success of the New Model at Naseby was not that the Ironsides
~wept the ~nemy from the ~eld, but that when regiments broke, cavalry and
mfantry alike, the army still stood, brought in its reserves and counter
attacked. Perhaps coloured by Clarendon's comparison of Rupert's to
~romwell's cavalry, ~d maybe dazzled by the glamour of the cavalry, the
tmportance of the uruty of pmpose of the rest of the army is so often
overlooked.
This review may seem unduly harsh, but Robbins set himself a daunting
~hallenge and h~ to be judged against an appropriate standard. His subject
ts ~ably the smgle most important theme in the history of the Civil War.
It ts therefore unfortunate that this book is too superficial to do it justice. If
you want a readable account providing the sequence of events in
Crom~ell's campaigns then it will suffice. If you are expecting an 'in depth
appraisal of Cromwell's unique gifts as a military leader', as promised on the
?oak's dust jacket, then you will be sadly disappointed. There is still an
tmportant, but very demanding book waiting to be written!
Glenn Foard

*****
While .on a visit to Arundel Castle I purchased The Sick!J Stuarts by
Fredenck Holmes (Sutton Publishing, 2003). The subtitle is The Medical
Do1111lfaU ef a Dynas!)', as a Cromwellian I could not resist this book.
Frederick H?lmes is Professor _of Medicine Emeritus at the University of
Kansas Medical Centre; and while on sabbatical leave in 1991 he decided to
study Modem British History and the late Professor J P Kenyon was his
tutor. Holmes became addicted to the Stuarts and continued to study and
attend courses whenever he was on leave. In 1998 he received his Master's
de~e in_ History at the University of Kansas and his thesis was the theory,
w~ch this book explores. This is a fascinating book to read whether·you
believe the theory or not. It has taken ten years of research to review letters
state _pa~rs and medical documents. He has reproduced post-mo~
exammabons, reports by the royal physicians and observations by members
of c;ourt ~or ~ the monarchs and their families. He has put forward up to
date m~cal di_agnoses and ruled out some seventeenth century- diagnoses.
It was. mteresbng to find out that Anne did not suffer from gout, but
systemtc lupu~ e~ematosus, which finally killed her; her inability to
produce an heir agatn was due to Lupus. Her son Prince William suffered
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from hydrocephalus but died of pneumonia. James n lost his cmwn to
William of Orange because he had not taken the situation seriously and
suffered a series of disabling nosebleeds. I enjoyed this book and especially
when he suggests the delusional Charles I died a surgical death.
The fmal three books have all been produced by Osprey Puulh;hiug who arc
accumulating a strong portfolio of Civil War publications w1~ucn by vcl'.y
knowledgeable and well known authors. They are renowned for thcil' high
quality and reasonably priced publications, which arc well illuslratc<l
throughout and have a universal appeal whether as a study aid for key swgc
3 or for anyone who wants a succinct account of a particular aspect of the
civil war period. The English Civil War.r 1642-1651 by Dr Peter Gaw1t is his
first book for the publishing house. As well as writing the book Peter has
included many of his own photographs. The maps and diagrams are well
produced and are a complement to the text Though the book is not a large
tome it manages to cover the subject matter in chronological detail giving a
balanced view of the events and supplying interesting facts along the way,
such as a quarter of all deaths in action in England and Wales during the
civil wars occurred in sieges. This book is more than just an introduction to
the subject.
The second Osprey book is Au!dearn 1645 by Stuart Reid; it is more than up
to his usual standard with incredible detail and excellently written. He
discusses the opposing armies, level of combat experience and their origins.
He has managed to unravel from the available accounts, which have a
royalist bias, the events leading up to the battle. There are plenty of maps
including bird's eye views, which help to illustrate the narrative and
therefore readers appreciate how much the terrain played an important part
in the battle ie the broken nature of the ground prevented Montrose from
forming a conventional battle-line and therefore divided his army. In the
1980s Stuart was a great supporter of David Ryan's publishing ventures and
One Day Conferences held at Southend Library twice a year. He featured
heavily in English Civil War Notes & Queries, bringing to our attention
obscure battles and the Scots army's role in the proceedings. He was
involved in early research to help re-enactors. When he gave lectures on the
Scottish army's role in the Civil Wars he spoke with passion on a subject he
undoubtedly knew a great deal about He wrote the first book which
Partizan Press published Scots Armies efthe Seventeenth Century, writing about a
very neglected subject; as this was a hugh success it was revised tmd
expanded into an on going series which is up to volume four. He has aliio
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produced for Partizan Press Officers and "Regiments if the &!Ja!ist Anny in five
volumes. Prior to Reid's publications on Scotland I can only recall C.V.
Wedgewood's Montrose (a great read) and of course John Bucha.n's Montrose
published in 1928.
The third book is the latest edition to the Fortress series, English Civil War
Fortificc;tions 1642-51 by Peter Harrington. In 1990 Mancunian Peter was
made Curator of the military collection at Brown University Providence
Rhode Island, where he had been working since 1983. He is an expert on
the defences and fortifications of the Civil War, having written previous
books and articles on the subject; his best known publication is Archaeology
ef the English Civil War (1992). This publication discusses the part played by
fortifications during the war and how badly towns and cities were fortified
prior to the conflict, mainly because it was always thought that the threat
would be from abroad and the Navy would defend the nation; civil war had
not been considered. Europe seemed to be the masters of fortification and
siege warfare, the Thirty Years War was the training ground for some of the
personalities involved in the civil war. At the start of the conflict the
royalists were superior but as it progressed Parliamentary engineers
improved. The book discusses the type of defences and their effectiveness;
the fmal assessment was that most fortifications seemed to discouraged
storming but then rendered them open to seigeworks. In conclusion
temporary civil war fortifications were a psychological barrier rather than a
physical one and seemed to survive due to lack of resources to overwhelm
them. The book is well put together and considering it is only 64 pages he
manages to cover a great deal of information such as design, development,
writers and publications of the time. The section on the building of town
defences and how it disrupted everyday life and the whole livelihood of the
town was so interesting. The book includes a chronology of sieges and
battles and the sites today, both of which are very useful. The choice of
illustrations were both useful and informative, and the book also contains
seven specially co~ssioned colour drawings which do help to visualise
the times. The subject matter of this book could be thought to be dry, but
due to his expertise it is easy to read.
For further information about Osprey books contact: Osprey Direct, PO
Box 140, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8 2FA Tel. 01933 443 863;
www.ospreypublishing.com.
Jane A Mills
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The Cromwell Museum,
Grammar School Walk,
Huntingdon.
Tel (01480) 375830.
April - October
Open Tuesday-Friday 11am-1pm 2-5pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-1pm 2-4pm
Monday dosed
November - March
Open Tuesday-Friday 1-4pm
Saturday 11am-1pm 2-4pm
Sunday 2-4pm
Monday dosed
Admission free
**********

Oliver Cromwell's House,
29 St Mary's Street,
Ely.
Tel (01353) 662062.

.I
I

Open every day 10am-5.30pm
Admission charge
**********

The Commandery,
Sidbury,
Worcester.
Tel (01905) 361821.
Open Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm
Sunday 1.30-5pm
Admission charge
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